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Chapter 1
Brooklyn 1964
My father‟s name was Max, but my brother and I called him Maxwell. His alias stemmed
from the song title, “Maxwell‟s Silver Hammer”. He was old enough to have been my
grandfather, and because he had a full head of silver hair, the name just seemed to fit.
Sometimes I think that I didn‟t know much about my father, even though we lived
together for so long in an apartment in Brooklyn, New York. He didn‟t talk much about himself
which I think was common for men of his generation, and especially common for those who had
outrun hitler‟s nazis. But occasionally, when he pulled out his old pictures, he let us peer behind
the curtain. He called them his pictures from home. The more I learned about him, the more
surprised I was that the place he called home was Germany.
He kept his old pictures in a suitcase which he buried at the bottom of his closet. It was
the suitcase that he carried when he fled as a young man from Leipzig, Germany on
Kristallnacht. Kristallnacht was a coming-out party for the nazis; a state-sponsored riot against
the Jews in November of 1938.
The suitcase was off-limits to everyone. Only he took it out of the closet. Only he opened
it. And only he took anything from it. You can understand that the mystery created by that secret
suitcase provided endless fuel for a boy‟s imagination.
That closet was in the hallway, just ten feet from the kitchen where breakfast was served
with a juicy helping of the Yiddish-radio news hour. My father listened religiously while he ate
the same breakfast every day − cornflakes and skim milk, hot tea, and a slice of toast with peanut
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butter, and bananas mashed on top. The peanut butter and banana recipe was a souvenir of his
army days.
All conversation in the kitchen during the Yiddish Radio hour ceased. Violators would
be shooshed fiercely and receive his matching glare and waggling finger. He concentrated on
each story, his ear tuned towards the radio on the counter, located between the breadbox and the
toaster. During a very important-sounding story he would jump from his chair and skate across
the kitchen floor to place an ear closer to the radio. He listened as if he were to miss one word,
some calamity would befall him. And after the news came The Music. The announcer said,
“This is WEVD, 1050 on your radio dial, the station that speaks your language. And now
the Yiddish Radio Music Hour.”
I remember, we were sitting around the kitchen table, the radio was playing, the old radio
that my father had gotten from the bank in return for opening a savings account. There were
peaches ripening on the window sill. There was a faint smell of bleach in the kitchen.
A song came on and my parents said, “Oh, ah Freilach,” as they jumped out of their
chairs. My father, who had been eating breakfast, pulled out the napkin that had been tucked into
his belt and threw it on the table.
And as if by invisible signal my mother looked at my father, and they lifted the kitchen
table from its customary place in the middle of the room and put it down against the wall.
Quickly they moved the chairs aside. They came together in the middle of the room and began
dancing, their feet inches apart, whirling and twisting across the kitchen floor. My feet began
tapping to the rhythm. My parents put out their hands towards me, inviting me to join them on
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the dance floor, but I was embarrassed. I was ten years old. I didn‟t know how to dance, so I just
stood and watched them.
The music ended and my parents were breathless. My mother wiped her forehead with a
tissue that she took from under a rolled-up sleeve.
“Peter, the story of our Jewish people is in that music,” she said.
My father said, “That‟s Klezmer music, Jewish soul music. You‟ll know I‟m dead when
you play it for me and I don‟t get up and dance.”
Klezmer music was wild. It dipped and soared and cried and pleaded. It was sweet, but
could stampede like wild horses. It could be drunk and funny, or like lace on a wedding cake. I
listened to the riot rushing from a clarinet, cutting the air with a steely ribbon of sound that
reminded me of something I never knew.
The clarinet is the lead instrument in Klezmer music, so when my fourth grade class at
PS 238 was chosen to learn band instruments, it wasn‟t a surprise that I wanted to play the
clarinet.
PS238 was only a short walk from my house; a four story brick building with two
cement-paved yards on either side of the school running from East Eighth to East Ninth streets,
just off Avenue P.
My mother once asked me, “Do you know why the people on Avenue O are so angry?”
I shook my head.
“Because they have to walk a block to P,” she said.
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The school was surrounded by an iron gate, the yards by chain link fences. It was heated
with coal and I still remember the scraping sound like rushing gravel that the coal made running
down the chute from the slotted windows in the squat black delivery truck into the storage bins
beneath the school. I remember arithmetic drills with flashcards, take-cover drills for cold war
nuclear attacks and spending much too much time looking out the window daydreaming.
Through that window I watched in the early 1960s the construction of the Verrazano
Bridge, connecting Brooklyn to Staten Island. I could watch in the distance from my fourth floor
window seat the road bed being constructed from steel cables strung back and forth on what
looked like a huge spool of thread drawn slowly between the two boroughs by an invisible hand.
But what I remember most clearly about PS 238 was band class. Mr. Ferber, a young
teacher in probably his first teaching assignment, took on the task of teaching a roomful of nose
picking, spitball shooting kids to play musical instruments. We learned to read music, and we
counted out time signatures on the desktops, or between clapping hands.
Cardboard music stands rested on desks holding our $1.75 music books with the likes of
“Yankee Doodle Dandy” or “Hot Cross Buns”. I seldom practiced, and played poorly when I did,
struggling to keep a reed in playing condition.
Maintaining that translucent sliver of wood without breaking it against a tooth or
cracking a piece off on the ligature was nearly impossible. I cherished the rare moments between
squeaks and squawks when a rounded, clarinet-like tone poured from the bell of the instrument
causing me to examine the musical apparatus and my fingering, thinking, “Where did that sound
come from?”
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But I persisted, and so did Mr. Ferber. He could play every band instrument and in the
span of a forty-five minute class, had us seated, quieted, instruments unpacked and assembled.
He dealt with damaged instruments, broken and lost reeds, stuck trumpet valves and missing
pads. He could coax music from any instrument, previously unplayable in the hands of children.
The band gave concerts occasionally in the school auditorium. My parents worked and
must have had some difficulty finding the time to hear us play because I remember looking for
their faces in the audience. In the moments between pieces when I wasn‟t looking at the music or
at Mr. Ferber, I would peek into the crowd of beaming parents from behind my music stand,
hoping that my two most familiar faces were just hidden behind the next head, or just coming in
the door at the back of the hall.
I rented my clarinet from Sam Ash Music on Quentin Road, not far from school. I
remember trying to collect the five dollar monthly rent from my father, who sometimes said,
“Come back later,” or “Not now.” Eventually he would reach into his back pocket to extract a
shiny wallet that was held together with rubber bands, and fork over the five spot. I continued
playing in junior high school. For a year I played a rusted, dented, dirty, metal clarinet, stained
from years of other peoples‟ saliva and fingers full of the essence of tuna fish and bologna
sandwiches. Band practice was held during the lunch hour. Band members gobbled their lunch
and joined the musical fray already in progress.
My father, who was not into owning anything that he couldn‟t pack up and carry at the
drop of a hat, who rented the Brooklyn apartment in which we lived for forty years, decided that
the five dollar a month rental was a bad deal, and committed to buying me a clarinet. We went to
5
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a pawnshop in a particularly unsavory neighborhood, and he had to drop me off directly in front
of the store with the three soot-covered, once gold-colored balls hanging above the dark wooden
doorway.
“Run into that store and wait for me,” he said. “Tell them your father will be there in a
minute. I‟m going to park the car.”
Twenty minutes later we emerged from the store into the sunlight. I was clutching a
rectangular case lined with purple velvet, cradling a black and silver treasure. My father was
twenty-five dollars lighter, but happy that he had struck a good deal.
I remember holding the clarinet on my lap for the ride home in my father‟s 1964 white
Plymouth with the push-button transmission. I must have opened the case ten times on the way
to examine my clarinet, running my fingers on the silvery keys and over its silky black body, my
father glancing in my direction smiling.
I began to figure out Klezmer tunes on my clarinet. In the 1960s the first record album I
bought was Jewish Wedding Dances (which I still have), the second was Steppenwolf, Born to
Be Wild. Over the years I have worn out Klezmer records and even CD s studying a particular
melody so I could play it on my clarinet.
One day I was practicing in my bedroom, trying to figure out a song I heard on a record. I
liked the tune called “The Heyser Bulgar.” I was sitting on the edge of my bed and my mother
came into my room.
“I want to tell you a story,” she said.
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My mother was a good story teller, so I was looking forward to hearing what she had to
say. I put down my clarinet.
“When I was a girl, my grandfather used to live with us. That was in the 1920s, so he was
probably born around 1870. He had a big white beard.” She cupped her hand down below her
chin showing me how long his beard was.
“My sisters and I taught him to play cards and he used to cheat by hiding cards behind
his beard. Anyway, one day I was playing the Victrola. Today you‟d call it the record player. We
had some old Jewish records in the house, 78s, and I liked to listen to them. I put one on. The
song sounded like the song you were just playing. I‟m telling you the story because my old
grandfather came into the room and said to me in Yiddish, “Oi, is that an old song.”
That story was not as significant to me then as it is to me now. I still play the same
clarinet, and I still love Klezmer, but I have a feeling deep down that it carries a message for my
journey, with music by my father‟s suitcase.
It was at about this time, in the mid-sixties, that my father showed me a picture I‟ll never
forget.
Some Sunday afternoons, perhaps after a little prodding from my mother, my father
would say, “Come, I‟ll show you my pictures from home.”
I think that my mother had a sense that my father and I weren‟t spending enough time
together, and she looked at this as an opportunity for us to do so.
He‟d dig into his closet which was ten feet from his bedroom, and come out with his old
suitcase which he would put down on his bed. I‟d sit next to him, with him between me and the
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suitcase. He‟d snap open the locks, reach in, and take out an envelope or two of black-and-white
photographs. I remember some of them.
There was a photo of my father as a young boy wearing knickers, standing in front of a
wooden fence on a cobblestone street. He was arm-in-arm with another boy with small eyes,
almost slits, also wearing short pants.
“Who is the other boy?” I asked
“I don‟t remember,” my father said.
And there was another of my father, probably at about my age, ten, sitting at a table reading a
book. Behind him is a little girl in a white blouse with a ribbon in her collar.
“Who is the little girl?” I asked
He shrugged his shoulders. “I don‟t remember,” he said.
At that time, I didn‟t know why he couldn‟t remember some of the people in the pictures.
Now I know why.
My favorite picture was the one of him skiing in the Alps. He was wearing a bathing suit.
“Why were you skiing in a bathing suit?” I asked
“It was summertime and the air was warm, but the snow really burned your behind if you
fell down,” he said.
I‟d laugh.
I liked that picture because no matter how many times I saw it, my father would tell me
the same skiing story, always as if he was telling me for the first time. But I didn‟t stop him. I
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liked to hear him tell a story. I don‟t know how many times I heard the story of him climbing
thousands of feet up into the Alps in order to be able to ski back down again.
He‟d shake his silvery head and say, “No, no, we didn‟t have ski lifts like today. We
walked up.”
He showed us pictures of himself with his best friend, Alfred, on vacation in Europe. He
knew Alfred from childhood. They both had gone to the Carlebach School, the Jewish school in
Leipzig, named for Ephriam Carlebach, the Chief Rabbi of the city. My father and Alfred lost
track of each other during the war, but somehow got back together in New York City. There is a
photo of them in a gondola, a photo feeding the pigeons at St. Peter‟s in Rome, and a picture of
them standing on the wing of a parked airplane, waving. Alfred looked like he had parted his hair
with a steel ruler.
My father became a different person in front of those pictures. He was talkative and
animated, almost like he had stepped into a time machine set for a happier moment, before his
life changed.
I remember a specific Sunday afternoon. I remember sitting on his bed, with him and his
suitcase. The bedroom was small and it was crammed with furniture, which made it seem even
smaller. The mirror on the wall looked back at me as my father opened an envelope filled with
black-and-white photographs. He showed me the usual ones, we talked about them, but then he
held out a picture in front of me that I had never seen.
There was a woman in a long dress with black sleeves, fancy hat, with one hand on her
hip. She looked confident and proud. I could see my father‟s face in hers.
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“This is your grandmother,” he said.
His voice had become small and strange. I never heard it sound like that; almost like it
wasn‟t coming from his mouth. The room grew uncomfortably close and quiet, like the moment
before the symphony plays while the audience is holding its breath.
I had never heard any mention of my grandmother. I didn‟t know what to say.
I blurted out, “My grandmother. Where is she?”
“She disappeared,” he said.
I was confused. Even at the age of ten I knew that a person couldn‟t just disappear,
especially your own mother. But I didn‟t ask and he didn‟t go on. He had begun to cry and was
putting away the picture.
I never asked again because I didn‟t like to see my father cry, and he never showed me
that picture again. But that moment is still in my bones. I think it always will be.
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Chapter 2
The Army
My father was the last person you‟d ever think of finding in a pool hall. He was a German
who would eat a pear with a knife and fork. He seemed too old to be playing pool, and he really
didn‟t have any hobbies. He didn‟t spend time on recreational activities, certainly not on things
that weren‟t immediately useful, practical, an investment in one‟s future, or a way to support
one‟s family. Pool did not fit into any of those categories.
But one rainy weekend in Atlantic City in 1967, we found ourselves shut indoors
developing cabin fever. My father proposed that he, my brother and I get out of our hotel room
and shoot some pool. This was a “men‟s only” activity. Mom didn‟t get an invite. My brother
and I looked at each other with a look that said, “Shoot pool with him?”
My parents liked Atlantic City for a weekend escape from New York. It wasn‟t a very
long car ride, but mostly I think they liked Atlantic City because it was where they honeymooned
in 1942.
Anyway, it was the best offer of entertainment my brother and I had that day, so we
tagged along with my father down the Atlantic City boardwalk, over the wooden slats, past the
Central Pier and the smiley Mr. Peanut in front of the Planters Peanut store. We weren‟t really
bothered by the rain as we walked. We were happy to be doing something with my dad, and
surprised that he even knew where a pool hall was.
After fifteen minutes or so, we followed my father down a flight of wooden stairs beside
a gray stucco wall off a city street that dead-ended into the boardwalk. It was one of the streets
that my mother had said to keep off of, but at that moment we were under the protectorate of
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Dad, impervious to all danger, real or imagined.
Inside the pool hall my dad got us a plastic tray of balls from a bald man behind the
counter who had a cigarette dangling out of his mouth and a tattoo on his arm. My father led us
away from some beer drinkers at the bar through a cloud of cigarette smoke to an empty table in
the back of the room that must have held twenty rectangular green-topped tables. He took us
over to the cue rack on the wall and got us situated with a couple of cue sticks. I got the shortest
one. I had never seen a full length, slate table, and had only played on some miniature versions at
recreation centers, or on small replicas in neighbors‟ basements. I had only seen a table like that
on televised tournaments. It looked as big as the ocean.
My father showed us what to do with the blue cube of chalk that had a dip into one side,
and he explained the rules of eight-ball to us. It was so surprising to me that he would like a
game that involved shooting at someone else‟s ball, rather than relying on winning with your
own.
My father broke and with the crack of the collision between the cue ball and the racked
triangle of polished ivories sitting on the green felt, my brother‟s eyes met mine. We were
speechless.
Then my father showed us how to hold a cue stick. My brother and I took turns rearranging the balls on the table with some wild shots. My father showed us how to use the bridge
to make a shot over a ball that was blocking the solid white cue ball. Using the bridge was easier
for me than hoisting around a stick, so I was content to just using the bridge for every shot that
day.
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It came my father‟s turn and he had an impossible shot because he couldn‟t comfortably
reach the cue ball. He tried from one angle and then another. I offered him the bridge, but he
shook his head. He walked around the table and looked for shots just like I had seen the pros do
on TV. He just couldn‟t reach the ball.
And then it happened. His frame moved into a place that my father‟s body couldn‟t have
known. He sat down on the rail and keeping one foot on the floor, put his cue behind his back.
My brother and I looked at each other with the “what-in-the-world-is-he-doing” look. The men at
the next table stopped their game to watch his shot, and our mouths gaping wide open. He called
the shot, and then sunk it with a smooth flick, shooting behind his back. My brother and I roared.
The two men at the next table were grinning. My father was nonchalant about the whole thing,
like he did it every day.
“Why do you look so surprised?” he said to us.
“Where did you learn how to do that?” my brother said.
“Oh, that?”
“Come on, where?
We were tugging at his arms.
“I used to play in the army,” he said. “We had a pool table in the mess hall. I played
every afternoon.”
He was smiling, very much so.
The United States army had cemented my father‟s relationship with America. He had
spent the war years as a US soldier, stationed outside of Washington, DC. He had just married
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my mother, and willingly went when Uncle Sam called.
The army was a safe place for my father. The Immigration Service left him alone. He
didn‟t have to worry about finding another country that would accept him as a citizen. He had the
basic necessities − food, clothing, and a bed to sleep in. He didn‟t have to be concerned about a
job, he was receiving an income, and somehow even arranged to get a trip back to New York to
visit my mother almost every weekend. He rode the trains between Union Station in Washington,
DC and Pennsylvania Station in New York City to visit so many times over the 4 years he was in
the army, that he calculated he had traveled the equivalent of 3 times around the earth.
I didn‟t know if he was a practitioner or just an observer, but he told us that his army
buddies traveling on the trains with him showed him how to catch the falling punch with one
hand as the conductor punched the ticket that you held in your other hand. The payoff came he
said if you could flatten the punch and replace it back into the hole for future use. The trick was
not to look down at the falling punch and give up the ruse to the conductor. My father cupped
one hand that he held low while making the motion of squeezing the hole punch with the other
hand as he explained his technique to the dismay of my mother and the unparalleled interest of
my brother and I.
My father had a good army life. He was never in combat. He liked the food on the base
he said, probably because he got three meals a day and not so much because the meals were
gourmet quality. He learned to eat peanut butter and banana sandwiches and fried eggs over
baked beans as a result of his stint in the army.
In his idle time, when he wasn‟t in a work detail cutting down trees or digging holes,
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tasks devised to keep the soldiers out of trouble, my father became an expert shot, and won
medals to prove it.
He saved his army clothes after he was honorably discharged at the end of the war,
maybe as a souvenir, or maybe because he just couldn‟t throw out usable clothing. He put some
of the clothing, his sharpshooter‟s medal, a Morse Code keypad and a rolled up picture of the
soldiers in his battalion into his brown leather suitcase at the bottom of his closet. That picture
unrolled to a length almost as long as your arm and contained the names of all the soldiers
printed beneath the picture.
A bit of the Americanizing that my father underwent during the sixty years he lived in the
United States took place in the army. He lived with a cross-section of Americans. It was the first
time he had seen black men. He didn‟t understand the signs above the drinking fountains and on
the restroom doors that said Whites and Colored.
He was surprised to meet grown men, perhaps from the country or backwoods who,
before they joined the army, didn‟t wear shoes. The barefoot men, in turn, were surprised to meet
an adult male who had never gotten drunk, though they did teach him how to drink one-handed
out of a gallon jug, supporting it with some shoulder and the crook of an elbow. My brother and I
liked to hear my father imitate the accent of his buddy from Alabama, southern style accented in
German.
My father told us that to keep the soldiers on base occupied, they did random chores. He
said they would assemble in the morning and the officer in charge would put the men into two
long lines, a man on one line would take apart a machine gun, a man on the other line would
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assemble it. The next man would take it apart, the next would assemble it. When it came my
father‟s turn to assemble the gun he proudly stepped forward and did so, and felt even more
accomplished that he had improved the mechanism by putting it all back together still having
three pieces left over. But when the next soldier couldn‟t take it apart again my father was
forever relieved of that mechanical drill.
On another occasion while with the combat engineering corps in Fort Belvoir, Virginia,
my father told of pitching tents in the woods. He said in spite of the ground being rock hard in
the winter, there were men who could lift the heavy mallet, swing it over their head, and with a
whoop, bring it down in one motion squarely on the head of the tent spike, driving it into the
ground. My father said that not only could he hardly lift the mallet but that he broke off a number
of heads striking the spike with the handle rather than with the head. When he did hit the spike
on the head he said the spike didn‟t budge one inch. I liked to hear him retell that story. I liked to
hear my father make the whooping sound. It was very unlike him, or unlike what I thought he
was.
I imagine that the Army regime was more natural to someone raised in German society,
where respect for authority was understood. Although my father was the perfectionist, he did
have a lapse, and had to run three times around the army camp with his rifle raised above his
head for disputing the inspector‟s findings who said that there was a speck of dirt in his gun
barrel.
“Dirt in the chamber,” was the report.
“Impossible,” my father said.
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The base where my father was later stationed, Fort Meade, Maryland, also served as a
POW camp for captured German officers. Because of my father‟s fluency in German and
English, the army used him as a listening observer. His superiors thought he might be able to
hear the prisoners discussing information useful to the American war effort. He acted as if he
didn‟t understand the German prisoners‟ conversations, but was to report anything of
significance.
General Von Arnim, Erwin Rommel‟s replacement, was captured and brought to Fort
Meade. Rommel had been the German‟s Panzer tank commander in North Africa.
My father told me that he and Von Arnim played checkers sometimes. My father was
under orders not to speak German to him, but my father thought that his identity was revealed
because of his checker-playing style. My father thought it to be European.
One day my father came into Von Arnim‟s room. Von Arnim had his back to my father
and was taking off his Iron Cross. My father wondered, tongue-in-cheek at that moment, if Von
Arnim was going to give him the medal.
I‟m sure that my father thought that his native German speaking ability, his
sharpshooter‟s eye, and hatred for the nazis, could be put to better use in Europe.
And the boy who saw his father crying over the picture of his grandmother wanted
justice, the opportunity for his father to avenge a murder. I had heard some dribs and drabs of
conversation in our Brooklyn apartment indicating that my grandmother had died in a gas
chamber in a concentration camp in Poland called Belzec. Ten year-old me created the
opportunity for revenge.
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#
Intelligence reports indicate that there is reason to believe that General Von Werner and
other high ranking nazi officials are planning to visit a newly constructed concentration camp
near the town of Belzec, in southwestern Poland. It is a model camp. The commandant of Belzec,
SS Colonel Christian Wirth, is expected to be in attendance to receive his high ranking guests
and conduct the tour. The visiting officials want to review the design of the camp for possible
duplication elsewhere. This report comes from captured German prisoners held in a POW camp
in Ft. Meade, Maryland. Their conversations were overheard.
The officers are coming by train from Berlin, and transferring to automobiles at the
checkpoint, in the town of Belzec. They will continue by car to inspect the camp. The train station
at Belzec was just widened to accommodate eight tracks, due to the recent increase in human
traffic. The killing machine is working overtime.
The US military requests volunteers for the suicide mission, and my father signs up. He
had flown in small planes before in Europe, so a glider couldn’t be much different he thinks.
“Don’t worry”, they tell him. “It is a lot smoother and quieter ride”.
He doesn’t care that the engineless plane has only one chance to make a landing in the
field a few miles from the rail station. He doesn’t care that the only escape route after the
mission is to be snatched up into the air by a low flying plane, fitted with an apparatus that will
snag his glider and drag it aloft again. They don’t tell him that gliders being towed behind
bombers or transports are called flak-bait.
No one looking up into the night sky in the very early morning near Belzec, Poland, sees
18
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the glider swoop low. No one hears it in the air, and no one is alerted to the four men dressed as
German soldiers arriving at such an unorthodox time in such an inauspicious place.
The moonlight is all the pilot needs to find a bit of level landing area. The small glider,
painted to look like a German plane, bumps its way across the field and comes to a halt,
undetected.
A dog barks in the distance. The morning air is cool as the soldiers emerge from the
small engineless plane and stretch their cramped limbs. Flying for hours in a glider can make
even the most physically fit man stiffen up.
The pilot says to my father, “Max, come with me.” He points to the others. “You two men
take the other side of the plane.”
The four men push the glider to the edge of the clearing, get it out of plain sight, and
position it for the escape snatch at 1400 hours. Their faces are blackened to lessen the chances
of their detection.
They plan to walk some and run some to arrive in time at the target area, a number of
miles away. There isn’t much time. The nazi convoy will be passing through the checkpoint in a
few hours. The checkpoint is on the main highway, where the road crosses the rail tracks. The
station is on the edge of town, a few hundred yards from a deserted farm house and abandoned
grain silo. My father had been in the area years ago. Some relatives lived nearby, and he had
passed through this part of the country on the railroad more than once, while living in Germany.
My father checks his watch. He and his companions still needed to travel some miles on
foot before reaching the abandoned farm house, a straight shot from the station. It is going to be
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dark for a few more hours. They can travel undetected. Their light packs and rifles won’t weigh
them down. The men have been trained and are prepared.
The soldiers only need to send a telegraph signal to the main station indicating a clear
track, all clear for the train from Berlin to proceed. My father is carrying a telegraph key pad
and switch box, and is able to send the coded message by splicing into the telegraph wires strung
overhead.
The snipers don’t need to get too close to their quarry. Back in Virginia, my father could
shatter the target on his first shot from a couple hundred yards. He wonders how many shots he
can squeeze off before his targets scramble out of the cross hairs in his scope. The military
checkpoint will be perfect. The Germans will be caught by surprise. My father wants to blast SS
Colonel Christian Wirth, the commandant of the Belzec concentration camp.
The entourage arrives by train from Berlin and transfers to cars at a siding near the
station. As the targets get out of the train and walk towards their big open cars, the shots are
fired. The noise of the railroad cars and the sounds of the 12 cylinder automobile engines
starting up provide enough noise to mask the pop, pop, pop, pop of the snipers’ rifles.
The marksmen come far for seconds of work, and their victims’ lives end instantly. They
don’t know what hit them. They had no inkling of their fate. The survivors scramble for cover,
never seeing exactly where the shots come from. My father is not a man to gloat, but with
smoking rifle in hand he is pleased to have hit his target. The high ranking nazi officers lay dead
in their open cars at a railroad siding near Belzec, Poland.
There is pandemonium at the station. It gives the marksmen a few extra seconds head
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start in advance of their pursuers. The four soldiers are on their way, hurrying back to their
glider before the enemy has a chance to organize a search party. They appear as four German
soldiers speaking perfect German on their way to join up with their unit, or chase the intruders.
Their escape is planned for 1400 hours, back at the landing zone. The marksmen ditch
their special rifles. They don’t need them now. They had done their job, and would been seen as
incriminating evidence if the men are caught. The four soldiers hurry from the area as quickly as
they can without running, without attracting attention, just trying to blend into the surroundings.
It is difficult for them to walk, and look as if they belong there.
As they walk beside the highway, their pace quickens. Soon they are jogging. My father
passes a road sign pointing to Gorlice and to Tarnow. He’d be back. When things settled down,
he’d be back.
A plane flies low. They see the swastika on its fuselage. They run for cover beneath the
trees beside the road. The plane circles. It dives and comes their way. The men remained hidden.
A burst of machine gun fire from the plane cuts a path coming in their direction. It passes my
father, making dull thuds in the soft ground. The plane comes over the treetops. The other
soldiers are not so lucky. They’re shot. They look peaceful as they lay in the brush, their limbs at
odd angles. My father checks for a pulse, for a breath of life. There is none. They are dead. He is
alone.
My father has no choice. He has to leave them behind. He can’t help them now. He can’t
bring them back to life. He has to save himself and get back to the landing zone on time.
Moments after he emerges from the woods beside the road, he sees a motorcycle coming
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in the distance. He has been spotted. He is sorry that he left his rifle behind. This shot would
have been as easy as the target range in Coney Island.
The distant speck grows larger, and my father can hear the sputtering pops of the
motorcycle engine growing louder. He keeps walking. It is too late to run. My father takes his
chances with the rider. The rider slows and comes to a halt ten feet in front of my father. My
father takes a deep breath.
“Have you seen anything suspicious?” the soldier asks him.
My father points to the fork in the road, leading away from the glider. He answers in
perfect German.
“A truck just passed in a big hurry going in that direction.”
The rider thanks him and speeds off, leaving in the air a cloud of dust and the smell of
gasoline.
Any other day, a solitary German soldier walking by the road would have raised a
question, but not today. The rider is looking for an assassin.
When my father gets to the field he is exhausted, but thankful that before they went on
their mission, they had positioned the glider properly for rescue. Although the glider is small, he
couldn’t move it himself.
He needs help to set up the cage-like apparatus above the glider. That cage will be
snared by a giant hook dangling from the tow rope of the rescue plane. They had practiced the
set up operation with four men, but it is difficult now with only one. My father takes his position
behind a wing of the glider and works the locking mechanism of the gate-like contraption
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feverishly until it hooks into place. He is out of breath as he runs to the other side of plane and
does the same again. It is 1350 hours. He needs to raise the metal netting, but it keeps slipping
down the support poles. My father thinks he hears a plane in the distance. He has to hurry. This
is his only chance. The rescue plane will make only one pass. Any more attempts would endanger
the crew of the unescorted aircraft.
As my father tries to raise the net, he wonders why they would come back for him. Why
risk more men to rescue him? The sound of an airplane gets louder. He only has seconds.
He tears the belt off his pants, and flings one end over the crossbar of the cage. He jams
the buckle through the top of the netting and pulls down with all his weight. The netting rises to
the top of the bar. My father secures the belt, fastening the netting to the top of the cage. He can
see the approaching plane dive. He runs to the front of the glider and yanks on the light door
with all his might, almost ripping it from its hinge. He jumps into the nearest seat, the door slams
behind him. He fumbles with the safety belt.
Then he hears the loudest noise he ever heard as the rescue plane passes overhead. He
feels a jolt just as the giant hook at the end of the tow rope grabs the metal netting above the
glider. The glider groans as it shoots forward, attaining the speed of its rescuer in the split
second it takes for the tow rope to lose its slack. The earth doesn’t want to free my father. He
feels squashed into his chair by a giant, invisible hand, pushing him downwards.
But then the glider’s wings catch the air and my father is free and in the clouds.
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Chapter 3
The First Letter

On the third night of Chanukah, December 1993, my brother and I were back in the
Brooklyn apartment where we had grown up. It was where my father still lived. On that night,
the family would have traditionally lit the menorah, eaten latkes, sung the holiday songs, and
played dreidl. But we weren‟t up for any celebrating. We were there for my mother‟s funeral, to
mourn for her in the Jewish tradition, the week of shiva. We were there to take care of my father,
soon to be alone after fifty-two years of marriage.
The first evening after the funeral, my father, my brother, and I had each staked out our
own silent territory within the apartment. I was reading one of my mother‟s magazines at the
kitchen table. My brother was in his old room, at the front of the house. My father was in his
bedroom. His door was shut. Then I heard a familiar sound, the scraping of my father‟s slippers
across the linoleum kitchen floor.
“Tonight is Chanukah. Where is the menorah?” he said.
“Pop, we don‟t need to light candles tonight,” I said.
I put my arms around him. He was wearing a flannel shirt and a sweater that a neighbor
had knit for him.
“We can light candles tomorrow,” I said.
My father‟s lips grew taut and thin, maybe from holding back all the words he wanted to
say. His lips would get like that when he was angry.
“No, tonight,” he said. “Get the candles.”
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We convened at the usual menorah-lighting spot in the kitchen. During Chanukah we
covered the top of the washing machine with a square of speckled Formica, to make a table-top.
On this make-shift table we placed the candelabra that held the eight candles commemorating the
miracle of the holiday.
And so we half sang and half cried the prayers and a Chanukah song. We missed my
mother terribly. She never sang with us, she couldn‟t carry a tune, but she was always there,
maybe humming a phrase or two and encouraging us to sing louder, or sometimes making faces,
trying to get us to laugh. I could almost smell her fried latkes and taste them with applesauce,
which also served to cool the hot potato pancake before it burnt your tongue.
The days after the funeral were filled with sadness, the chill of New York winter, the
apartment filled with flowers and the unwelcomed feel of being a child again in my parent‟s
house. The kitchen table was piled with cakes and other sweets brought by the army of friends
wanting to express their good wishes, or share their thoughts, or a favorite story about my
mother.
Every day that week we woke early with my father to walk to the synagogue three blocks
away to say Kaddish, the prayer for the dead. Some days my father was disoriented first thing in
the morning. I remember the men in the synagogue calling to him to recite the prayer.
“Mr. Bein, say Kaddish, say Kaddish.”
On the walk between home and synagogue we didn‟t say a word.
But in the air of the apartment hung a question. It was suspended like smoke, and I could
see it wherever I went in those close rooms we called home. What will be after these seven days
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of mourning? What will be with Max? I lived nearly one thousand miles away from my father,
in Georgia, and my brother lived a similar distance away, in Wisconsin. Who would take care of
my father? Others saw the question as well.
“Where will Max live?”
“Is Max going to stay here?”
“What have you lined up for your father?”
I could only answer with a shrug. I hadn‟t thought about it.
One morning, my father‟s sister, my Aunt Sidy, approached me in the kitchen.
“Nu, Peter-le?”
She called me by the German diminutive name, like Sammy or Tommy, as she had done
all my life.
“Where will Mox-eh live now?” She pronounced his name the German way, the way
only his little sister could.
I said, “He wants to live here. He‟s lived in this house for forty years. He knows all the
neighbors. He knows all the cracks in the sidewalk.”
“But how will he take care of the house? He can‟t cook and clean and buy food at the
market. He‟ll be so lonely all by himself.”
I nodded. “You‟re right,” I said.
“Don‟t you have space in your house?” she asked.
“Yes, I guess that might work.”
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I watched her from across the room as she talked to my father in German. They looked
like brother and sister, eighty-three and eighty-one, still upright. The conversation seemed
animated. My father was shaking his head. I went over to join in.
“What will I do in Georgia? I don‟t know anyone there,” I heard him say.
“Mox-eh, this is the best deal you‟re going to get. Go live with Peter-le in Georgia.”
He understood something in those words. He didn‟t say no, so we went ahead with the
plan.
My father had lived in that Brooklyn apartment since I was born in 1954. He rented it
for his family for all those years. He wasn‟t one to invest in something he couldn‟t put into a
suitcase and take with him at a moment‟s notice.
Getting him to leave was like uprooting an eighty-three year-old oak tree. Getting him to
adjust to Columbus, Georgia was like re-planting an eighty-three year-old oak tree.
My father was not a materialistic person. He basically owned only what he needed.
However, it seemed as if he still had all of what he had ever bought. He just never threw
anything out. So we could only take some of his belongings. The house was full of objects furniture, dishes, glasses, silverware, lamps, tables, chairs. We would give most of them to the
neighbors or to charity. My parents still had the fancy glasses and silverware they had received
as wedding presents in 1942. I didn‟t know how to pack up my mother‟s stories that we heard
every evening at dinner, or the laughter or the smell of her cooking to take with me. I had grown
up with the furniture in the apartment. We were like old, silent friends.
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My brother and I packed up some of my father‟s clothing, his desk, his easy chair, some
books and a few other things that would go with him to Columbus. He had just lost his soul mate
of fifty-two years, and for the first time in memory he wasn‟t out there directing traffic, telling us
what to do. He was quiet. He let his sons take charge.
“Pop, should we take this?” I said, holding up a tie or a pair of shoes I hadn‟t seen him
wear in years. He just shrugged. He was lost in his thoughts.
Then when I was cleaning out his closet, I saw it. I saw the old suitcase where my
grandmother‟s picture lived. I remembered seeing that picture in my father‟s hand when I was a
boy. In a second I became ten years old. Again I heard my father‟s voice grow small and teary
when he described the black and white photo years ago.
“This is your grandmother,” he said.
I had to keep that old suitcase. I wanted it for me. Its dark brown leather was splattered
with colored decals announcing the names of hotels in Paris, Venice and Prague, places where it
had traveled with my father in the 1930s. I‟m sure that the suitcase had seen some happy times
before a sixty year stint in the darkness of basements and closets.
I asked my brother if he‟d mind if I took the old suitcase. I was anticipating the type of
negotiation that we had had in the past over sharing chocolate bars and bicycles.
“You can take it, Peter,” he said.
It didn‟t have the same captivating pull on him as it had on me. I didn‟t know why, but I
didn‟t argue.
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The suitcase had always been in my father‟s possession, physical or psychological, under
the invisible cloak of his dominion, off limits to exploration. I knew about the suitcase when I
was a boy, because it is where my grandmother‟s picture lived. But the thought never crossed my
mind to seek out the suitcase and open it on my own, outside of my father‟s presence.
After the move to Georgia, about a year before my father died in 1996, his force field
over the suitcase had weakened. My curiosity had overpowered that feeling that sometimes told
me my father was still watching.
By that time he was in his own apartment nearby, and the suitcase was in my basement. I
didn‟t ask him about the suitcase, I didn‟t call him on the phone. I just went into the basement,
flipped the clasps and opened the lid. I did however think about the old movie, The Curse of the
Mummy, and how bad luck came to the archaeologists who entered the mummy‟s tomb.
The first thing that struck me as I opened the suitcase was that special smell, a
combination of old leather, old paper and something with a spicy aroma that I haven‟t yet been
able to identify. That scent reminded me of my father‟s closet in Brooklyn and his old suits that
carried similar identification.
Inside the suitcase were stacks of envelopes bound in old shoelaces. I still felt that I was
intruding, and I didn‟t linger or explore. I only took out one envelope and closed the suitcase,
like a jewel thief who triggered the burglar alarm in the museum.
That bluish envelope I held was addressed to Max Bein, care of Philip Hart in Corona,
New York, Amerika. The postmark was May 2, 1939. The return address said M. Bein, Gorlice,
Poland. I had met Philip Hart. He was my father‟s cousin, who posted $500 bond, and bailed my
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father out of Ellis Island in 1938, after my father came from Germany. I can image that $500 was
a small fortune in those days.
I slowly took the letter out of the envelope. I didn‟t know how the paper would respond
to its first human touch in who-knew-how-long. The letter was handwritten in pencil, on lined
paper. The paper was the kind a student might tear from a pad. The top of the letter was dated
April 17, 1939, but the paper looked like it was mailed yesterday. I could only understand a few
of the German words, they were the first three words, and last three words; “My dear Max,” and
“your loving mother.” I didn‟t need to know more just then. I couldn‟t have absorbed any more
thoughts running through me. I was holding a letter from my lost grandmother that was more
than sixty years old. It was electricity in my hands.
After a sleepless night of wrestling with my imagination, I went into the office. I worked
in the data processing department of a textile mill, about fifteen minutes from my house. I was
completely unable to concentrate because I was thinking about that letter. My brain was in 1939
Poland. I couldn‟t hear my co-workers‟ conversations about Auburn football, or the upcoming
Tennessee game. They had moved into another world.
Luckily we had none of the typical technological emergencies that day, so I left early and
drove straight to my father‟s apartment, a short distance away. I was looking forward to talking
to him about the letter. I was looking forward to having my racing imagination slow down.
I knocked on his door but there was no answer. When I turned the knob the door opened
and I let myself in. My father was sitting at his desk, in the same chair, near the same
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bookshelves, with the same books, under the same painting that had lived in our Brooklyn
apartment. The familiar furnishings made the place look almost like home.
I gave my father a hug and pinched his cheek. He took off his glasses and turned towards
me and smiled. He looked at his watch.
“What are you doing here so early? You never come this time.”
His thinning silver hair looked more silver and thinner in the short time since my mother
had died. It was parted with the black, plastic, fifteen-cent drug store comb that he always carried
in his shirt pocket, and he always wore a shirt with a pocket. The comb sat behind his eyeglass
case under his button-down gray sweater, whose elbows had been patched more than once by my
mother.
“Pop, I‟d like you to read something for me,” I said.
He shrugged his shoulders.
“What do you want?” he said.
“I‟d like you to read a letter for me.”
“A what?”
I said it louder this time, “I‟d like you to read a letter for me.”
“Can‟t you read it?” he said.
“Pop, it‟s in German.”
“It‟s what?”
“It‟s in German.”
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I was shouting. I wondered what the people in the next apartment thought of the person
shouting at their new neighbor.
My father nodded.
“OK,” he said, and he put out his hand.
I had the letter between pages of a book for safekeeping, and I gave it to him. He fumbled
for his reading glasses as he made his way to his arm chair in front of the window. He sat down
heavily and put on his glasses with the thick, black, frames. He tilted the envelope into the better
light in front of the window and leaned forward for a closer look. It seemed as if he still couldn‟t
read it. He got up, went into the kitchen and flipped on the light switch of the oversized bulb
beneath the imitation Murano Glass chandelier. The glass panels were shaped like flower petals,
pointed at the bottom, giving the chandelier the look of a large inverted flower.
My father sat down at the kitchen table and looked at the letter through the lenses that
magnified his past. I came and sat with him across the table. With trembling hands he withdrew
the letter from the envelope and unfolded it. He held the envelope in one hand and the letter in
the other. He looked at me, then looked at the letter. He started to read. I saw his lips moving.
Maybe he had read ten words. Then he stopped. His face looked like he had just drank sour milk.
He put the letter together with the envelope and pushed them across the table to me.
“Take this letter away, I never want to see these again.”
He didn‟t sound angry, he didn‟t cry, but as my mother might have said at that moment,
“Moses, Mohammed and Jesus couldn‟t have made him read that letter.”
He took off his glasses, got up and went back to his desk.
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I was slumped in the chair staring at the wall. These were the same chairs and table that
sat in our kitchen in Brooklyn for forty years. My wooden friends were no help. I felt like an
elephant was sitting on me. I don‟t know how long my father and I sat alone together. There was
nothing I knew to say.
I knew that my father had functioned for all these years, not bleeding to death with the
dagger in his heart. I assumed that his mother had been killed during the war. He had survived
the war years, physically intact. He didn‟t go back, he couldn‟t go back, and I had just made an
unannounced, unwelcome, naïve thrust into a tender spot in his delicate soul.
In retrospect I wonder if I had completely fumbled my last opportunity to have a dialogue
with my father about the letters in the suitcase, about our lost family, and specifically about my
grandmother. The more I think about it, the more I could kick myself for not having handled the
situation better.
The suitcase, I would find, was the keyhole to my past. It connected me to my lost family
that I assumed had been wiped out in the war. My father was the link between me and the
contents of the suitcase.
I understand how difficult it was for him to talk about his past, especially the days and
weeks leading up to his escape from nazi Germany, when he had to leave everyone behind and
literally run for his life.
Sometimes I wonder if somehow he knew all along that I would come across the letters
and the pictures in the suitcase and be able to unravel the story that he had been unable to tell.
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I stood up from the table too quickly and hit my head on the bottom of the pointed glass
chandelier. I thought I was going to pass out. It was a reminder for me to use my head next time.
During the next week I couldn‟t get the image out of my head of my father pushing that
letter in the blue envelope across the table to me. My imagination was back in 1939 Poland, and I
wanted to talk to someone who knew about the letters.
I was driving to work with the radio on and a song that sounded like a Klezmer melody
came on the air. I thought about something my mother used to say when she heard a Klezmer
tune.
“The history of our Jewish people is in that music,” she would say.
At that moment I was gripped by the impulse to play my clarinet and the Klezmer music,
but hadn‟t been able to get the practice time in at home. Three bath-times, three story times, and
three early bed times were my happy priority back then.
I don‟t know how the idea came to me, but I thought about using the synagogue as a
practice space during my lunch hour. The synagogue was not far from my office. It did sound a
bit crazy to me, and I was a little surprised when the rabbi said, “Just call me before you want to
come over. I‟ll unlock the door for you.”
I rarely played my clarinet outside of the house. I still carried it in its original case, the
one I had when my father bought it for me in the Brooklyn pawnshop for twenty-five dollars.
The outside was scrawled with a child‟s script, my name and address in black Magic Marker.
I drove my clarinet to the synagogue at twelve o‟clock. The parking lot looked strangely
empty. Only the rabbi‟s little gray Toyota was parked in his spot. I was accustomed to the larger
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turn-out that I had seen on Saturday mornings. I took my clarinet by the handle and we walked
up the steps. The tall, heavy, wooden door was unlocked as promised. I gave it good yank, and
stepped inside. The door squeaked closed behind me, darkening the hallway with the tiled floor
that led to the main sanctuary. I passed through another set of doors, dark wood panels two thirds
of the way up, with stained glass above.
I had never been in an empty synagogue before. It was eerie, too silent. The wooden floor
creaked as I walked up the center aisle towards the podium, carpeted in purple. I sat down on the
podium in front of the ark that held the scrolls of the Torah. Sunlight coming through the stained
glass windows high up on the walls brightened the room. The wooden pews, smoothed by years
of hands and behinds sat and waited. They had heard many pronouncements from this location.
It was my lunch hour so I just played a scale or two to warm up. My favorite tune was the
“Heyser Bulgar,” and I began to play. The acoustics in that space that easily accommodated two
hundred people were so different than the sound in my basement. I stopped playing and tried to
listen to the last notes as they danced back to me from the distant space behind the bright, brass,
rail guarding the balcony.
I began to play again. I closed my eyes and I played. I played as loudly as I could. And
then I was not alone. There was some movement in the last rows of the sanctuary. People were
filling the rows, or at least I thought they were people. They did not cast a shadow as they came
slowly into the sanctuary and silently sat down. They carried themselves in unwillingly, as if
obligated to be there, their heads were bent, each covered with the same green-gray tattered
cloth. Their bodies had no color, rather they were all gray. They had no faces. I didn‟t know who
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they were, or why they had come, but for some reason I thought they were prisoners. There was
one who brought the others, and to that one I felt a connection. I was comfortable in their
presence and felt obligated to play for them.
I heard the door squeak and I stopped playing. There was no one now in the back row,
but there was the rabbi standing at the end of the main aisle across the room wearing a yarmulke
and a smile.
“I was going out for lunch and I heard you playing. I didn‟t know you played Klezmer,”
he said.
I nodded and waved to him. I couldn‟t talk. There was a lump in my throat. He waved
back and walked out the door.
I didn‟t tell the Auburn fans or the Tennessee fans back at work about the gray people I
had just seen at the back of the synagogue. But I did take that letter that my father pushed across
the kitchen table and put it back into the suitcase where it stayed with the other letters for about
ten more years, undisturbed.
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Chapter 4
The Ring

It was a warm spring day in 1996 in Columbus, Georgia, when Peggy handed me the little
package, about as big as a large marble wrapped in tissue. I knew what it was. She didn‟t need to
tell me. Peggy had called and said that my father wouldn‟t live much longer. My brother and I
rushed to the hospital where my father had been for the last two weeks, bedridden with an
undiagnosed illness.
Peggy was one of my father‟s nurses or companions who helped take care of him in his
apartment. Four women, retired nurses, divided the daytime hours to come stay with him for a
few hours a day. They played cards with him, did his laundry, made sure he took his medicine,
took him shopping, helped him dress in the morning, and put him to bed at night. He called them
all Peggy, but it was the real Peggy that I met in the hospital that afternoon.
She was standing in the doorway as if she was guarding the entrance to the hospital room. I
noticed her silhouette; head to toe was similar to my mother‟s at that age, about sixty years old.
She and my mother had a similar energy and playfulness, and maybe that‟s why my father took a
liking to her.
Peggy had spent a part of every day of the last six months with my father as nurse and
companion, so her protective position in the doorway was understandable. Without breaking eye
contact with her, I stuffed the ball of tissue she held out to me into my pocket, as if it contained
an old wad of gum destined for the trash can. She realized that my brother and I were getting
uncomfortable standing in the doorway and moved aside, allowing us into the room to be with
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my father.
My father had been stricken with a mysterious illness that took away his ability to speak. He
could move his mouth and sounds would come out, but they were gibberish. His words had
beginnings and endings, they were bundled in sentences, sometimes punctuated with hand
motions, reinforced with an occasional raised eyebrow, but unfortunately unintelligible.
That mystery kept a steady stream of medical staff moving in and out of his room with
charts and tests in an effort to diagnose his illness. They never did find the cause of the problem.
The only concrete outcome of all the testing was that the medical staff had ruled out a stroke.
When we entered the room, the hospital‟s nurse was already standing over my father. His
breathing was becoming rapid and labored.
“Not much we can do now,” the nurse said. “Pneumonia, the poor man‟s angel.”
I touched the side of his face with my hand.
“Why is he so cold?”
“His body is shutting down. He‟ll be gone in a few hours.” The nurse replied.
The words came out of her mouth like she was reporting the time of day, but to me it was
like a punch in the stomach. What do you mean he‟ll be gone in a few hours? Can‟t you do
anything about it? I thought to myself.
My father‟s eyes were closed. His arms were thin, the skin was loose and wrinkled, and bore
black and blue marks from intravenous needles and blood tests. He looked just like he was
asleep, but his face was gaunt and pale. It seemed as if he was concentrating on something.
The end of his life was near. My father was dying and now was the time to have that final
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heart to heart conversation you see in the movies when mysteries are revealed, secrets are shared,
apologies are made, and forgiveness is granted, but a conversation was impossible.
I stared down at my father. After eighty-five years, the spark of his life was dimming. I
thought about all those memories stored up in his brain which were soon to be erased by a final
breath. One moment all the richness of life remembered, the next moment it‟s gone. Eighty-five
years of connections were about to be broken. Somehow it didn‟t seem fair that his treasury of
experiences couldn‟t be saved. I wanted to know them all. Now.
My father had cheated hitler on Kristallnacht, arriving in America some weeks later with his
most significant possessions packed up in one small suitcase. He married, joined the army, got
reacquainted with as much of his past as survived the war, went to work, and raised a family.
I looked around his hospital room, and there was Peggy sitting in the corner. She patted the
seat next to hers and I went over and sat down. My brother pulled up a chair next to my father‟s
bed.
I couldn‟t speak; I didn‟t know what to say. She fumbled around in her pocketbook, and I
couldn‟t image what she was looking for. Her hand emerged with a pack of gum.
“Want some?”
I wasn‟t a gum chewer, but I took a piece anyway. It would give me something to do.
She began to tell me a story to break the silence and the building tension.
Peggy had been a nurse in the Army. While stationed in Germany she made many friends during
her stint almost forty years ago. Unfortunately she had lost contact with all her companions over
the years.
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She said that just a few months ago, while waiting for my father to get ready for the day, she
was looking at a monthly magazine from Ft. Benning, a nearby army base whose PX she
sometimes visited. She saw a classified ad that caught her attention; not because she wanted the
„83 Camaro with 78,000 original miles and new tires, but the name in the ad looked familiar.
“How many Hortence Whiteheads could there be?” she said.
I could tell by the look in her eyes and the smile forming on her lips that Peggy was re-living
some good times that she and Hortence had many years ago in Germany. I didn‟t interrupt her
story hoping that she would share the reminiscence, but she just went on.
“So I answered the ad and it was to a PO box right here in town.” she said.
Well, to make a long story short, not only was this Hortence Whitehead the very same person
Peggy knew some forty years ago but she was living two streets away from Peggy and had been
living there for years.
“Can you imagine that?” Peggy went on placing her hand over mine. “Meeting Hortence
was just so amazing. I couldn‟t have invented such a story if I wanted to. And to think that we
never ran into each other in all these years.”
But I had a story to top Peggy‟s tale.
I told her that in 1975, after I graduated from college, I had worked in an office in New York
City as a statistician in a consulting firm. I had been working there for a number of years when a
new fellow was hired into my department, who I immediately took a liking to. I invited him out
to lunch. We ate at Chez George on Fifty-Sixth Street, just west of Fifth Avenue in Manhattan.
During the meal he did something peculiar with his silverware as he was eating. It has been so
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long now that I‟ve even forgotten what he did, but I do remember saying to him, “Stephen, my
father is the only other person I‟ve ever seen do that, and I understand it to be a German custom
at the dinner table.”
“Well, my father is German and I must have picked it up from him,” Stephen said.
Then I said, “My father is German too. He came to this country in 1938.”
Without looking up from the table Stephen told me that his father also came here in 1938.
“My father came from Leipzig,” I said.
“So did mine.”
“My father lived near the zoo.”
“So did mine.”
“My father went to the Jewish school in Leipzig.”
“So did mine.”
I had known Stephen for all of three hours and not wanting to have my leg pulled any
further than it already was pulled, I changed the subject. When lunch ended we walked back to
the office and Stephen said,
“Ask your father if he knows the Winkler family from Leipzig.”
After I got home from lunch with the Stephen, I raced up the back stairs two at a time, came
into the kitchen and went into my father‟s bedroom.
My father was lying down on his bed reading the newspaper. I couldn‟t see his face behind
the paper, just him from the waist down. We had had many conversations from opposite sides of
a newspaper before, so I just launched into the story about lunch with Stephen. There was no
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reaction from the other side of the paper until I asked, “Do you know the Winkler family from
Leipzig?”
“Fritz, Hans or Ludwig?” came his reply. “Hans, Fritz and Ludwig Winkler were my friends
when I was a boy. I knew their mothers and fathers and sisters. Ludwig lives in New York, Hans
lives in London and Fritz in Australia.”
I was stunned. He was not. He didn‟t even put down the paper. But then when my father sat
up in bed and put down the newspaper I knew that something extraordinary was coming.
“Remember that favorite gold watch you used to like? The one I kept in the bank vault?”
I nodded to my father. I was already thinking about that bank.

As a child I loved to go to the bank with my father where he kept a small safe deposit box.
The bank was less than a mile from our house. We always walked because it was hard to find a
place to park near the bank and my father hated to put ten cents into a parking meter. He would
have walked miles to avoid spending the ten cents.
We always took the same streets going and the same streets coming. We went down East 4 th
Street, made a right onto Avenue P and then walked up East Third Street to Kings Highway,
where we and made another right. The Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn was two streets ahead,
just before the elevated subway on McDonald Avenue. Suggesting a different route to my father
always was rejected as if it would upset some greater plan.
At the bank, after my father made his deposits or withdrawals in the lobby at street level, we
would go down into the vault room where the safe deposit boxes were kept. We went into the
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vault whether he needed to or not. I always needed to and he knew I liked the adventure.
Even though my father was a regular at the bank the guards always had him initial the
signature card before admitting him to the vault. This always amused him since he and the
guards knew each other by first name, but he still signed the card one more time so that they
could match the unintelligible scrawl of his signature on this card with his unintelligible scrawl
on the master list. He wrote his name using the old fashioned German characters which made his
name look more like art than spelling.
I loved the process. I felt as if some great secret was going to be revealed. We were
protected in the vault by a heavy, black, iron gate and the massive vault door with all its little
timing gears set into the thick stainless steel under the glass casing. I could watch the gear of the
second hand spinning. The minute hand gear slightly larger, would reward my patience by
moving. It lay next to the hour gear which I didn‟t see turn. But being inside the steel vault made
me think of a Superman episode where he couldn‟t detect the kryptonite stored in a vault, or in
the Twilight Zone episode when a bank employee was saved from a nuclear detonation because
he was in the vault when the atomic bomb exploded.
The room holding the safe deposit box inside the vault was covered floor to ceiling and wall
to wall with hundreds of little shiny stainless steel rectangular doors, some larger, some smaller;
each with two keyholes. As we walked into the safe deposit room the ritual of the keys began.
My father would hand the guard his key to unlock the box. The guard would go over to the
signature file to get the number of our safe deposit box and then produce his own key. He would
put both keys into their locks on the front of the box, turn them and open the little door to reveal
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the front of a long thin metal container. The dual key process reminded me of the missile
launchings in the doomsday war movies. One man wasn‟t trusted enough to carry out the mission
by himself, so two men each needed a key to complete the task together.
The guard then pulled the long, thin, metal box from its chute and handed the box to my
father. We would then take it into a little room just large enough for both of us. The room had
one chair and a counter on which to rest the box. I always stood. The inside of my father‟s safe
deposit box appeared to contain mostly old envelopes and papers. It did contain one treasure that
brought me down for a look every time. It was the watch. The gold pocket watch was such an
attraction to me that sometimes I‟d beg my father to take me to the bank just to see it whether he
needed to go there or not.
Ritually, my father would take the watch out of its little brown leather fitted case and reset
the time to ten minutes past the actual time, the way he kept his wristwatch. The watch had
usually stopped running between visits. Then he‟d wind it and put it to my ear to let me hear it
tick. The best part was when he opened up the back of the watch to look at the German
inscription inside. There was just something extraordinary about the smooth yellowish-pinkish
sheen of the flat gold disk even to a ten year old boy who knew nothing of gold or the watch‟s
story.

My father, sitting beside his newspaper, continued talking. Not a second had passed.
“When I left Germany in 1938 I couldn‟t take many things with me and I wanted to bring
something that both my mother and father had held in their hands. My mother had given that
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watch to my father as a wedding present, and at that time it had a long gold chain. We were
afraid to take things like that across the border for fear of being accused of smuggling gold, and
killed outright by the nazis. I thought that the chain might attract attention, so before I left I had
it made into a ring with my initials on it. Stephen Winkler‟s uncle made that ring.”
I reached into my pocket and took out the wad of tissue. I handed it to Peggy.
“This is the ring,” I said.

My father died that day. My brother and I were standing beside the bed, listening to his
raspy breathing. I didn‟t know what to do. Peggy got up to leave the room.
“I‟m going to let you and Michael be with your father,” she said.
A moment later my brother said, “We have to let Pop go.”
I didn‟t know what he meant. Then he bent down, his face next to my father‟s ear and he
told my father what a good father he had been, how well he had taken care of us, and that he
could go now because we could take care of ourselves. Then he looked at me and said,
“Come back in five minutes. I want to talk to Pop.”
I came back and had my last words with my father. I could only blabber that I loved him
between my tears.
My brother and my father share the same initials, MB; so my brother took that ring home
with him to Wisconsin, where he wears it every day.
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The Suitcase
Suppose you had to leave your home knowing there would be no return.
You have an hour to pack all that is yours into a suitcase.
What would you put into the rectangular box?
Another pair of shoes,
the squeak of your armchair,
the view from your window,
an aroma from the kitchen,
the cheap string of blue beads
that touched your lover, your mother, your child.
What will you need that you can’t get where you’re going?
Only if you knew where you were going.
If you fill the box, what will you carry to the next place?
The accumulated weight of your past?
An identity?
And when you’ve closed the lid and snapped the locks,
you look around to see what you’re leaving behind,
for some stranger to pick through with his dirty hands when you’re gone.
Would you be thankful to leave with just your life?
Unencumbered by a heavy box whose contents you have made so valuable,
you will have to carry them for the rest of your life.
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Chapter 5
Maxwell‟s Suitcase
I have that suitcase that my father carried around with him for more than sixty years. He
carried it from place to place, setting it down when his arms got too tired from the weight of it
all. He hid his past in that box, and he hid the suitcase at the bottom of his closet.
In 2003, seven years after my father died, I opened his suitcase again. I don‟t know why
I waited so long; I guess that any earlier just wasn‟t the right time. I had been busy with my life working, traveling, and being a father and husband. But I hadn‟t been ready to uncover the past
that was hidden in that suitcase, nor accept the responsibility for its care.
But, in the winter of 2003 I was between jobs after twenty-five years in the computer
field. I was without a job and I felt as if I had lost my identity. I was sticking close to home
because I feared some stranger might ask me the dreaded question, “What do you do?”
I ached to be employed again. I wished the telephone would ring and the voice on the
other end would introduce himself as long-lost, retired Uncle Bob, who might have had a
boarded-up, broken-down hardware store that maybe never had made a penny. If I wanted to
clean up the cobwebs and put some glass back into the windowpanes, he‟d hand me the keys. His
children didn‟t want the store, nobody did, but he‟d been working in it for so long he just
couldn‟t let it die.
I would have said, “When can I start?”
But the phone didn‟t ring, and I must have felt the tell-tale heartbeat of my past beneath
the floorboards coming up from the basement; from the place where I stored some of my father‟s
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old things after he died. I went downstairs into the junk room cluttered with all the what-not we
couldn‟t use, but didn‟t throw out. There, on top of a brown wooden table that used to sit next to
an armchair in my Brooklyn apartment was a cardboard box.
I reached in and picked out my father‟s shiny metal shoe horn. His feet just couldn‟t find
their way into his shoes without its guidance. The insignia from some shoe store had been worn
away like the ocean smoothes a pebble. I held his shaving brush that was still on the string that
used to hang from the knob on the mirrored door of the medicine cabinet above the bathroom
sink in Brooklyn. I tried on one of his old hats, which didn‟t fit me. I leafed through a 1935
edition of, It Can‟t Happen Here, one in a row of books that had been on his desk in Brooklyn
for as long as I can remember. I didn‟t know what to do with these things that I couldn‟t throw
out. They were covered with my father‟s presence.
Then I saw it. I saw my father‟s old suitcase just sitting there in the corner all by itself. I
got goose bumps up and down my arms. It was the same feeling I had when I was a boy and saw
the old brown leather suitcase, which can still take ten year-old me on a wild ride. I don‟t know
what makes the sight of the suitcase so exciting to that boy inside me who thinks the suitcase
looks like one that a spy might carry, or something Humphrey Bogart might have taken with him
to the airport in the movie Casablanca.
Maybe my imagination gets a charge from the decal on the suitcase from the Hotel
Budapest in Venezia, with the silhouette of the gondola, or the yellow oval with the picture of
the Hotel Central in Praha (Prague). Perhaps it is Hotel Columba D‟oro in Verona, or the Hotel
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des Colonies in Bruxelles (Brussels) that still makes me think of my father‟s life in Europe and
his later escape from the nazis.
I remember opening the suitcase. When I was a boy, I had never been allowed to look
inside that valise on my own, but now it was mine. I lifted it off the floor, and placed it on the
table. I was ready to explore.
“Pop, I‟m opening up your suitcase,” I said aloud, looking upward.
I pulled back two little levers on the front of the suitcase with my thumbs that would
release the tension in the spring-loaded mechanism of the locks. But, what would I do if they
were locked and the case didn‟t open? Would I be able to cut a hole in this precious leather skin?
The clasps securing the suitcase popped open. I raised the lid.
The suitcase was filled with papers and folders and envelopes of all sizes. The familiar
smell of old paper, leather, and something spicy poured out and hit me. The aroma took ten yearold me back to the house in Brooklyn. I recognized the envelopes holding the pictures that my
father had shown me when I was younger. I pulled a bunch of black-and-whites out of a packet
and scanned them. They were all of the same odd size, small, glossy and still bent in a slight arc,
like a stack of spoons. Then I pulled another bunch of pictures from a larger envelope. When
some of the smaller ones fell away, I was left holding a picture of a woman in an ankle-length
dress, holding a pair of gloves in one hand, wearing a stylish hat at a rakish angle. She smiled at
me, and I remember my father saying in a small voice, “This is your grandmother.”
If electric shocks could be pleasant, I had just gotten one. I don‟t know how long I stared
at the picture and felt happy and sad and hot and cold all at the same time. I smiled back at my
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grandmother and knew that I had unearthed buried treasure. That photo was the memoir-moment
booster shot. I was hooked.
Then I discovered stacks of envelopes bound in old shoelaces. At first, their ragged edges
made them look like bundles of worthless trash piled on a curb. But I undid the shoelaces and let
the envelopes breathe. They had been pressed together back to back for so long I thought I heard
them sigh as I separated them. I examined each envelope. I didn‟t know what I would find, and
the suspense made my heart and my fingers race.
From the postmarks and return addresses I could see that during the war years, my father
had corresponded with his mother Malka in Poland, and a woman named Lola in Germany, who
I later found out had been his fiancé. Letters from his sister in England, another sister in France,
and countless friends scattered to Cuba, Hong Kong, Buenos Aires and Shanghai were also piled
in the stack of ink and paper. These letter writers, once members of a close community, had
been disbursed around the world but still managed to stay in touch. They wrote to my father and
for some reason he preserved their conversations for sixty years.
On the front of each envelope, in my father‟s unmistakable script, was the date that he
recorded the receipt of the letter. Most letters had a second handwritten date, the date he
responded.
My father had been a stamp collector, so the corners of some of the envelopes where the
stamps had been were ripped off, leaving a jagged edge where the lining of the envelope and the
stationary showed through. The jagged edges of the envelopes exposed their colorful insides,
letting their pasts bleed out.
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The stamps were a jumble of colors and sizes. One envelope had a 40 pfennig maroon
stamp with hitler‟s face on it, Deutsches Reich it said. I didn‟t know why my father left that
stamp intact. I would have thought it would have been the first one torn off and mutilated. Some
envelopes said, “Mit Luftpost,” others said, “Par Avion.” Sometimes one or two postage stamps
were enough to pay for passage across the ocean. Other envelopes carried a string of five or six
stamps of different colors across their fronts.
From the hundreds of letters in the suitcase, I could pick out two kinds on sight. The
slate-colored envelopes were from my grandmother Malka, and the beige envelopes from were
from my father‟s fiancé, Lola. My aunts in France and England who also wrote to my father
wrote from different cities and wrote letters and postcards, so I had to rely on return addresses to
identify their correspondence.
The letters in the suitcase coming from Poland or Germany were plastered with swastikas
and the round seal of the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, encircling the German Eagle. That
seal looked evil. The envelopes were marked Geöffnet, meaning they were opened and read by a
nazi censor. Geöffnet was pasted across the flap of the envelope where the investigator had
wormed his way into the letter to do his dirty business. It was bizarre to imagine the nazis
delivering mail to the Jews, and collecting mail from the same Jews whose bones they burned
and ground to dust.
My grandmother‟s return address on the back of her envelopes was M. Bein, 2 Piekarska,
Gorlice, Poland. I got a warm feeling from seeing her name in writing, and in her own hand. I
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took them to be a gift to me from my grandmother. These letters may have been the only place
on the earth where her name still could be seen. And her name will carry on her memory.
Although I couldn‟t understand her letters handwritten in German, they did communicate
a message to me. Somehow I knew what they meant. When I held one of those letters in my hand
I had a connection to my grandmother and I thought of her. She had also held the same letter in
her hand that we now shared. The passage of time didn‟t matter.
When I held a bundle of my grandmother‟s letters in my hands and closed my eyes I
could feel an energy. I imagined her sitting at her kitchen table, if she had one, the curtains in her
room pulled wide apart letting in the light. Maybe she had a cup of hot tea beside her on the table
that she held in two hands for warmth when she put down her pencil to think for a moment. She
thought about my father. When would he get married? When would he have children?
I wondered what happened to the letters that my father wrote to my grandmother. Maybe
she saved them in a box and re-read them, and kept them near to her when she wrote to my
father. Maybe she cried when she read them or smiled at a bit of good news. But where did those
letters in the box go when the Jewish population of Gorlice was marched off to be gassed at
Belzec on August 12, 1942? My grandmother‟s room was most likely looted by the locals after
they took her that day. They had no interest in a box of letters from Max Bein in New York City.
The drunken slobs probably threw the letters on the ground, into the dirt outside my
grandmother‟s apartment at Piekarska 2, and lit them on fire along with her meager belongings,
some worn clothes that she couldn‟t take with her, perhaps a stick of old furniture, a chair, or
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table. She had no valuables; they had already been confiscated by the nazis in Germany before
she was deported in 1938.
I can imagine that some of the letters caught fire easily, the edges of the envelopes and
inside pages curling black before the orange flame, and my father‟s worried words carried
skyward. Maybe a wind blew a letter before the flame caught from the pile of what looked like
odds-and-ends. The wind carried a letter with the name of Malka Bein into the high grass down
the road and was picked up by a blond-haired child with braids who stuffed the envelope written
in a foreign language into her pocket. For some reason she saved that letter from my father. She
hid it from her brother who wanted to rip the US airmail stamp from the envelope. She didn‟t
know if she should try to read the letter that was blown by the wind that day into the grass.
Perhaps the girl with the blond braids saw my grandmother on her last day. That was almost
seventy years ago. If the girl with the blond braids was ten at the time, maybe she‟d be alive
today and I could meet her in Gorlice. Maybe she would have my father‟s letter. Maybe she
would remember my grandmother.
#
I opened every envelope in the suitcase and held every letter. Some were handwritten and
some were typed. Some letters contained messages from two or three people, and the writers
used all the empty space on the page. Sometimes they wrote in the margins and down the sides
of the pages in different directions so that the readers looked like they were turning a wheel to
read the letter. Some of the letters were written on onion skin paper and sent in very thin airmail
envelopes. Some of the letters were typed on matching stationery. Lola‟s stationery was beige
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with a brown lining in her envelopes. As time passed and the war progressed, the writers first
ran out of matching envelopes, then, they used any kind of paper they could get, a half of a torn
page or onion skin that became unreadable when inked on both sides with a fountain pen. When
Lola‟s black typewriter ribbon ran out, she used the red strip. When that ran out she wrote by
hand.
I was amazed at how well the paper had survived the last sixty years. I could tell by the
postmarks that the letters had all been written between 1938 and 1941.Time had not damaged the
letters. But their stories had been bound inside a dark box and it was time to let them go free.
The letters that lived in the suitcase were all written to my father. I only have one letter
that is his, that has his thoughts, his questions, his angst in ink. The letter was written by my
father in New York to his mother in Poland on December 8, 1941, the day of President‟s
Roosevelt‟s famous speech which began, "Yesterday, December 7, 1941. A date which will live
in infamy....”
It was the day following the Japanese invasion of Pearl Harbor, and the day that we
declared war on Japan and Germany. It was the day that mail service was suspended between the
United States and Germany. But it took a declaration of war to break the paper-thin connection
between my father and my grandmother. That letter was returned to my father by the US Post
Office on April 9, 1942. The striped airmail envelope was stamped „SERVICE SUSPENDED
RETURN TO SENDER‟ and had a paper tape across the short edge saying, “EXAMINED BY
5551.”
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I debated about opening the sealed letter from my father addressed to his mother. I
wondered what he was thinking during those years. I wonder how he could have written in good
faith to his mother and his fiancé, both of whom he left behind to eventually die in concentration
camps. How did he say he missed them? Did he say he was sorry for leaving? I would have liked
to think that in that sealed envelope he said just the right thing to my grandmother. I didn‟t want
to know otherwise.
Imagine if the identity of the soldier whose bones lay in the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier was discovered. Then all the wives and daughters and sons who had clung to the hope
that it was their father or brother that was the buried soldier would be crushed.
If I was to open that envelope, would its contents dash a hope or some romantic notion
that I nourished? But I was rescued from my conundrum when I found another sealed envelope
returned to my father July 3, 1942, examined by 7733, addressed to Mrs. Malka Bein in Gorlice.
I opened the first returned letter. I won‟t open the second.
My father kept copies of two letters that he wrote during those days, but I don‟t know
why he copied them. He made copies of the letters, not the envelopes and not the addresses. The
copies are in English. One copy, on heavyweight stationery, was written in 1945 to my father‟s
aunts (my great aunts Frieda and Babische) who lived in a town called Kuty, which was in
Galicia, roughly the southeastern portion of Poland at that time. Today it is Ukraine.
A shortened version of the letter to my great aunts says that I am Max Bein, the son of
your brother Hershel. I have not heard from my mother in many years. Please write.
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Frieda and Babische disappeared from this earth during the destruction of European
Jewry during World War Two. There is no trace of them on this earth, save for a scrap of a letter
in their own handwriting that survived the censor and was saved in the bundle of letters that were
bound with the shoelace in my father‟s suitcase.
Imagine a human, flesh and bones, disappearing without even being a memory in
someone‟s mind. There is not even a picture of my great aunts, Frieda and Babische, or a story to
attach to their names. Their names have not even been spoken in seventy years. I will be
responsible for preserving their names and continuing their memories.
And while the suitcase held my father‟s past, I came to realize that it also held mine. It
was something we could share. It was the past that he couldn‟t talk about. Maybe he hoped that
I‟d look into the suitcase one day instead of taking it to the local garbage dump. Perhaps he
hoped I‟d take an interest in the suitcase and be able to decipher what weighed on him every day,
but was too difficult to verbalize.
Like his past weighed on him, the suitcase became a weight on me. He couldn‟t get rid of
it and neither can I. It became a weight when I accepted the responsibility of looking after our
past, which can be heavy and delicate like Maxwell‟s Suitcase.
The suitcase is now beginning to show its age. The old leather is drying out and the
suitcase, not to be forgotten, is leaving its rusty mark on everything it touches. Its handle has
come off and I must carry it in two arms like a baby before gently laying it down to look inside.
I never got that call from long-lost Uncle Bob. It came from my father and long-lost
grandmother Malka, who left me a gift. But sometimes I wonder why I ended up with it. I feel
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obligated to translate all those letters, to know all the people in the pictures, and to find out who
they are, or who they were.
The suitcase is a museum in a box. My father had been the curator, choosing what to
exhibit, but never admitting the public. He became the steward of the family memory, saving the
ingredients for a future scrapbook. I wonder if he thought about what he was saving. He could
have chosen which past, which family history would be remembered. Or did he just save
everything he could, making the collection of items in the suitcase a random selection of his
past?
He was the family historian. He collected unpleasant history that no one wanted, and
saved it for a time when it would be fashionable again.
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Chapter 6
The Invitation

While I was sorting through the letters, trying to get an idea of what was in the suitcase, a
small brown card fell out of the stack. It was made of heavy card stock, folded into the shape of
an envelope, but not glued at the seams like envelopes were. A postage stamp on the back was
used to seal it shut, glued to the flap rather than occupying its customary place in the top righthand corner of the front. One small green stamp held it all together.
The envelope looked as if it had never been opened. My fingers flew around the card as I
thought about the best way to open the letter. It was for some reason more exciting than just
reading an old letter that had already been read. However, when I went to open the seal for what
I thought was the first time I found that the stamp had already been slit skillfully, probably by
my father, over sixty years ago. At first glance I had not noticed that the stamp had been cut. The
card had been pressed in the stack, tied up with the other letters for so long that it looked smooth
and intact. Although the envelope was postmarked in August, 1939, it looked like it was printed
yesterday.
The envelope came from Gorlice, my family‟s hometown. Gorlice was a town of about
10,000 people, sixty miles south of Krakow, in Galicia, southern Poland. The card was sent by
Majer Frauwirt, who I now know to be my great uncle, my grandmother‟s brother.
Majer‟s children were the cousins that my father had told me about years ago. My father
told me that he was traveling through Poland in 1937, and his train back to Leipzig took him
close to Gorlice. He wanted to go see his family, but he didn‟t have enough money to buy them
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presents. He didn‟t want to arrive empty handed, so he decided not to go. That was his last
opportunity to visit. He never saw them again. My father was haunted by that incident for the
rest of his life.
My great Uncle Majer must have been well known in town. The return address on the
envelope had no street name or number. It only said, Majer Frauwirt, Gorlice, Poland. Even
though I couldn‟t read the German, I immediately knew what it said when I unfolded the card.
Zur Trauung von

Ida Frauwirt
mit

Moses Moster
welche Freitag am, 25 August 1939 um 4:30 Nachmittags
in Gorlice stattfinden wird, werden Sie hoflichst eingeladen.
Eltern und Brautpaar

I was invited to the wedding of my cousin, Ida Frauwirt mit her husband to be, Moses
Moster. I was cordially invited by the parents and the bridal couple to be present in Gorlice at
4:30 in the afternoon, August 25. I held the invitation in my hand and studied some of the old
black and white pictures of my family that lived in my father‟s suitcase. I wanted to be able to
recognize family members when I got to the wedding.
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I sat for a moment, thinking of the treasure my father had left me, and what an honor it
would be for me to take this journey. My father had not been able to visit his cousins, or go to
the wedding, so I thought he would be happy for me to go in his place.
I closed my eyes and thought about my cousins Ida and Moses in Poland in 1939 on their
wedding day. I was a link in a chain. My arms extended, one hand still holding the invitation, the
other towards the pictures of my father and grandmother, Malka.
The summer sun was still above the treetops at four-thirty that Friday afternoon in
August. Sabbath would not come to Gorlice for another few hours.
The sky was hazy, the sun weak, as we walked to the synagogue in a convocation of hats
enveloped in Yiddish, or Polish, or German. Men in black satin coats wore fur hats, great
crowns of fur, not against the cold, but as part of their family‟s religious custom. Young boys
wore yarmulkes that stuck to their heads even as they raced between the more leisurely-paced
adults. The modernly-dressed men wore dark suits and black Homburgs with curled brims. The
women wore white silken gloves and hats with swooping brims, some with bows and ribbons
gathered in intricate pleats and folds forming flowery shapes. Their silk gowns rustled like the
fall wind through the leaves.
The synagogue was a two-story building with wide windows in a half-moon shape at the
top. Some panes were open to the outside air. The women entered through a separate entrance
into the high-ceilinged sanctuary that was adorned with a painting of two lions holding the Ten
Commandments. The wedding canopy was in the courtyard, where by a corner table in the shade
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of an overhanging tree, the men were standing in a loose circle drinking toasts, clapping each
other the back.
“L‟chaim, l‟chaim,” they said as they downed shot-glasses of Scotch in one hand, while
holding on to their hats with the other. These religious Jews could never be two-fisted drinkers.
When I came into the courtyard, I immediately recognized my grandmother. She was
seated with her brother Heinrich, his wife and children. I knew him as my great uncle Henry.
Malka smiled like my father. I felt a warm beacon between us. There was my grandmother, my
poor grandmother. She looked just like the pictures my father had showed me when I was a
child. Had he been preparing me for this adventure?
I saw my father‟s fiancé, Lola, as I knew her from her picture in the suitcase, but she
looked forlorn as she sat by herself picking at a stray thread at the end of her sleeve.
There was a table set for some of the poorer families in town, as was the tradition at
Eastern European Jewish weddings. My cousins remembered that there were always those who
had less than they, and invited them to share in their celebration.
Plates of delicacies, made by the guests for the wedding couple, were arranged on sidetables that were covered in white linen cloths. There was noodle pudding with raisins, pudding
with cinnamon, mountains of honey cake, and beautifully braided loaves of challah sprinkled
with poppy seeds. There were plates of pickled herring covered with rounds of thinly sliced
onions, and dishes of chopped herring whose fragrance floated across the open courtyard on a
gentle summer breeze.
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I wanted to pick the raisins out of a pudding and eat them with my fingers, but thought
better of it. Then I saw my grandmother casually glancing around to see who was watching; then
sneaking a piece of pudding off a platter, even before the ceremony and before the blessings. I
guess grandmothers could do that.
She winked at a young man and handed him a piece of the pudding which he gobbled
down. I thought I recognized the fellow from a picture in my father‟s suitcase as the boy in short
pants standing arm-in-arm with my father on the cobblestone street.
During dinner, the klezmer musicians played one of my favorites on clarinet and violin;
“The Heyser Bulgar”. When I heard the tune I missed my father. I knew how much he loved the
music.
“If you play me klezmer music and I don‟t get up to dance, then you know I am dead,” he
used to say.
I wished he could have been there together with his family. Though he never said it, I
can only imagine how much my father must have missed his mother.
Warmth poured through me as I watched my grandmother gush over her niece, in her
beautiful wedding gown, and I saw my father‟s smiling face in hers. I felt like I was home and
silently connected to my lost family. I was aching to hug them all and was terribly sad at the
same time, because I knew their fate.
These images burst on me in the moment when I unfolded the invitation that fell out of
the stack of letters that lived in the suitcase.
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But tragedy struck on Wednesday. On September 1, 1939 the Germans invaded Poland
and World War II had begun.
The end of wedding parties can be gloomy. Some guests have left and some are drunk.
The tables and chairs are askew, wine glasses are turned over; some still contain crimson pools
of fermented juice or have an arc of lipstick kissing their rim. Bits of food are strewn about the
table tops covered in once-spotless linen. The musicians have played their last wistful songs and
are packing up their instruments. Parents are gathering their families for the trip home.
After the wedding party, I too wanted to gather the bride and groom and their parents, but
the only place I could look was in Yad V‟Shem, the Holocaust memorial museum. I didn‟t know
if I wanted to find my family there or if I didn‟t want to find them there. There was always the
possibility that they had escaped from the nazis and were not victims. But fortunately, or
unfortunately I did locate their names. The Pages of Testimony stored at Yad V‟Shem said that
the bride, my cousin Ida Frauwirt, had been a victim of the Holocaust at age 26, along with her
mother, my great-aunt Sara, at age 45. The testimony said that my great-uncle Majer, the bride‟s
father, was murdered in Gorlice at age 48.
The Pages Of Testimony were submitted to Yad V‟Shem in 1999 by a Rachel Svirski,
born in Gorlice. The documents indicated that Rachel was a niece of my great-aunt and greatuncle, and lived in Israel. Her phone number was listed. I felt that was another invitation to meet
my past.
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I thought that if Rachel knew enough details to submit the Pages of Testimony about our
family, then maybe she had known my grandmother. That thought took my breath away. Maybe
she had known my grandmother and could tell me about her.
I had once wished to be able to talk to someone who knew my grandmother, but had
given up my wish. My father was my last chance and I had fumbled that. Maybe I had another
opportunity.
I didn‟t know if Rachel was alive, or how old she would be if she was still alive, but I
wanted to try to contact her.
Coincidentally, a Hebrew-speaking friend of mine was in Israel at the time I discovered
Rachel‟s testimony in June of 2007. I called him and told him my story.
“Arthur, I don‟t know if Rachel is dead or alive. I don‟t know anything about her, but she
might have known my grandmother. Would you please try to call her for me and ask her if she
remembers anything of my family?” I would have celebrated any morsel, any anecdote, anything
at all about my grandmother. I knew so little.
I spent the next hours thinking of what to ask Rachel Svirski about my grandmother.
“What did my grandmother look like?” was the first question that popped into my head. But, I
already knew that answer. I had her picture.
I surprised myself by how long I had to think to put down in writing just what I wanted to
know. Did she worry? Did she know what was going to happen to her? Did she talk about her
children? Did she laugh? Did she have a sense of humor? Did she tell you any stories? Did she
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have enough to eat? Was she cold in the winter? Was she scared? Did she pray? I began to pace.
My head was in war-time Poland.
Arthur called me the next day.
“I just spoke to her,” he said.
I jumped out of my chair.
“YOU SPOKE TO HER?”
My head ballooned with possibilities. I thought that maybe I would have to get on a plane
and fly to Israel and talk to the only person left on the earth who knew my grandmother. I
thought that she‟s probably elderly and might be dying, so I‟d need to hurry and pack my bags.
I‟d take some letters written by my grandmother and maybe Rachel would know some of the
people mentioned.
Arthur said, “She is 79 years-old and doesn‟t remember much. She lives on a kibbutz
with two sisters. She‟s very nice and wants to be helpful, but doesn‟t know anything about your
grandmother.”
I thanked him for making the call, we made some small talk and I sunk into a deep hole
with ten year-old me. Maybe Arthur heard the echoes.
“I can call her again if you think of anything else,” Arthur said.
This time, I had really missed the last train, and realized that if I wanted to meet my past I
would have to do it without the benefit of anyone‟s firsthand knowledge.
If Rachel was 79, then in 1939 she would have been about eleven years old. Maybe she
didn‟t remember because she was too young in 1939. But I think that she didn‟t remember
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because her memory didn‟t want to go back there anymore. Most likely, she had a horrible
childhood in war-time Poland, possibly spent in a concentration camp.
My father had packed his memories into a suitcase that he kept at the bottom of a closet.
Although he couldn‟t deal with those memories openly, he was able to save them in a box where
I found them. However, it seemed as if the lid on the box to Rachel‟s memory was sealed.
It made me think that perhaps I too had a closed box of memories, and that maybe I once
knew more about the story I was trying write, more about my father, more about my family than
I could recall, or was willing to recall. Maybe that‟s just how memory is; maybe it is malleable
and can be worked into a satisfying shape. But one size doesn‟t fit all.
As much as I wanted to know about my grandmother, I was conflicted about burdening
Rachel Svirski with another call to try to spring a 1939 image free. I didn‟t do it. I just let it be.
But I did wonder if Rachel was at the wedding of my cousin Ida in Gorlice on August 25, 1939. I
didn‟t remember seeing her there.
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Chapter 7
There‟s More in the Suitcase

After I discovered the letters, I realized I had a problem. I wanted to know what the
letters said, but was uncomfortable with eavesdropping on a conversation between my
grandmother and her son, even though the conversation had occurred more than sixty years ago,
and both of the participants were dead. The letters were not written to me, they were written to
my father. What would he think about me reading his letters? Was I going to stumble on some
family history that I didn‟t want to learn? I didn‟t know what to do. I needed advice.
I asked the leader of my spiritual community, Rabbi Dorfmann, to come see the letters
and help me solve my moral dilemma. I was going to make it easy on myself and do whatever he
advised, no second opinions.
The letters were in the basement of my home in Atlanta where I kept the suitcase. As he
came down the stairs I noticed he was wearing his customary black suit and tie and a white shirt.
I had never seen him wear anything else – winter, summer, hot, cold, snow, or rain − Rabbi
Dorfmann wore a black suit, a white shirt and dark tie.
I directed him into the room, pointing towards the table where the suitcase was resting. I
opened the lid and he peered in at the letters. Then he leaned in closer. He looked back over his
shoulder, turning his head towards me.
“May I hold one?” he said.
I nodded. He reached into the suitcase and carefully picked out a letter. He held the slateblue envelope up towards the window for better light. He rubbed his beard.
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“Who is M. Bein?‟ he asked, reading the return address on the envelope.
“My grandmother,” I said.
“What‟s her first name?”
“Marie. Her Jewish name is Malka.”
He looked in the suitcase and took another envelope.
“Who is Lola Schwarz?”
“She was a friend of my father‟s,” I said.
I didn‟t know at the time that she was my father‟s fiancé.
The rabbi returned both letters to the suitcase. He stared into the brown leather box. His
head was nodding up and down.
“What should I do with them? Should I read them?” I asked. “They weren‟t written to
me.”
“The lives of anyone who reads these letters will be changed,” the rabbi said. “If your
father carried around these letters for sixty years, then he meant for you to have them. Go find
out what they say.”
I thanked him for the advice, but it made me uncomfortable. It made sense to me, but
forced me out of my comfort zone. Rabbi Dorfmann left. I sat and stared at the suitcase. I wanted
to talk to the suitcase and ask it what it thought about letting a stranger come inside and poke
around. It would probably be as uncomfortable as I, allowing an outsider into family business.
But I had told myself that I would do what the rabbi said, so I needed to find a translator.
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I was going to have to ask a stranger to read these letters and reveal things potentially
embarrassing, damaging or personal to my family − to my father, my grandmother and to who
knew who else. I wasn‟t expecting to find in the letters the location of the family‟s hidden
treasure chest, but I just would have been more comfortable with knowing what the letters said
before handing them over to a stranger. Understandably, that doesn‟t make sense, because if I
knew what they said why would I have to give them over to someone else to translate? That was
the translation conundrum. I was uncomfortable with taking that risk.
I needed to find a translator, but it couldn‟t be just anybody. It couldn‟t be just anybody
who spoke German. It would have to be someone who could meet with me and translate a letter,
reading it to me while I sat across the table. I wanted to hear what was in the letters at the same
time the translator did. I wasn‟t going to make copies of the letters and send them off
somewhere, waiting patiently for the translation. Another consideration was money. I had
hundreds of letters and wasn‟t able to pay a professional translator the market rate for a page of
translation. Also, I didn‟t want anyone I knew to be the translator. I didn‟t want anyone who
knew my circle of friends or family to be the translator. What if we came upon something crazy
in the letters? Could I become another censor of these words that had already been censored?
I began to carry one of my grandmother‟s letters with me, hoping that somehow it would
attract a translator, like electricity creating a magnetic field.
My letters were a treasure to me and one of the first things I did was to photocopy them. I
would have been devastated if something happened to my grandmother‟s letters. I went to the
copy store and copied five of the letters and their envelopes front and back. Then I realized that
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the copy paper would probably last about two years and the original letters that were already 65
years old looked like they could easily last another 100 years on their high cotton-fiber paper.
While I was checking out in the copy store the clerk saw one of the envelopes with the
German Eagle stamp. His eyes got huge as he read aloud in perfect German the cancellation and
censor‟s markings on the envelope. I don‟t speak German, but having been within earshot of it
for about 40 years, I can tell a native speaker from a hacker, and this guy was the real thing. But
he certainly didn‟t look German. I asked him if he spoke German and he said he lived in
Germany for 20 years. He said that he was originally from Ethiopia and got to Germany via
Russia, when Ethiopia and Russia had good relations. He had worked as a translator and said that
he would be able to translate for me, but it sounded like there would be a fee involved as he had
done this professionally in the past. I was earning the wages of the unemployed at the time, and
my thin wallet disqualified him.
I was disappointed, and weighed the possibility of not knowing what my letters said
against having to scratch up some money. Maybe I‟d have to start buying lottery tickets. I
chuckled. I had not only inherited my father‟s letters, but also his frugality.
A few days after the copy store episode, I was relating this story to a new acquaintance, a
friend of a friend. Joshua immediately said that he‟d be happy to do the translating for me.
“But I can‟t pay you for it,” I said.
“Don‟t worry about it. I‟d like to read those letters.”
Joshua was a professor of German history, fluent in German, having lived in Germany for
eight years and was professionally interested in that period in time. I had found the perfect
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person.
But the letters weren‟t the only thing in the suitcase. My father had left a trail of historical
breadcrumbs in his old valise to point the way. There is a telegram from Lola in Leipzig to an
address in Zurich, Switzerland on November 12, 1938. It only says, “I‟m coming Sunday at
12:30.”
It begins a conversation which was maintained for years by hundreds of letters and
photographs, each with its own story.
My father saved his Polish passport for me. Even though he was born in Germany,
German citizenship in 1911 flowed by way of one‟s mother. My grandmother was born in
Poland, was a Polish citizen and, therefore, so was my father.
Under the dark green cover of the Polska Paszport is his picture at about age twenty-five.
I am touched by his serious look, his starched collar, and tie with a thick knot, his wide forehead,
and his jet black hair. He signed his name under the photo with his distinct signature. He learned
to write with the characters of the old German alphabet and his signature is a mixture of old and
new letters approximating the lines made by an excited electrocardiogram needle. The pages
following his picture were a roadmap of his whereabouts between about 1930 and Kristallnacht,
1938.
In 1938 my father tried to go to Czechoslovakia and received a round, blue-inked visa
stamp in his passport from the Konsul of Ceskoslovenska in Lipsko. Lipsko is Leipzig in Polish.
Right above the stamp in big red letters, handwritten with a red crayon, some bastard in the
consulate office scrawled right in the middle of the page, the word JEW. It is like a red-hot iron
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branded on my father‟s face. My poor father must have had to bite his tongue. I wonder what
„screw you‟ is in German, because that‟s what he must have been thinking.
It makes me sad to look at that page, and although I did nothing to survive the daggers in
those three red letters, it makes me proud to know that my father‟s history is also my history. I
look back at that page from time to time. It defies logic. But I‟ve stopped using logic to
understand those days.
On October 20, 1938 my father bought four stamps for four dollars and seventy five cents
that saved his life. They look like ordinary postage stamps on the page of the visa in his passport
that allowed him to visit America. The green twenty five cent, orange fifty cent stamp, and two
brown two- dollar fee stamps are certified with the imprint of the American Consulate, Leipzig,
Germany. My father must have danced when he got that visa. I would have. But it was only six
days before his mother was deported from Leipzig to Poland by the nazis, and nineteen days
before he actually left Leipzig on Kristallnacht.
On November 10, 1938 he is in Boblingen, in southern Germany. The rectangular purple
stamp between the German Eagles says NO RETURN. My father probably thought, “You don‟t
have to worry about that.”
Then the reddish rectangle with flattened edges on page 24 says:
SCHWEIZ 10. NOV. 38 FLUGPLATZ DUBENDORF.
I was relieved when he landed at the airport in Dubendorf, Switzerland, November 10,
1938. I felt that he was free, but I don‟t think he had that feeling yet.
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On the same day his passport tells me that he is in the Hauptbahnhof, the main train
station in Zurich, Switzerland. On the twelfth, at the Basler Handelsbank , the Basler Trade
Bank. On November 17, he withdraws 50 francs from a Zurich bank. On November 24 he is in
Lugano, Italy.
His passport is stamped on December 8, 1938, with purple ink, a rectangle inside a
rectangle, by the Commissariat Spécial, in Boulogne-sur-Mer, (Boulogne by the Sea). He
boarded the Nieuw Amsterdam, in the north of France, his magic carpet steamship to America. It
marked the end of a one month nail biting hop-scotch across Europe.
My father didn‟t leave France any too soon. His visa from Consulat de France a Leipzig
says, “Visa de transit pouvrant etre utillise jusqu‟au 10 Dec. 1938.” In English, to be used before
December 10. He received it on November 4.
The timing of the receipts of American and French visas and the departure of the Nieuw
Amsterdam were so close together, that it looks like my father was just plain lucky to have
gotten all the paperwork together that enabled him to run to safety.
I wonder if he celebrated when the ship‟s lines were cast off from the pier in France, the
steamship‟s whistle blew and the huge boat eased out into the windy harbor and finally into the
choppy Atlantic. I wondered if he really did feel his freedom, or did he feel like he was just on a
long chain anchored in Poland? I never asked him, he never said.
I would have celebrated my freedom, but he wasn‟t the celebrating type, and probably
didn‟t consider his escape final until he was safely in the United States. He had tried to flee once
before and gotten turned back.
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Some years later he told me that during his career as a salesman, he didn‟t consider a sale
final just because the customer had signed the order and the two shook hands. He didn‟t consider
the order final after he had gone to the customer‟s shop and collected the customer‟s check. He
considered the sale a done deal when the check cleared and the customer‟s money was in his
account. Now I can understand why.
My father saved the passenger list from the Nieuw Amsterdam that sailed Thursday,
December 8, 1938 to New York. His name appears on page seventeen of the Tourist Class
listing, among the hundreds of other European-sounding names, after Mr. Erich Beck and before
the Belotetzki family. The List of Passengers included advertisements for future voyages:
“Around South America, 46 days, 14 ports, 9 countries, $720 and up.”
Rental of a deck chair was $1.50 for the voyage, $1.00 for the cushion. But, aside from it
being winter on the North Atlantic, I couldn‟t imagine my father relaxing in a deck chair while
his mother, Lola, and his sisters were scattered somewhere in Europe.
The Nieuw Amsterdam crossed the Atlantic bound for New York City, via BoulogneSur-Mer, in northern France. The ship was one of the world‟s greatest luxury liners, competing
with the Queen Mary and the Normandie. The public areas of the ship were decorated with gold
leaf covered columns, wood paneled walls and leather upholstered furniture. I can imagine that
my father did not even see those luxurious touches. They would have been the last thing on my
father‟s mind as he passed between two worlds, leaving his former life in nazi Germany en route
to the new world. He had left his family carrying everything he owned in a suitcase.
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I don‟t know how my father was able to afford a first-class ticket on that passenger ship
across the Atlantic. He was so poor as a boy. He lived through the hyper-inflation in Germany
after WWI and then had to go to work to support his family after his father died. He told me that
after WWI money was worth so little that his mother would give him thousands of marks in a
paper bag to buy a loaf of bread at the bakery, but by the time he got there the price of the bread
had doubled. He didn‟t have enough money and had to return empty-handed.
“And if you had enough money,” he said, “the bread would be half filled with sawdust.”
His childhood soccer ball was made of rags, wound together in the shape of a ball, he had
told me. He was one of those children we saw in the film clips of American soldiers handing out
candy to kids in Europe after WWI.
“I didn‟t know what to do with the chocolate. I rubbed it on my arm to make it last
longer,” he once said.
My father‟s father died when my father was seventeen, and he went to work to help
support his mother and sisters, so I didn‟t know how he had any extra money for a first class boat
ticket. However while translating the letters, I discovered great aunt Charne. Charne was my
father‟s aunt, my grandfather‟s sister, who had come to America many years before. I felt like I
had discovered a new element, or was the first to set foot on the moon when I saw Charne‟s
name. I believe that Charne saved my father by helping him buy his steamship ticket.
The Nieuw Amsterdam remained in service for many years after taking my father to
America. We would see it sometimes docked in a berth on the West Side of Manhattan as my
father drove up the West Side Highway in New York City in the 1960s.
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“Look boys, there‟s the boat that brought your father to America,” my mother would say.
We craned our necks from the backseat of his „64 Plymouth to get a glimpse of the Dutch
name with the odd spelling painted on the sloping, sleek, white hull as our car sped by on the
elevated highway.
“Did you really take that boat to America?” I asked.
“Yup,” is all he said, keeping his two hands on the wheel, eyes straight ahead before he
changed the subject.
On the last page of his passport there is an inked-stamp, almost as large as the page. It
says Ellis Island, December 29, 1938, 1:45 PM. Hand written in the large stamped violet box is:
“Admitted for a period of six months for pleasure, Sec 3(2) of the Act of 1924, on $500
departure bond.” It was signed by Patrick King. My cousin Phil paid the $500 bond for my
father‟s release on December 30, 1938.
In the suitcase, I found a Postal Telegraph receipt for money that my father sent to my
grandmother in Poland during the war. It was a large turquoise form with my father‟s name on it,
sent to Frau Malka Bein. My father slid thirty-nine dollars and forty cents across the counter to
the telegraph clerk in the storefront on Eighty-Sixth Street in Manhattan, on a fall day in
September 1941. The clerk wired two hundred zlotys for my grandmother in Poland, and gave
my father the receipt.
For some time I was reluctant to tell the story about the receipt. I was embarrassed. My
father left his mother behind in Europe, in nazi-occupied Poland, a step away from the
concentration camp and all he could do was send my grandmother was forty dollars?
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A friend said to me, “How much money would have been acceptable to you, so that you
would have been proud of your father and not be embarrassed?”
I didn‟t have an answer. But it made me think that I needed to cut my father some slack
about what went on between him and his mother. He lived through difficult times and was forced
to make decisions that I hope I never have to make.
At that time, my father worked in a factory in Washington Heights, New York, making
shower curtains for thirty-one cents an hour, thirty-three cents for overtime. And when the
immigration inspector came calling, the illegal factory workers emptied out down the fire escape
onto the street to avoid capture. Deportation to Germany would have been a death sentence. My
father didn‟t tell me that story. My mother did, and it created the soft spot in my heart for illegal
immigrants.
My father saved his black leather address book. The contacts were entered
chronologically, rather than alphabetically, with a blue fountain pen in his distinctive
handwriting. I can tell that he started writing in the book while he was in Leipzig because the
first entries are Leipzigers. Then it moves on to the names of those who lived in America, mostly
in New York City. Those names were entered while he was still in Germany. He was thinking
about his contact list. Once he is in New York, entries are crossed out and written again at the
end of the list. People moved. I see that I had an Uncle Selig in New York City. I don‟t know
why my father never mentioned him. Some of the names in the book I recognized as friends of
my father from Leipzig that he caught up with again after the war and remained friendly with till
he died. My aunts who remained in Europe have multiple addresses as they went from place to
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place. How did they ever keep track of each other without telephones or the internet? It is a
testament to the connective power of a handwritten letter, the mail service and good oldfashioned, hang-wringing prayer.
The suitcase contained a Morse Code keypad, which just confirmed to ten year-old me
that my father was a German spy, something I had suspected all along. Who else would carry
around a Morse Code keypad? I remember that in the mid-sixties he offered my brother and me
fifty dollars each to learn Morse Code. Obviously, he was recruiting for his spy ring. Maybe he
needed help in reporting back to the homeland.
And to reinforce my dad-as-spy theory, I found a sharpshooter medal that he had earned
in the army. That slim inch of purple could only have meant one thing: espionage. If he wasn‟t
involved in some sort of derring-do, why would he have needed to be a sharpshooter? Certainly
not to raise a family in Brooklyn, NY.
Though I joke about thinking of my father as a spy, his teary recollection about seeing the
Statue of Liberty after his storm-filled, four day journey across the North Atlantic in the winter
of 1938 set the record straight.
He said, “It was the most beautiful thing I ever saw.”
He would become emotional and angry when he heard about Americans caught as spies.
“Never turn against your country,” he said.
He understood that the welcoming arms of the Statue of Liberty had saved his life.
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My father saved the memories of his flight, of his previous life in Europe almost like they
were exhibits in a museum. Was he thinking that someday he might need proof of what he went
through, just in case anyone didn‟t believe him?
He purchased a roundtrip ticket to America in 1938, but had no intention of using the
return portion. He carried a tourist visa to America, so he had to play the part, not arouse
suspicion and travel like a tourist. One of the documents that he saved in his suitcase was a copy
of a letter he sent after the war to the Holland America Lines, the owners of the Nieuw
Amsterdam. My father wanted a refund for the unused portion of the ticket he bought in 1938. I
don‟t know if he was successful, but he was thrifty, and he did have a sense of humor. I would
have liked to discuss that letter with him.
“Pop, weren‟t you happy enough to have escaped with your life on that boat? Did you
really think they‟d give you back your money for half a ticket?”
I can see a smile creep into the corners of his mouth, his raised eyebrows, a shrug of his
shoulders in a boyish way, his hands held with their palms facing upwards.
“So why not. I can ask, can‟t I?”
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Chapter 8
The Translation

Tuesday afternoons in 2003 I stepped into the time machine. Every Tuesday, I carefully
lifted the old suitcase out of the wooden cabinet in my basement office. The suitcase‟s leather
was drying out. The container that hid my father‟s past was beginning to crumble, leaving its
rusty mark on whatever it touched.
The letters and postcards that lived in the suitcase were from my father‟s family and
friends, who were swept across the globe in 1938 − Germany, France, England, Poland, the
United States, Cuba, Argentina, Australia and Shanghai. These were places that either Jews
couldn‟t get out of, or they were the only places the fleeing Jews could get into.
From the hundreds of letters from friends and family that were in my father‟s suitcase, I
was most interested in translating the ones from my grandmother. I wanted to know what had
happened to her, so I started with her letters from 1941 first. After translating a few “last” letters,
I switched to some earlier ones dated 1938 and 1939. I wanted to know what my grandmother
thought about my father leaving her behind after she was deported to Poland in 1938, and then he
fleeing to America two weeks later.
To set the dials on the time machine, I would take one of my grandmother‟s letters in the
slate-blue envelope, gently slip it into a plastic bag, and place it between the pages of a book for
safekeeping. I‟d put the book into a knapsack that held my translation gear − pens, paper, a map
of Germany, and some pictures of my family that I found in the suitcase along with the letters.
Then I‟d drive to the Aurora Coffee Shop in Little Five Points, downtown Atlanta, to meet
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Joshua, where he‟d translate the letter for me.
In the Aurora, it was not uncommon to see blue or orange spiked hair above five earring
studs in one ear lobe, or a pierced tongue and a floral tattoo around the neck. The contrast
provided by the coffee shop‟s clientele gave me some relief from the world I experienced
through the time machine. I wondered what my grandmother Malka would have thought about
the woman in the next booth with the intricate tattoo. The skin on the woman‟s arm looked like
the sleeve of a paisley shirt.
In this coffee shop scene, Malka would have enjoyed the coffee aroma. I had the receipts
from the food packages that my father had sent to her during the war. She liked coffee. But she
would have held her ears and grimaced at the eclectic selection of music blasting in the shop. I
liked the music. Jimmy Hendrix held onto me as I dove into the past.
At the Aurora, Joshua drank double espressos and smoked cigarettes. Sometimes he
rolled his own. I remember that at our first meeting I was so careful handing a letter to him
across the table, making sure that there was no spilled coffee, or crumbs of cake on the table that
might stain a sixty-year-old letter from my grandmother. When a hot ash from his home rolled
cigarette landed on the precious stationery, I didn‟t know if our newly minted relationship was
going to come to an abrupt end.
I don‟t know if he saw me grimace about the ash, which I swept away before it could do
any damage to the letter or our friendship.
He was usually seated at one of the small tables near the window when I arrived, reading
a book or a magazine, wearing blue jeans and a sport jacket. In the summer, we sat on the deck
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beside the parking lot. Joshua always smiled when I came in, then he shook my hand and invited
me to sit. We‟d get into a bit of small talk before having something to drink, and then get down
to translating a letter or two, depending on their length. Occasionally one of his students would
happen by, and we‟d take a break if they needed to discuss some classroom issue.
Joshua translated and I wrote as quickly as I could. I hung on every letter of every letter. It
was the closest I could get to sitting in my grandmother‟s kitchen in Gorlice, Poland, as she talked
to my father by mail.
I placed pictures of my father and Malka beside us on the table in the coffee shop as we
worked. I wanted Joshua to see their faces, and I wanted them to see us. They looked so proud as
they watched.
Sometimes while translating, he‟d get stumped by a word and he‟d have to stop. He‟d look
off into the distance and go back to the letter, and trace the words in the sentence with his finger.
If he was really at a loss he might take off his glasses. Then he‟d have a silent conversation with
himself, and maybe a headshake or two would precede the pronouncement of the word, converted
from its original to its closest English equivalent. He never brought a dictionary.
Sometimes the translation came easily and I‟d have to tell him to slow down, or stop and
go back. I couldn‟t write as fast as he was translating. I‟d read my last English phrase to him and
he‟d fill in the sentence. He had patience to spare.
“I can tell that your grandmother was not a native German speaker,” he said after reading
the first letter.
“How do you know she wasn‟t a native speaker?” I said.
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“Her German isn‟t very good.”
“Well, she was born in Poland, so she probably knew Polish,” I said, “but I‟d guess that
her first language was Yiddish. She probably never had a formal education in German, just kind
of picked it up along the way after she moved to Leipzig, and then she picked up the Leipzig
dialect of German. My father told me that brand of German was like English spoken in the
Bronx. Germans from other cities used to make fun of it.”
Joshua laughed.
“I don‟t know if it‟s that bad, but the Leipziger pronunciation is different from the
German they speak in other parts of the country.”
Sometimes my grandmother would use a Yiddish word or expression mixed in with her
German. Sometimes the word was written in Yiddish characters. Sometimes the Yiddish was
spelled phonetically in German. I knew a few Yiddish words which was sometimes enough. If
not, in the next week I‟d ask a fluent Yiddish speaker, the oldest man in my synagogue.
As Joshua translated, I recorded in a little spiral notebook every name mentioned in a
letter. I wanted to have a cross-reference of the names of those who might have been family so
that I could research the names at a later date. Those writing the letters told of who they saw from
home, and who was looking for whom. Malka initially lived with her family and as I met new
uncles or cousins, I wrote their names in that book.
Keeping track of their names drove me crazy. My relatives were called by their Yiddish
names, German names, Anglicized names, and familiar names. My great uncle Henry was
Heinrich, or Onkel, (Uncle) but everyone called him Chaskal. It took me a while to figure out that
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those four men were the same person. One of Malka‟s brothers was given a different family name
than she. She was born Malka Kalb, her brother, born to the same parents, was Majer Frauwirth,
and Meyer Frauwirth.
Depending on where Jews lived in Europe, and when they were married, their marriages
performed by a rabbi were not always recognized by the state. The children of those marriages
were deemed illegitimate, and so they took the family name of their mother. If a civil ceremony
was held later, the marriage became legal in the eyes of the state, and the next child took the
family name of the father.
Some names in the letters were mentioned only once. I wondered if that family and its
history were lost forever. In spite of the fact that my grandmother and four of her brothers and
sisters, their spouses, and children living in Poland were all presumed to have been killed by the
nazis, I was hopeful. I was hopeful that out of all those I thought to be dead, there would be at
least one survivor, a seed who began a new tree. I was hopeful to meet that seedling.
Over the next weeks and months we translated letters written between the November
1938 and November 1941. Sometimes while reading them, I felt as if I was coming uninvited
into the middle of a conversation, not knowing what the speakers were talking about, but not
being so out of place that the speakers changed the topic when I arrived.
One week my grandmother wrote:
My Dear Son:
I just remembered that I should write you earlier for your birthday because the last letter
took 19 days. So I want to congratulate you my child on your birthday. I wish you should
have health and much happiness and we should enjoy each other together again. Thank
you for your last letter……
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The next Tuesday we read:
I don‟t believe any more in going home the way things look. I hear that the stateless have
been arrested, so I am happy that you are there now…..
I am sitting here with uncle Yantsche and Selig. [These are my great uncles.] Selig is just
sitting around and he can‟t make a penny from his shop. His family has nothing.
And then:
I moved into my apartment. A room with a betampte kitchen.
[The Yiddish word betampte literally means tasty. In this case, it means homey.]

The next week:
I have received a letter from my aunt. My heart is breaking. No money and they can‟t get
out. I don‟t know what will happen to those poor people. Misery is everywhere……..
Then:
You‟ll need every penny, so please don‟t send me stamps. You mentioned that you would
like to send me money. You can use it more than I. My dear child, you will enjoy
spending it more than I will receiving it.
And then:
I have no opportunity to send you anything, because it is as if I am on an island here. No
one comes here or goes from here to you. It is just a good thing that the mail goes back
and forth.
The next week:
Don‟t forget to light a candle to remember the anniversary of Papa‟s death.
In the spring I may decide to have my picture taken with Lola. If I like it, I‟ll send you a
copy. I have pictures of all my children around me at the table. Passover is coming and I
hope you celebrate it in Amerika the way we did at home.
Then:
Otherwise no news. I‟m often very tired. Too tired to write about everything. Please write
a more detailed letter. Rest up. No one can take this. Dear G-d please save the Jews of the
world.
Your mother who wishes you well.
I felt like I was sitting there in Poland with them as Malka was writing her letters. I
wanted to see Malka, and my great uncles.
Lola wrote love letters, and I was uncomfortable thinking of my father with a woman other
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than my mother. Sixty-five years ago, lovers talked about the same things they talk about today. In
a letter from Lola, my father‟s fiancé, she wrote from Leipzig that “Pepserin just had lunch. He
had dumplings and was stretched out on the couch. He‟s becoming an old man with gray
whiskers.”
I was bothered that Lola would take up with some other man so soon after my father‟s
departure, and that he would have the nerve to lie down on the couch in her house, and that she
would have the nerve to write my father about it. For weeks I wondered who was this Pepserin
fellow? Sometime later Lola writes about Pepserin again.
“I ask Pepserin, where is Max, where is Max.........and all he does is wag his tail.”
I enjoyed that sweet treat. A laugh was always welcomed, because reading about my
lost family week after week was depressing me. But somehow I was compelled to get back to
the rock pile every Tuesday.
My grandmother wrote one for the time machine.
“I thought about what you wrote me,…..about getting married there [in the US], it
would be easier for you to stay there. No, the girl here [Lola] doesn‟t deserve for you to ditch
her. Getting married is not a child‟s game, and I think Lola is the right woman for you. She
will work with you, not like an American girl…”
My grandmother was telling my father not to marry the American woman. Two years
later my father marries the American woman, who is my mother.
As we read this letter, a song by the Klezmatics “An Undoing World” was playing in the
Aurora. A verse caught my ear.
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“ Darling never dream another woman might have been your mother. Some day you may be a
refugee.”
I would have loved to discuss the letters with their authors. What would they have written
without fearing the nazi censor? What did those unidentifiable words mean, were they just
sloppily written, were some coded to defy the censor, and some only known in the private
conversations of sender and receiver? I knew the beginnings of their stories through the pictures
that my father had shown me so many years before. I knew some endings. I could frame the
puzzle, but the details inside needed to be sorted out.
When I began translating the letters I was tormented. It was difficult returning to the
present after being with my family 65 years ago. I didn‟t know what to do when I came back to
the present. I attended synagogue more often and prayed for my family. As I came to learn their
names and some of their stories, I felt like I needed to mourn for them. They had become people
again.
During that period in my life, I found that stories in the newspaper were not newsworthy.
I stopped listening to the radio. The media reporting had become trivial. Anything called news
really wasn‟t important to me. The news that was important to me came on Tuesday afternoons. I
was in another world.
If my grandmother had survived the war, she would have been 68 years old by the
time I was born. I was the youngest of her eight grandchildren, and if she had lived into her
old age, I might have known her. But through translating her letters, the connection between
us was becoming stronger. I missed her.
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Somehow, Malka was able to put aside her poverty, her hunger, and her dread of what the
next day might bring. My grandmother let herself become comfortable in another more pleasing
moment that allowed her to forget about her painful circumstances. Those moments, I suspect
lasted while she was composing letters to her children, or looking at their pictures, or reading
their mail. Motherhood was one thing that couldn‟t be taken from her. It shone through the
wreckage surrounding her. I felt that I was in its warm light.
In the letters, Malka worried about her children. She was happy for her children, she
advised her children, and she praised her children and G-d in the midst of the turmoil. She
looked at the pictures of her grandchildren and became grandmotherly. She showed the pictures
to her neighbors, like other proud grandmothers might. She remarked that her granddaughter‟s
eyes resembled her daughter‟s eyes. Malka wrote that her granddaughter didn‟t look like a little
girl, but looked like a little doll.
Malka spoke about her grandchildren like the other grandmothers would, but some of
those other grandmothers were living in peace, bouncing a child on their knee, not worried about
surviving till tomorrow in a country where your religion was cause for your murder. Maybe the
other grandmothers in the United States talked about their families at Little League practice or at
the Fourth of July picnic. Malka wrote to my father that she felt sick near holiday time, because
she was alone and missed her children.
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My grandmother‟s death could not have been prevented. We‟re all going to die, but
perhaps her death in a gas chamber in Belzec, Poland in 1942 could have been avoided. Her last
breath didn‟t have to be filled with carbon monoxide pumped from truck engines, while she
stood with her head shaved, naked, shoulder-to-shoulder with the other victims. She stood too
proudly in her picture, for such an ending to her life.
In the bundle of letters that my father saved was a simple postcard with three handwritten
lines from the Red Cross, postmarked September 5, 1946. The note was in tatters. Its letterhead
shouted in blood red ink. I took it Joshua to translate, even though I recognized two words,
Lola‟s name and Auschwitz. It only took him a minute to read the card, his voice got quiet and
low. Our eyes didn‟t meet.
“It says Lola was killed in Auschwitz, August 1942.”
We hid our tears from each other.
I thought about how my father must have felt when he received that card. He had just
been honorably discharged from the army. He had been married for about three years and living
with my mother in an apartment in Brooklyn.
I don‟t have the words to express the darkness that must have surrounded him. He had
saved Lola‟s letters and her memory for his whole life, and his hope was ended with a simple
postcard that came in the mail perhaps between the telephone bill and an advertisement for
Macys. How many times did my father read that postcard? Did he sit on the front steps by
himself and stare into space holding the postcard in his hand? Did he check the name one
hundred times, thinking maybe the name was misspelled, and that the death notice referred to
someone else?
After that translation, I was looking forward to my next destination of the afternoon to lift
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my spirits. My son Jacob was playing for the Yeshiva Lions, his high school basketball team. I
wanted to be there to cheer him on, and cheer me up. They played in a league of schools of
similar size, and that afternoon were playing the Bears, a parochial school team. The previous
year, when we played at the Bear‟s gym, the home crowd threw pennies on the court during our
warm-ups. They wanted to see the Jews pick the money off the floor in keeping with the
stereotype of the frugal Jews who will do anything for money.
As I entered the gym I got a rush of adrenalin, having just come inside from the
destruction of WWII, to a drumbeat and the hooting of cheerleaders. Sixty years of jet lag erased
in the time it took to open a door. I sat down next to Terry. She was a friend and a mother of a
Lion player. She was following the saga of my letters.
“You don‟t look so good,” she said.
“I was just in Poland with my grandmother.”
“That‟s right. Today is Tuesday.”
Our families had been invited to a party that evening to celebrate the marriage of our
rabbi‟s daughter.
“Will we see you this evening?” she asked.
“I don‟t think I‟m going to be able to come. I don‟t feel like celebrating after reading
those letters.”
“Peter, you have to go. Your grandmother would want you to. We won and they lost.”
I had trouble following the players as they ran up and down the court in their white and
blue uniforms. Their images were blurred, everything was blurred. I was thinking about my
family in Poland.
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On December 8, 1941 my father wrote to his mother. It is the envelope that was marked
RETURN TO SENDER which came back to him when mail service was suspended after the
attack on Pearl Harbor, and the US declaration of war on Japan and Germany. It is the letter I
debated opening.
My Dear Good Mother:
I am very worried because I haven‟t received any mail from you since August 28 and I
don‟t know why. I answered you on August 28 through Lola and on Nov. 3 and Oct. 4 I wrote
directly. Did you receive the money that I sent you and the packages? You always write so
promptly, I don‟t know what to think…I think of you so often and that you are alone and I don‟t
know if you have enough to eat. Lola writes infrequently and I don‟t know why. I did hear from
her in early November. I will write her a letter today……. Please write me immediately even if it
is only a card. Lola writes that that you don‟t have any writing paper and couldn‟t write for that
reason. I am enclosing three sheets……… You can hardly imagine how scared I am. I kiss you
1000 times and beg you to write me very soon. Please write immediately even if it is only a card.
Your son Max.
I had never known my father to be scared.

.
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Chapter 9
The Anniversary
In the spring of 2003, on the evening of the seventh anniversary of my father‟s death, I
went to synagogue to say Kaddish, in his memory. In other years I felt sad going to the
synagogue on that day, but the seventh anniversary was different. Maybe it was the letters.
During the months when we were translating them, I was showing up more in synagogue.
What else could I do after reading letters from my grandmother, holding the same piece of paper
she had held before perishing in a concentration camp some sixty years before?
When my father was alive, he was especially glad to see me dressed in a suit and tie.
Therefore, on that night in his honor, I wore a suit I thought he‟d like. As I went to synagogue, I
felt draped with warmth. His spirit was there with me. To make the experience of going to a
religious service with my father complete and accurate, we arrived late for the evening prayer.
“We still can‟t get here on time, Pop,” I said.
The synagogue was full of congregants eager to greet the Sabbath. As we sang Lecha
Dodi, the traditional song welcoming the Sabbath, I heard my father‟s voice singing with us. He
liked to sing, and the tune was a Carlebach melody. He knew of the family from his Leipzig days
when he attended the Carlebach school. After Lecha Dodi, I thought my father jumped up to join
the circle of dancers, each with an arm on the shoulder of the man in front of him.
After the service I was standing in the rear of the sanctuary with a friend and the rabbi. A
moment later, I was alone with just the rabbi.
“What‟s the latest installment?” he asked.
The rabbi was referring to the weekly translation of the letters. Shaking his head, waving
his fists, the rabbi said, “Imagine, the nazis delivered mail to the Jews.”
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“His fiancé traveled from Leipzig to Paris to see him off at the train station December 6,
1938 on his way to Boulogne-sur-Mer in the north of France. That‟s where his boat to America
sailed from. She wrote ahead to the boat from Paris,” I said.
“How do you know that?”
“Well, the letter is addressed to my father, Passenger on the Nieuw Amsterdam at
Boulogne-Sur-Mer. It‟s a love letter. She already missed him after a day. He kept the letter.”
“What else is going on?”
I said, “My grandmother had three children. Just before the war, one of my aunts went to
Paris, one to England and my father to New York. My grandmother was left behind in a shtetl in
Poland and killed by the nazis. Her three children never got over the guilt. They never talked
about it. Each child came up with their own tale to smooth over the fact that they escaped, but
left their dear mother behind.”
I thought to myself that now Malka‟s grandchildren were left to reconcile that unpleasant
history and I was embarrassed that I had told the rabbi the story.
“Recently I‟ve been thinking about an episode in my past. I‟ve never told anyone. I have
even forgotten about it for many years. I know what that kind of story is like,” the rabbi said.
He reached into the bookshelf at the rear of the synagogue for a volume of the Chumash,
the Old Testament. He opened the book, turned a few pages, traced a line down the page with his
finger, and began reading in Hebrew. I knew I was going to hear something helpful.
“It‟s Parsha Noach,” he said − The Story of Noah.
The rabbi translated the passage. It was about a journey that Abraham took with his father
Terach. They traveled to Haran where Terach died at the age of two hundred and twenty-five,
more than sixty years after Abraham‟s departure from Haran.
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“Based on various verses, the sages concluded that Abraham left his father behind,” he
said.
The rabbi‟s young son burst through the sanctuary door to speak to his father, but I
needed to hear the end of the story. I glared at the boy thinking that my stare would stop him
from interrupting.
“Just a minute,” the rabbi said to his son, and then he continued. “The Torah couldn‟t say
that Abraham left his father behind, so the story is written a little differently. These kinds of
things happened. Your story is similar.”
“Can I go ahead now without you?” his young son asked.
“Yes, I‟ll be home soon for dinner,” the rabbi said.
The crowd had evaporated leaving only the rabbi and me. I felt relieved after hearing the
story about Abraham. I knew that my father‟s conscience would be relieved be as well.
We walked out into the lobby as jagged pink lightening illuminated the dark sky, closely
followed by a crash of thunder that shook the building. The hallway lights flickered. In a deep
voice, thunder rumbled in the distance. We stood in the hallway watching the sky.
“I don‟t know what it is, but translating those letters feels like the right thing. I‟m
becoming part of something larger.”
The rabbi smiled.
“Why am I compelled to translate those letters? Why have I been able to contact the
families‟ of some people mentioned sixty-five years ago in the letters? Why do I even have
them?” I asked.
“We have been commanded in the Torah to know our father‟s story, and our father‟s
father‟s story. Not to minimize the power of your story, but it is similar to hundreds of others I
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have heard about from the Holocaust,” the rabbi said.
I nodded.
“The difference is that your story is very personal to you through the letters. This story is
the story of the Jewish people for thousands of years, only you have a little more
documentation.”
Again lightening lit the sky, followed by a bang of thunder and more flickering lights. I
was waiting for Charlton Heston to walk through the door. I was glad that the rabbi was witness
to the thunder and lightning punctuating my story. Who would believe such a Hollywood script?
“You are connecting with your people,” the rabbi said.
I would have believed him even without the fireworks. Very impressive, he must have
connections, I thought.
The storm passed. The rabbi had Sabbath dinner guests, so he excused himself, put on his
raincoat, and headed out the door into a light rain. I stood in the drizzle with my father, thinking
about what just had happened.
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Chapter 10
Kristallnacht Revisited
It was November 9, 2008. I stood on a street corner in Leipzig, Germany and watched as
a young woman from the local radio station approached from across the cobblestone street. She
held out a microphone.
“Do you know what happened here seventy years ago?” she asked.
Her German sounded harsh. It was the familiar language that my father had spoken, and
at the same time it was the cruel language of the nazis.

Almost a year earlier, when I heard that a group of friends in Atlanta was beginning work
on a commemoration ceremony of the seventieth anniversary of Kristallnacht, November 9,
2008; an alarm rang inside my head. A thought took hold of me at that moment and didn‟t let go.
I had to be at my grandmother’s house in Leipzig, Germany, on Kristallnacht. There was no
logic to it. I just had to be there. I wanted to be in the same place as my family had been so many
years before. But there was a barrier. My father had never returned to the country that had spit
him out.
Germany was off limits, and my father had wanted nothing to do with that country. He
didn‟t want me to learn German. He wouldn‟t buy German-made products. I remember my
mother having to return a loaf of bread that she accidently bought at a neighborhood store
because it was imported from Germany.
I didn‟t know if I would have a landmark to visit in Leipzig. I didn‟t know how much
destruction had taken place during the Allied bombings in WWII, or how much the city had
changed during the Communist rule of Eastern Germany. I wanted to visit that place my father
called home. If his house had been bombed flat in the war, I wanted to be able to stand in the
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same place as he stood seventy years ago. If a highway ran through the space where his house
once was, I would stand for a moment on that highway. I knew that I could find an old map of
the city to get me to the right place.
When I aired my crazy idea about going to Leipzig, I heard from friends and family;
“Germany, what are you going to do there?”
“Is there anything to see in Leipzig?”
“That‟s creepy.”
“Germany, yeeech.”
“I wouldn‟t give them my money.”
“Germany?”
“Leipzig, there‟s nothing there anymore. I‟ve been there.”
“Germany? Not me.”
“Every stone in Germany is covered with Jewish blood.”
But in spite of all that, I still had to go.
I searched the internet with the address of my grandmother‟s apartment. I typed
Uferstrasse 18, Leipzig, Germany. The response came quickly - no matches found. I was
disappointed.
A few days later I had another idea. I tried the address the German way, Uferstraße 18,
and there returned on the screen was the home page of a software company located at that
address. Then I knew that I had a place to go, even if it was an office space. I looked for the
address on Google Maps, and found a picture taken from a satellite, 150 miles in space. The
picture was of a house with a courtyard.
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A rush of memory attacked me. I got chills down my back. I remember asking my father
about his best friend, Alfred, the fellow who looked like he parted his hair with a steel ruler. I
must have been about ten years old.
“Where did you and Alfred live when you were little?” I said.
In the air, my father traced the shape of a box with his fingers.
“I lived in a house with a courtyard. I could look out my window and see Alfred‟s
window across the way.”
#
I knew nothing about present-day Leipzig, other than the tourist information I could find
on the internet, but I wanted a contact in the local community. I sent an email to members of a
genealogical group (who were located all over the world) with an interest in Germany Jewry,
asking for a contact name in Leipzig. I said in the email that I would be traveling there in the fall.
A few days later a woman in Berlin replied to my email and told me to send a fax to a Frau
Weise in Leipzig. Shortly after, I emailed Joshua in Prague asking him to translate a message for
me that I wanted to send Frau Weise.
On September 9, I sent a fax to Frau Weise in Leipzig, saying that I was coming to
commemorate Kristallnacht, and that my family had lived there until November 10, 1938. I
thought about those who had sent messages in bottles or on the legs of carrier pigeons. Would I
ever get an answer?
After checking my email almost hourly for three days, I received an answer from Frau
Weise. I jumped out of my chair and cheered.
“My English is not so good. You may come to visit whenever you‟d like.”
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I felt as if I had discovered buried treasure. My carrier pigeon had returned. Frau Weise
told me that she worked in the office of a synagogue in Leipzig. I knew that only one synagogue
out of twelve had survived Kristallnacht. I remember my father telling me about that night.
He said, “I heard yelling in street and I smelled smoke. I went to the window and a man
in the street cried out, the synagogue is on fire, stay inside.” My father didn‟t talk much about it,
but when he did tears came to his eyes. I always wanted to know more, but I didn‟t ask him
again.
I needed some time off from work to make the trip and I spoke to my boss.
“I have a favor to ask you, but first I must tell you that I am possessed,” I said. She
pointed to the chair.
“Oh, my, then you had better sit down,” she said.
I told her about my father‟s suitcase and the letters from my grandmother.
“I feel like Richard Dreyfuss, in the movie Close Encounters,” I said.
“Are you making shapes in your mashed potatoes?” she asked with a smile.
I got my time off and went and bought a plane ticket to Germany.
My dream began on November 5, 2008. It was 3:32 PM and I was seated in 20C on a
Delta flight waiting to take off for a scheduled 3:40 PM departure for Paris. Paris was the first
leg of my trip, then to Berlin, then Leipzig. Just before I left home I checked my email. There
was a note from Frau Weise. She sent congratulations on the election of President Obama.
She wrote that she had been able to look in the Leipzig cemetery book, which she said
was old, handwritten and difficult to read. She did, however, find a reference to my grandfather‟s
grave which said that the stone was not readable. I was a little disappointed because I was hoping
that it would have the name of my great-grandfather, a gold nugget in the genealogical search for
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my family. I wondered why the stone was in such bad condition. My grandfather died in 1929,
and that wasn‟t so long ago for a slab of granite, unless the stone had been desecrated. I hoped
she was looking at the wrong grave.
In my knapsack in the overhead compartment I was carrying my father‟s phylacteries
(tefellin), ritual objects worn by men during Jewish prayer services. For about sixty years they
had lived in a red satin bag hidden in suitcase in a Brooklyn closet. My grandmother had made
that bag for my father, and I wanted to take it home. Initially, I hesitated because the bag had a
large Star of David embroidered on its front, and I didn‟t want to have to explain it to a customs
inspector or border guard in Germany. However, I figured that if my father carried it through
nazi Germany on Kristallnacht, I could carry it through the European Union in 2008.
My clarinet was also above me in the overhead. I wanted to play Klezmer wedding music
for my grandmother. She had missed so many family weddings, especially the weddings of her
children. I would just have to figure out how to get inside my grandmother‟s apartment on
Kristallnacht so that I could play for her. I thought about just standing out on the street in front of
her house and playing the clarinet, but I didn‟t want to end up in a German jail on Kristallnacht.
The following day at 7:30 AM, I landed in a complete fog at Charles DeGaulle Airport,
Paris. I was looking out the window for signs of a city and the first evidence of the ground was
the bump when the wheels hit the runway. When we exited the plane we were met in the jetway
by a woman holding a “Berlin” sign. She asked me my name, then handed me a boarding pass
that she took from her pocket. A small group was forming around the sign.
“Stay with me and stay together, we must go very quickly,” she said in her Frenchaccented English. I had every intention of doing so. I didn‟t want to be late for my dream.
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About two hours later I was in Tegel Airport, Berlin. Outside was gray. In a misty rain, I
got into the first car on the taxi stand. The driver was about forty, hadn‟t shaved in a few days,
wore glasses and an old green sweater, but something about him was scholarly. After a few
minutes he said, “Are you English?”
“American,” I said.
“You have a new president, President Obama,” he said. “From which part of the United
States do you come?”
“Atlanta, Georgia.”
“Georgia, isn‟t that McCain country?”
We spoke a bit more and his English got better. We got to the hotel and there was Joshua.
He was waiting in the lobby, wearing a fuzzy gray ski cap, an old leather jacket and carrying a
newspaper in a white plastic bag. We hugged.
“I‟m dreaming,” I said.
We talked about the last time we were together. It was earlier that year, and we were at
the Aurora Coffee Shop in Little Five Points, Atlanta. We had lost track of each other for about
six years. Joshua, who had moved to Prague to teach at the university, was back in the States to
visit family.
I remember saying to him, “November 9, 2008 will be the seventieth anniversary of
Kristallnacht, also the day that my father fled from Leipzig. I have this crazy idea that I need to
go to my grandmother‟s house in Germany on that day. I‟m possessed. I know it makes no sense,
but I just have to go.”
He smiled through the smoke of his cigarette.
“If you go, I‟ll meet you there,” he said.
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And here we were. Joshua adjusted his fuzzy gray ski cap as we stepped through the
doors of the Hotel Jurine in Berlin.
“Let‟s go to the corner, there‟s a little café,” Joshua said. We talked, some about the
election. I told him the cabbie‟s take on Georgia‟s voting.
“Europeans see America as a very powerful nation that can affect their lives. So they take
an interest in who becomes president. It‟s almost like Obama is their president also.”
In the afternoon, we went to meet Inga, a friend of Joshua‟s who lived in Berlin, and her friend,
Suzanne. Her friend was born in East Berlin and had never spoken to Jewish people before, she
said.
We walked over to the new Holocaust museum near the American Embassy. Inga walked
her bicycle beside her as we approached the memorial. On a drizzling night, hundreds of black
marble blocks, some towering over us glistened in the rain. The monuments stood silently in
rows of narrow alleyways on paths that rose and fell. The memorials had no names or addresses,
like the anonymous victims who perished in the war.
The four of us went downstairs into the museum where a quote from Primo Levi hung on
the wall.
“If it happened, it can happen again.”
I knew the Holocaust story. Why did I have to have my soul squeezed again and again
by the Holocaust and yet another museum? Why was I attracted to these experiences that tugged
on my insides?
We walked for a while after leaving the Holocaust Museum. Suddenly, Joshua looking at
his map, ran halfway down the street to a plaque fixed to a pole in the ground. He pointed back
towards the building behind us.
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“This is where hitler‟s bunker was,” he said. I turned and was facing a neon-lit Chinese
restaurant.
“What do you think hitler would say if he knew his bunker was a Chinese restaurant?” I
said.
Joshua and I laughed. Inga looked disturbed.
“I don‟t understand how Jews can joke about such a thing,” she said.
We walked some more and by now I figured I had been up for about twenty-four hours
straight, so I got in a cab back headed to the hotel. I went up to my room, sat down on the bed
and immediately felt my exhaustion mix with the excitement of going to Leipzig the next day.
The sleep deficit was catching up with me, making my eye lids heavy.
The next thing I knew, I was standing across the street from my grandmother‟s house.
The air was clear, the night came easily with the cold. I was self-conscious about opening up my
clarinet case on the sidewalk. There were just a few people on the street. I took my clarinet and
begin to play. My fingers were cold, I played slowly at first, deliberately, each note in its own
space. The sound swirled around me with the snowflakes. The sky was dark but the street was
brighter. People were walking towards me. They were drawn to the music. They had no color, or
rather they were not colorful. They were gray or green. The people looked like they were made
of clay but had human mannerisms. They were covered not with dirt but with earth. Most were
barefoot and wearing rags. I was not scared, but more curious. Despite the cold they were not
shivering. I did not think that maybe those people were not living. I was now playing as loudly as
I could play. A woman stepped forward from the crowd. She was wrapped in a blanket. Her arm
was extended, and she wanted to hand me something. It was a letter in an envelope. Its edge was
ragged, it had been torn open. It came to me that these people were prisoners. They formed a
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circle around me and began to dance. A violin player stepped from the crowd. We played a
Klezmer tune. I smelled bread baking. Tables were set for a banquet. More musicians came. A
veiled woman and a man in a silk top hat were standing in front of the rabbi who signaled us to
stop playing. My grandmother came out from her house across the street. She had tears in her
eyes as she walked past me. She didn‟t know who I was.
The phone rang. Joshua was waiting downstairs. It was breakfast time in Berlin.
Friday morning November 7, Joshua and I bought round trip tickets from Berlin to Leipzig on
the high speed train, about a one hour and ten minute ride to Leipzig. We ran down the stairs to
track two and got on the train with a minute to spare. Joshua read me a newspaper article about
anti-Semitism in Germany as the train ran through some uneventful countryside. A German rabbi
said how central the synagogue was to the practice of Judaism. The nazis knew that too on
Kristallnacht, I thought. We stopped once or twice before slowing to a stop at the Leipzig
Hauptbahnhof (Hbf), the main train station.
I came onto the platform and read the sign Leipzig Hbf. I dropped my belongings in a
pile and began to cry. I was standing in the train station from where my grandmother was
deported to her birthplace in Poland seventy years ago. She was packed into a cattle car with
other exiled Jews, never to return. I was standing in the train station where my father stood
seventy years ago. He was at least fortunate enough to leave as a human being in a passenger car,
albeit a human running for his life.
This was the last place they touched in Leipzig. I felt the spirits of my family and the
thousands of others for whom this was the beginning of life‟s end.
I bought a street map in the train station and located 10 Lohrstrasse, the office of Frau
Weise at the synagogue. Five minutes later I pressed the buzzer at 10 Lohrstrasse.
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“Ah, yes, Mr. Bein,” the voice said. A beautiful part about being in Germany is that they
always pronounced my last name correctly. I‟d given up correcting the assortment of tortured
mispronunciations of my last name in the United States.
For some time I had wondered what Frau Weise looked like and there she was at the top
of the stairs, a woman my age, in jeans, wearing a broad smile. We shook hands.
“Come in, come in, my English is not so good what I wrote you.”
“It was perfect,” I said.
“Nothing is perfect,” she said. She led us through the open door.
“This is my office,” she said, her arm sweeping an arc across her desk and some tables
covered with papers, wooden file cabinets, a couple of pictures on the wall, and three windows,
lit with the gray sky of the day.
“I have prepared something for you, come sit,” said Frau Weise. “But first I have a
request,” she said in German. Joshua translated. “I would like you to sign the guest book.”
She went to a cabinet and took from a row of books labeled “1933, 1934, 1935” the last thin
volume. She opened it in front of me. I saw the names of other visitors, relatives of the 1938
Leipzig Jewish Community, located in Europe, Israel, the United States and South America.
“One good thing about the Holocaust; it dispersed us all over the world. We‟re not so
much all in the same place,” she said.
Then she placed four green cards in front of me, handwritten with a fountain pen.
“From 1935,” Frau Weise said.
I examined them. They were the original membership cards from the synagogue with the
names of my father Max, my grandmother Malka, my great uncle Selig and my aunt Sidonia. I
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gathered them and put them to my heart. I took my grandmother‟s card, the one with Malka
written in a very ornate hand.
“Is this her handwriting?” I said.
Frau Weise shook her head. She could tell I was disappointed. I asked her about other
family names I knew from Leipzig. She pointed to a stack of wooden file drawers that looked
like the card catalog in an old library.
“You can look yourself. They are in alphabetical order,” she said in a way that sounded
like - don’t mess them up.
“I‟ll keep them in order,” I said.
I found the cards of a half-dozen other relatives. Five of them had been killed by the
nazis. I was panting as if I had run five miles.
“Today I am very busy, but you can come back Monday and you can look more,” Frau
Weise said. She looked me up and down.
“I thought you‟d be a seventy year-old man. Your father was born in 1911.”
I laughed. I needed a laugh.
“Let me show you what I found in the cemetery for your grandfather,” she said.
She pointed to a diagram.
“It will be very difficult to find, but a member of the community will go with you. It is
either row four or row twenty-six depending which end of the cemetery you enter. It will be near
these,” and she gave me a list of names.
“Mr. Finemann will be in the synagogue this evening. He will help you find your
grandfather‟s grave. “Are you religious?” Frau Weise asked me.
“A little,” I said. I had always found that question difficult to answer.
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“The service here is not so religious,” she said. “The community is all Russian Jews.
There are no German Jews here anymore.”
“I read about a Mr. Isaccson from Leipzig on the internet,” I said. “Wasn‟t he a young
boy on Kristallnacht?”
“Yes, he was the leader of this community. He would speak every November 9, but he
doesn‟t anymore. He‟s tired of talking about it,” Frau Weise said.
“So they‟re all Russians?” I said, referring to the new community. Frau Weise nodded.
“The community is different from the way it was. My boss used to come into my office,
an old German and he was strong.” She made two fists and mimed banging on the table. “If a
drawer was open or a closet was open, he would yell. Now things are different.”
It was time to go.
“Will you be at the ceremony on Sunday?” she asked.
“I‟ll be there,” I said
She nodded and walked us to the door.
I couldn‟t believe what had happened. A few months ago in Atlanta I sent out an email.
Someone in Berlin picks it up and tells me to contact Frau Weise. Thirty minutes ago I walk into
her office which just happens to be in the synagogue that my family attended seventy years ago,
the only one that survived on Kristallnacht, and she hands me their membership cards from 1935.
That evening, I attended Friday night services at the Broyder Synagogue in Leipzig. My
father prayed here seventy years ago. The interior was beautiful, decorated in the Moorish style. I
didn‟t expect that kind of architecture in Germany. As Frau Weise said, the congregants were all
Russian. We couldn‟t talk to each other, but somehow I met Mr. Finemann. He pointed to
himself.
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“My name Grisha,” he said.
He spoke a few words of English, and we both spoke a few words of Hebrew. I couldn‟t
help but think that I was dreaming.
After synagogue services, Joshua and I had dinner at the Caffe Baum, a restaurant which
first served coffee at this location in Leipzig in 1694. My dinner was sauerbraten, red cabbage
and potato dumplings. The taste transported me back to my mother‟s table forty years ago where
she served my father this German specialty. I looked around the restaurant and wondered where
my father sat, if indeed he wasn‟t here right now.
“Don‟t you get bored praying, saying the same prayers over and over again in
synagogue?” asked Joshua, who is Jewish but probably had not seen then inside of a synagogue
in a while.
“Joshua, you heathen,” I said, “I sat together in a room with thirty Russian men, with
whom I could not speak. But we said the same words in our prayers, we sang the same melodies.
Our fathers sang these melodies. We connected.”
The next morning, I came back to the Broyder Synagogue for the Sabbath service.
Yesterday‟s open door was a locked iron gate. I knocked on the window and a congregant came
outside and let me in. I was called for an honor at the Torah in my father‟s synagogue. I read the
blessings loudly and carefully. My father was listening.
I met a young Russian man in synagogue who spoke a little English. I told him that my
family belonged here seventy years ago. He listened. I told him how happy I was to have seen
their membership cards, how much it meant to me.
“How German of them to have saved the cards for so long. I don‟t know why they did it,”
he said.
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He used the word Yekka, for German, a derogatory term that Jews from Eastern Europe −
Poland, Russia used to describe German Jews. I had heard the word before, and we joked about it
in the United States. However, I found the friction unnecessary, especially since we were in
Germany, where not so long ago, Yekka or not, all Jews were hunted.
After the service, we were leaving the synagogue and the Russians motioned for me to
follow them. Grisha, who was locking up, said to me,
“Go wis them. I meet you.”
I followed the congregation, men and women, down the street, around the corner into a
meeting hall where they prepared Sabbath lunch. I waited uncomfortably while they hurried in
and out of the kitchen with plates of fish, salads, eggs, cheese and some things which I couldn‟t
identify. They motioned for me to sit. We ate, and drank, and sang Sabbath songs. I couldn‟t talk
much with anyone because of the language barrier, but I did feel like I was with my family.
That evening, seven euro got Joshua and me seats in the corner of the four-hundred-yearold St. Thomaskirche for the Mozart Requiem. I sat thirty feet from Bach, his final resting place.
The piece began. I felt some tension in the music, a wash of sound, some back and forth between
the orchestra and choir. I heard a clarinet‟s voice call to me through the powerful timpani and
brass across the cavernous cathedral. Then came a four-part harmony, and then the choir and
orchestra suddenly stopped. The sweet sounds kept on, floated for a moment on the air before
they disappeared, unsupported. The powerful music stirred something in me. How could such a
horrible thing have happened in a place where people enjoyed such beautiful music? Why was
this church not bombed flat in the war, as other parts of the city were? Would it have been
considered too barbaric to bomb a church? My heart was pounding, or was that the timpani? On
the night before Kristallnacht did the nazis listen to Mozart? A crucifix hung on the wall above
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and Christ looked down on me. The choir ended in a minor key. I was exhausted. Two days ago
in Berlin I thought of forgiveness. Now I was angry.
The next morning I met Grisha outside the synagogue. He motioned for me to follow him
to the trolley. He was going to help me find my grandfather‟s grave in the Jewish cemetery. We
were joined by a group of men on the trolley stop, Russian congregants of the synagogue. We
played charades to find out that their trolley tickets work for two people on a Sunday, and I
didn‟t need to buy a ticket. We left the trolley after a twenty minute ride and I saw the cemetery
across the street. As I approached the gate I felt like there was a membrane between me and what
I had come to see. But I had traveled so far to get there, so I pushed my way through. I had the
directions that Frau Weise provided, but they didn‟t mean anything to me. I started to look for
my grandfather‟s grave. A man in a black suit and black shirt materialized out of nowhere and
took the map from my hand.
He said, “I‟ll find it,” and then he walked away.
He returned in five minutes and motioned for me to follow. We walked down a number
of aisles and then he pointed and said,
“Hersch Bein.”
I saw a beautifully polished stone and thought how could this be the one? It was very
different from what Frau Weise‟s description had led me to believe. I came around to the front
and read my grandfather‟s name. The man in the black suit disappeared as quickly as he came.
The inscription on the stone was partly in German and partly in Hebrew. Joshua
translated the German and I picked out my great grandfather‟s name from the Hebrew. I said his
name over and over again. Who knows the last time that name was spoken? Maybe it gave his
spirit a place to rest.
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We said Kaddish, the prayer for the dead, and the men left me to be alone with my
grandfather. I placed some pebbles on his tombstone, the custom when visiting a Jewish
cemetery and dried my eyes. Later I found out that the man who had helped me find my
grandfather‟s grave was Mr. Isaacson, the fellow I had read about on the internet, the young boy
from Leipzig, Kristallnacht 1938.
At noon I was on Uferstrasse. My father‟s street was only two blocks long, so when I saw
the street sign I knew his house had to be near. I began to run. I saw the narrow river and began
to look for number eighteen. The building on the corner was too modern, the next possibly also
too new. Then I saw an “18” on a door across the street. I ran and touched the door and touched
the number with my fingertips. A decorative stone just below the roofline said 1895. I stood
under my grandmother‟s window. I could look inside and see the courtyard, but not get into the
house. I thought that someone would come out, so I could see my family‟s apartment on the third
floor. No one did.
An hour later, I sat on the steps of the Carlebach Haus, the home of the Leipzig School
for the Blind. Seventy years ago it was the Carlebach School, founded by Rabbi Ephriam
Carlebach. It was my father‟s school, a ten minute walk from his house on Uferstrasse. On the
way to school I passed a park and a large meadow. The park was beside the zoo, about which my
father spoke so often. His favorite was the monkeys. The field I stood beside must have been
where my father played soccer as a boy and chased after that ball made of wound up rags. I sat
on the steps of my father‟s school thinking of my father and his friends behaving poorly. There
he was with Alfred from across the courtyard. I felt their presence around me.
Later in the afternoon, I attended a Kristallnacht commemoration. The uberburgermeister
(mayor) addressed a crowd gathered for the ceremony at the Stadtburo. He was blond, with
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angular features, tall and standing arrow-straight. A church bell rang and the mayor spoke.
Joshua translated for me. The mayor said it wasn‟t just the fault of the nazis, it was the regular
citizens who took part as well. He lit a candle emblazoned with a Star of David. He said we must
remember even seventy years from now. He spoke righteously and at length to the 150 who were
present in this city of more than 500,000.
Following the mayor‟s address, was a ceremony around the corner from my family‟s
house on the Parthe River, at a monument to the victims of the Holocaust. As we approached the
monument I heard over a loudspeaker, “Wo ist dein bruder?” (Where is your brother?) It was the
inscription on the memorial stone. The Biblical reference sounded odd. How could G-d have
spoken German?
Only about 100 persons were present at the wreath laying near the Parthe. We heard a
Holocaust witness tell the story of a little boy asking his grandfather on that night why the
firemen weren‟t putting out the fire in the synagogue, but just standing beside the fire truck.
hitler had said that he wanted to extinguish the Jews and make a museum in their memory. I felt
like I was part of an exhibit in that museum, as I did when I was at the Holocaust memorial in
Berlin. hitler had made his point. I looked into the river and remembered a story.
“There was terrible inflation in Germany after WWI. I was a young boy,” my father
recounted. “The money was so worthless that we would go to the storekeepers and ask them for
their small bills, then throw them in the river.”
At 9 PM on Kristallnacht, November 9, 2008, I sat in the balcony of my father‟s
synagogue listening to the Leipziger Synagogal Choir. The house lights were out and the eternal
flame in the sanctuary illuminated the synagogue with an orange, fire-like brilliance. I was
smiling so much that my face hurt.
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That afternoon in Frau Weise‟s office, we discussed the Kristallnacht ceremonies, the
mayor‟s speech, and the speech in St. Thomas Church.
“I was touched by how deeply many Christians I‟ve met felt for the plight of the Jews in
the Holocaust. Their feelings seemed so genuine,” I said.
She nodded.
“Sometimes I think so, too, but you know, now it is very fashionable to know Jews in
Leipzig. We are like the monkeys in the zoo.”
We sat in silence for a few moments thinking about what she had just said.
“You may be interested in this,” she said. She picked through a pile of papers on her desk
and handed me a magazine article. It was written in German, and she loosely translated.
“There is a German sculptor, Gunter Demnig, who lives in Cologne. His art is called
Stolpersteine, or stumbling stones. He creates the stones to give a name to those murdered by the
nazis. A Stolperseine is a four- inch cube of concrete topped with a brass plate that carries a
simple inscription beginning with, Hier wohnte…., Here lived ….”
She went on. “He puts them into the sidewalk outside the home of Holocaust victims.
Sometimes there is little ceremony. Look on the streets near here, you may see one. Would you
be interested in doing something like that for your grandmother?” she asked.
I nodded. I wanted my grandmother‟s name to finally have a home, but I just had to get
used to the idea of people walking on it.
“I can help you arrange it through Achim Beier, The Archivist of the City. He is in
charge of the project.”
Frau Weise called him on the phone and they spoke for a few minutes.
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“Done,” she said. He will contact you for some information, and tell you when the
ceremony will take place.
“Thank you. I like the idea very much,” I said.
“What do you think about your trip to Germany?” she asked me.
“I was a little hesitant to come here, you can understand, but from what I have seen here
and in Berlin I can say that the government and some of the citizens are making amends for the
past. They are feeling their guilt.”
She listened.
“But one thing that is uncomfortable in an odd way is the language, the German
language,” I said.
“How so?”
“When I hear German spoken in Leipzig, with the Saxon accent, the way you speak, it is
a very familiar, comfortable sound. It is the language that my father spoke. But when I hear the
same language for example on the loudspeaker in the train station, or from the mayor‟s mouth it
sounds like a cruel language, like the barking of a dog, the language of hitler.”
Frau Weise had a glint in her eye.
“I know just what you mean,” she said. “You must separate the language from the
crime.”
“Wisdom, Frau Weise,” I said. “But easier said than done.”
I left Leipzig on Tuesday, November 11. As my train sped through the countryside, the
sun rose to my right, momentarily taking the color from the landscape until my eyes adjusted to
the brightness. Out of the window on the left, the grass looked greener. There was a village with
a small cemetery in front of wind turbines striped white and red. The water in the lake under the
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rising sun was black. My train raced its shadow across the fields towards Berlin. Adorable blond
children were speaking German. More wind turbines appeared in the distance looking like a
flock of pre-historic birds.
Seventy years ago when my father‟s train chugged towards the border and freedom, his
stomach must have knotted every time the engine slowed. On that day he left something behind,
more than his house, more than his possessions. He left a piece of his soul with his fiancé. When
she stood on the platform outside the window of his train and waved goodbye to my father, not
knowing when they would see each other again, she tried not to cry. I thought of the letter from
the International Red Cross that I found in my father‟s old suitcase. It said that his fiancé was
killed in Auschwitz.
But at least he said goodbye to Lola. He didn‟t even have that chance for a last word or
last hug with his mother.
Seventy years later on Armistice Day, I tried to make peace with this German place.
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A Man and His Child
My child wants to visit his grandma
He holds her picture tight,
He must adore the woman he sees
But it’s not so black and white.
He heard that she had disappeared
And thought that it was magic,
But the word I know was verschwunden
And the situation tragic.
His child’s curiosity cannot be quenched
He must go and see this instant
But he doesn’t understand it’s quite a trip
The destination is so distant.
And he must go on the day
Seventy years after the disaster
To honor her and the days ignored
That have long since passed her.
On Kristallnacht they visit their past
They go to meet a spirit,
And pray in the house where it lived
They can get so near it.
A man and his child got on a plane
And disembarked in the land of the Hun,
And what you suspected you’ll find to be true,
The man and his child were one.
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Chapter 11
Trains
I can imagine the scene on Kristallnacht in the Leipzig Hauptbahnhof, the largest train
station in Europe. My father met Lola on his last day in Leipzig at their rendezvous spot under
the clock in the station. But instead of seeing confident business travelers or relaxed vacationers,
they saw long lines of anxious Jewish families waiting to purchase their tickets to get on a train
headed out of Germany. Their belongings were piled all over the smooth polished floor in the
entrance hall of the station. Some had packed so quickly that there were little bits of clothing
sticking out from under the lids of their suitcases. Other families came to the station in such a
hurry that they carried no belongings, other than the clothes on their backs.
The usual order and calm of the main hall was broken by the frantic shouts of mothers
trying to keep their scrambling children close, and fathers calling their families to the next line.
That huge entrance hall was divided into segments, each illuminated by skylights.
Although they covered a large portion of the ceiling‟s surface, that day the skylights didn‟t
brighten the hall. It was a dark day. The light didn‟t shine on the travelers.
Just getting a ticket on a train heading towards a border did not mean the ordeal was over
or that one‟s life had been spared. Every minute spent in the great hall of the station was one
more minute of opportunity for the police to question, to check identity papers, for a neighbor to
turn you in, to be called back from the brink of escape, and hauled away to a concentration camp
for the crime of being Jewish.
For those fortunate enough to a get a ticket, every minute on the train was a minute tuned
to the rhythms of the wheels‟ clatter on the tracks; a minute tuned to the momentum of the train.
Forward and speeding, a happy moment; but decelerating and stopping, an anxious moment.
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Escape meant saving your life. But it also meant that you could only take with you that
which you could carry. It meant putting a lifetime into a suitcase.
I wonder what I would have done in that situation; probably fled. I wonder if my
grandmother and Lola were angry at my father for leaving them behind. If they knew that my
father could save his life by leaving, did they hold it against him for not remaining with them
while they could not leave?
Just some weeks before Kristallnacht, my father had been on a train bound for
Switzerland. He said everyone on the train was trying to escape. Spirits rose as they approached
the Swiss border and safety.
Just before the border the train came to an abrupt stop. The passengers looked out of the
windows to see what was happening. There was no train station. German soldiers boarded the
cars and hauled off some passengers. They turned the train around, back into Germany. My
father said,
“I‟ve never been in such an atmosphere. Not one word was spoken during the entire trip
back,” he said. “A train load of our Jewish people, all with death sentences. Most of them were
later killed.”

It was in that Leipzig train station that I remembered one of my favorite stories, a story
that was retold to me many times at my request, when I was a boy.
Meyer, a friend of my father‟s, was planning to flee Germany in 1938. Jews were not
allowed to own businesses, and Meyer‟s business had been taken over by the nazis. He knew it
was time to leave. He wanted to take his savings with him and get to Paris. He planned to go by
train. However, Jews were not allowed to take money out of the country. So Meyer came to the
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Hauptbahnhof and bought himself a ticket for a train that was to leave for Paris in a few hours.
The train hadn‟t been called yet and was sitting idle on the tracks waiting to take on passengers.
Meyer had his life savings in cash in his coat pocket. There was no one watching him when he
boarded the train. It was empty. He went into the first men‟s room he could find. There he
unscrewed the mirror on the cabinet above the wash basin, placed his money inside, put back the
mirror, tightened the screws, and left the train. He noted the number of the car, and returned to
the huge hall to wait for his train to be announced.
I remember my father telling me that story and making the motions of turning a
screwdriver.
Meyer is sitting in the station, outwardly nonchalant, his insides buzzing and jumping
with the thought of evading detection and escaping with his cash. However, he knows that if he
gets caught smuggling his money out of the country, he‟ll be shot.
An announcement comes over the loudspeaker, the words a little difficult to understand
in the reverberations of the sounds inside the cavernous station.
“The train to Paris is leaving on a new track; the old train is going out of service.”
Meyer runs to the track only to see the train carrying his money pull out of the station.
All he can do is watch his life savings trundle away from him.
He was fortunate enough to get on the next train bound for Paris, where he lived after the
war for many years. After the war, Meyer visited the Paris train station every day hoping that his
train would come in. He had the number of the car that was holding his money etched in his
memory. One day he spotted the car with that number. Meyer boarded the train, went into the
men‟s room, and unscrewed that same mirror. His money was still there, however the bills were
old, pre-war German Marks. They were worthless.
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At about that time in my life, in the early 1960s, while I enjoyed hearing my father re-tell
that story, my brother and I heard that we were going to get some money. First I overheard a
telephone conversation; my mother in the kitchen talking to my father in Manhattan. The next
day, I heard my father speaking to his sister in Paris by phone, which was rare.
Written communication with my Aunt Adrienne was sporadic. She wrote to my father, he
answered, sometimes they exchanged pictures. International calling at that time was difficult,
expensive, and not always person-to-person, but through an international operator, making it
tricky to complete a call. During that particular call my father was happy, excited, talking loudly,
then very quiet, listening, his lips drawn in, his hand covering the bottom of his face. I couldn‟t
understand the German.
A few days later, when my mother called my brother and me to the dinner table I noticed
a different inflection in her voice. Her voice was serious. I knew something was going on.
“You boys are going to get some money,” she said. “Your Aunt Adrienne in Paris sent a
letter.”
“How much?” I asked.
My mother looked across the table at my father, wanting him to answer. He was staring
down at his soup bowl as though it had a deep hole in the bottom and he could look through it
and see some other place. It was not out of the ordinary for my father to be physically present,
silent, but really somewhere else.
My mother called to him, “Max………………..Max. A penny for your thoughts.”
He didn‟t look up. She went over to him and put her hand on his shoulder. She called
him by his Jewish name.
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“Nu, Meyer Lazer?”
Then my father looked up and came back into our kitchen in Brooklyn, 1964. He didn‟t
understand or hadn‟t heard my mother calling him. He looked up at her, puzzled, like a little
boy. I didn‟t know where he had gone to then, but now I know. He was thinking about his
mother.
“Pop, how much money are we getting from Aunt Adrienne?”
“Money, how do you know you‟re getting money from my sister?”
“Ma just told us. It‟s in the letter,” I said, pointing to the grey air mail envelope stamped
Par Avion that was near his place at the table.
“How much Pop? How much is it?”
My mother said, “We don‟t know exactly, it‟s really not so much. It won‟t make you a
Rockefeller. You won‟t be able to retire.”
“Why is Aunt Adrienne giving us the money?” I asked.
“She doesn‟t want it,” my mother said. Those words seemed to have leaked out of my
mother‟s mouth. She looked to my father with some concern on her face.
My father muttered something under his breath in Yiddish. He said moykhl, which
means, no, thanks.
The air in the kitchen had grown uncomfortable. The electric light was more intense.
“Why does she want to give it to the boys? Why does she want them involved?” my
father said across the table to my mother.
The word involved sounded like I was getting tangled into a mysterious plot.
“Why doesn‟t she give the money to Sidy‟s girls?” my cousins, he said.
I felt my new fortune slipping away even before I had it in my possession.
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“Sidy doesn‟t want the money‟” my mother said.
“Why us?” I said.
“Maybe your Aunt Adrienne wants to keep the money in the family,” my mother said.
“Moykhl,” my father said again.
My mother reached over and put her hand on mine.
“I‟ll make a long story short,” she said. She took a deep breath.
“A long time ago Pop‟s mother had a little store, in Germany. She lost it during the war.”
“What type of store?” I asked.
My mother looked at my father again. He wasn‟t home.
“I think it was like a pretzel stand.”
“How did she lose it?” I said.
“Jewish people weren‟t allowed to own businesses. The nazis took it from her. Now the
German government is trying to repay the families of those people who lost their businesses.”
My father now had both elbows on the table with his head in his hands.
“Your Aunt Adrienne didn‟t want her share of the money and she‟s giving it to you and
your brother. It‟s about $600. You can put it in your savings account that you started at school.”
“Can I spend it?”
“Well Pop doesn‟t want you to spend it, but I think that you can spend the interest that
the money earns in the bank every year. That way you really won‟t be spending the money, but
you will still be able to buy something every year. The interest is put on your account at the end
of the year, so let‟s say that you can buy yourself a Chanukah present.”
“How much money can I use?”
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My math teacher mother took up a pencil and her canary yellow legal pad which always
seemed to be within her reach at moments like that, and did a little figuring. But before she could
answer my father said, “Twenty-eight dollars.”
The next Chanukah I went with my father to the best toy store in the neighborhood,
Carnival Toys, on East 65th Street, near where Avenue P meets McDonald Avenue, beside the el.
I looked at the baseball gloves, didn‟t have enough money for a new bicycle and I didn‟t want
any board games or a football. But the clickety-clack of the Lionel train set, pulled by an orange
engine, going round and round on a circle of 027 gauge track, on display in the front of the store
caught my attention. That‟s what I wanted.
I didn‟t know about my connection to trains back then. Now I find it ironic that with the
reparations money from Germany that my aunts or my father couldn‟t take, I bought trains.
Trains carried my father to safety and my grandmother to exile.
In 1964 I didn‟t know about blood money or dirty money, but now I understand why my
father and my aunts didn‟t want money from the German government. It was money that was
supposed to make things even in the cosmic balance.
I can understand why I cried when I stood in the Leipzig, Hauptbahnhof on November 9,
2008, seventy years after my father‟s escape, and was flooded by these stories of trains. They
forced their way into my mind in a flash. I had the rattle of the trains and the excitement of the
train station in my blood, as if I could have inherited that feeling from my father.
On November 9, I passed an exhibition of old trains in the Hauptbahnhof, off on a side
track in the station. The lead car was an old steam locomotive. The sign on the window of one of
the passenger cars said 1937. I couldn‟t understand much else on the sign, but I wanted to get on
the train and check the mirrors above the basins in the men‟s room.
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I stopped to write myself a note at the top of the staircase in the Osthalle, the east hall,
where the stairs come up from the street level to the platforms beside the trains. Leaning on the
wide stone banister, I notice that the stone just under my elbow was inscribed, SCHLUSZSTEIN
4 DEZBR. 1915. To translate, it was the cornerstone of the original building, dedicated on
December 4, 1915.It was an odd place for a cornerstone.
Because of its size, this station had been a strategic target during the Allied bombings in
WWII. The Germans were using it to transport munitions, and U.S. and British bombers tried to
render the tracks inoperable. After the skies over Leipzig were clear of bombers, workers would
materialize to patch-up the building and the tracks. Then the bombers would return and the repair
crews would get back to work again. I was leaning on the cornerstone to the Hauptbahnhof. The
stone must have been needed to repair the building after a raid and ended up on a staircase.
The strategic value of the Hauptbahnhof during the war contributed to the look of today‟s
Leipzig. Bomber crews couldn‟t guarantee the accuracy of their bombs dropped from thousands
of feet in the air, from a plane moving hundreds of miles an hour, perhaps dodging anti-aircraft
fire. All of their bombs didn‟t fall on their target. My father lived close enough to the train
station that houses on his street, and many other nearby streets, were destroyed during those
bombings. The architecture of the buildings in these spaces was noticeably different than that of
the original buildings. Some were built during the Communist occupation of Leipzig that began
just after the war, and their designs are block-like, conjuring up visions of prisons. The further
away from the station one went, the more intact were the old neighborhoods.
I got a chill in my scalp, running down my spine and across the back of my arms, when I
stood under the giant white clock with black hands high up on the wall in the Hauptbahnhof on
November 10, 2008. I thought of Lola. Was I supposed to meet her here? Was I supposed to tell
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her something? I couldn‟t remember. Did my father leave something here for me that I needed
to collect?
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Chapter 12
The Ties That Bind

During the forty years that my family lived in our Brooklyn apartment, I must have
passed that closet outside my bedroom door at least ten thousand times. It was my father's closet,
where he buried his past. The white wooden door was usually open, and had a thick glass
doorknob that looked like a kaleidoscope without the colors. In those ten thousand trips past the
open door, I didn't realize that another time was right in front of me.
The past was right there in my father's suitcase; in his old hats, his old suits, in his coats,
and in his ties. In that dark closet, the past mingled with the present. My father‟s old clothes had
been worn by the past, his shoes had walked there. And those same shoes danced on the linoleum
kitchen floor to the klezmer music playing on the radio, ten feet down the hall from his museum
of stories.
His old ties also hung in that closet; probably every tie he‟d ever bought. Some were as
wide as a hand; some were as thin as two fingers.
"Just wait and they‟ll come back in style. The thin ones will get wider and the wide ones
will get thinner," my father said.
His ties were all colors and patterns –stripes, horizontal, vertical, some dotted, some
shiny, some dull, some silk, and some not. Some ties went to work with him. The dark ones went
to weddings and funerals. The ties were looped over long wooden dowels, like fingers that
stretched almost the width of the door. The fingers held together like they were protecting
something, but they could be pulled apart to get at a favorite tie.
All of them hung together on that wooden tie rack that was nailed to the inside of the
door of his closet, just under the felt hats covered in yellowing plastic.
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My father bought one of those hats in Paris in 1938, on his way to the train station, the
Gare Du Nord. He was en route to Bologne-Sur-Mer in the north of France to catch a steamship
to America. It was the last leg of a hopscotch journey that he took from Germany, to
Switzerland, to Italy, to France, and then to safety in America.
He was staying in Paris for a few days with his sister, my aunt Adrienne, before leaving
for America. As he was getting ready to leave Paris he thought that he had too much cash in his
pocket and was afraid of being questioned about it. He told me that he didn‟t want to be accused
of smuggling currency.
“I was carrying more money than I wanted. I had to buy something to use some of it up,”
he said.
On the way to the train station, he made a quick stop at a men‟s clothing store and settled
on a black Homburg. I know he bought the hat at Madelios, 10 Place de la Madeleine, Paris. The
name of the store is stamped on the inside.
That hat almost fits me. It is made of black felt, has a crease through the crown and trim
around the curled edge of the brim. It looks like it has a few of its own stories to tell. Inside the
hat the leather head band says importe d’angleterre; imported from England. The inside head
band bends away easily from the body of the hat, but doesn‟t detach. Almost all the way around
the inside circumference is a narrow, clear, plastic strip about ¼ of an inch wide between the
leather head band and the inside of the hat. The clear plastic looks like it has strips of film
negative enclosed inside.
I‟ll never know for sure if my father was a spy, because I‟m not going to rip apart his
beautiful hat on a dare from that ten-year-old me, to whom my father told this story.
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“I was in a hurry to get to the train station. The hat didn‟t fit so well, but the train was
leaving soon, so I bought it.”
Maybe the poor fit explains why I didn‟t see him wear the hat that spent its days
suspended in a loop of wire on the back of the closet door, under a plastic cover above the tie
rack.
I know that the purchase of that hat did rid my father of some currency because in one of
her first letters, Lola wrote to my father in New York, commenting on his acquisition.
“You bought a hat for yourself for 200 franks. Can you afford it? Wear it in health, joy
and good fortune.”
That letter from Lola talking about my father‟s extravagant purchase spent many years in
the suitcase, just below the hat of which it spoke, sitting on the floor of the closet outside my
bedroom door.

In the 1960s, school boys wore ties, and my father let me borrow whichever of his ties I
wanted, except for one. That one hung by itself at the end of the rack. It was a black tie with red
and green and yellow shapes. On it was embroidered, Paris, 1937.
“Pop, can I wear that one?”
“Here take this other one,” he might say, “It‟s newer, it looks nicer.”
But I remember him telling me about that tie that hung by itself.
“That tie was a present from my mother. She bought it for me at the Paris World‟s Fair
in 1937. I wouldn‟t want anything to happen to it,” he said.
“How did your mother get a tie at the Paris World‟s Fair in 1937?”
“Someday when you‟re older I‟ll tell you about it.”
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He never told me. I wish he hadn‟t left it up to me to get comfortable with the details.
My grandmother was born in 1886 in Gorlice, Poland. She immigrated to Germany
following the path of Polish cousins in the early 1900s. She married my grandfather; also a
Polish émigré, in Leipzig in 1909, lived in Leipzig for almost thirty years, and was a practicing
member of its Jewish community.
In 1935, Germany passed the Nuremberg Laws, making Jews second-class citizens and
dehumanizing the Jewish population of the country. Jews were not allowed to own businesses.
We couldn‟t appear in public places like parks or zoos. Signs called out, “Jews not welcome.”
We were barred from employment as lawyers or doctors, and couldn‟t use public hospitals. We
couldn‟t vote.
My father said, “I wasn‟t allowed to walk on the sidewalk if a Christian approached in
the other direction. I had to go into the street.”
hitler told the German people, that the Jews are the source of your problems. He
publically stated to the German people that the Jew is a parasite and must be eliminated from the
community.
In 1937 my grandmother was fifty one-years-old. Her three children were grown. My
Aunt Adrienne was married and lived in Paris. My father and my Aunt Sidy were single, worked
in Leipzig, and lived in a rented apartment with my grandmother. My grandfather had died in
1929, and my grandmother never remarried. Her parents were not living. From reading her
letters, I believe that my grandmother had four brothers, one sister and a number of elderly aunts,
most of whom were in Gorlice.
So in 1937, my grandmother obtained a visa to travel to France as a tourist, to see the
Paris World‟s Fair. Officially, she planned to spend two weeks in the city of lights with her
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daughter, my Aunt Adrienne, and new granddaughter, my oldest cousin Dominique. Their
picture lived in my father‟s suitcase. My grandmother was graying; her wiry hair was combed
back, and she was looking admiringly at the plump face of my little cousin whom she held on
one arm.
In June of 1937, Leon Blum‟s Popular Front party was in power, with Blum as the first
Jewish Prime Minister of France. Although my grandmother‟s trip was an opportunity for her to
escape, there were many Jews in Germany in 1937 who hadn‟t yet tried to flee. My father was
one of them.
“We thought it couldn‟t happen here,” he told me. “Not in Germany.”
Some Jews never tried to run away. Their minds could not let them believe what their
eyes saw and what their ears heard.
The Paris World‟s Fair opened in May of 1937 and ran through November of the same
year, hosting millions of visitors, on fairgrounds that ran from the Trocedero to the banks of the
Seine.
At the opening ceremony, my grandmother heard France‟s Minister of Trade, Fernand
Chapsal speak about the difficult times, and France‟s decision to host the fair and demonstrate
her faith in the future of peace.
My grandmother could have skipped the Fair all together. She just wanted to be with her
family and see her first grandchild. She could have skipped the Spanish Pavilion, with Picasso‟s
painting, Guernica, created as a protest against the German air bombardment of the city of
Guernica during the Spanish Civil War which still raged at the time of the Fair.
She could have skipped the light show from the Eiffel Tower which was illuminated with
10,000 neon lights in three different colors. I doubt that she went into the German Pavilion, a
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massive stone tower 500 feet tall representing the power of Germany, designed by the nazi
architect Albert Speer. It was topped with the German Eagle and on its sides hung enormous
swastikas.
It had only been a few years since my aunt had immigrated from Germany, changed her
name from Rosemary to Adrienne, and married my Uncle Claude from an old French family.
The story goes that my aunt was introduced to the elders in the French family as being Polish
before the family‟s blessing for the wedding was granted. They wouldn‟t have agreed to my
Uncle Claude marrying a German woman.
I knew my Aunt Adrienne. She cooked me chocolate mousse in her kitchen in Paris when
I visited in 1978. She took me to the Louvre and we walked for hours. She described the
characteristics of the artists to me as though she had been conducting the tour for years. She liked
the Impressionists; more attention to the overall effect, less attention to detail. Degas painted
ballet dancers, Renoir‟s subjects were cheerful, Monet painted water lilies.
Aunt Adrienne was about seventy at the time, and when she tired in the museum, she
handed me off to Uncle Claude who I spotted leaning on a light post outside the Louvre. My
Uncle Claude took me to his favorite museum, Pompidou, whose architecture looked as if the
building had been turn inside-out.
During WWII, my pregnant Aunt Adrienne and her daughters had to flee Paris, ahead of
the oncoming nazi invasion. My Uncle Claude was away from his family fighting with the
French Resistance forces. My aunt and her daughters lost contact with my uncle. He didn‟t know
if my aunt had given birth, or even if she and my cousins were alive. Somehow in the midst of
WWII‟s turmoil, a telephone connection was arranged between my aunt and uncle. He was in a
trench somewhere in France, wishing for a son. She and my cousins were in hiding outside of
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Paris.
“Claude, I gave birth to another girl,” my aunt Adrienne said through the static on the
line.
My uncle said, “Merde,” and slammed down the phone.

When my Aunt Adrienne and my Uncle Claude left the world, they left me with some
unanswered questions. Maybe the questions are apparent to me today only because I know the
end of the story.
Why didn‟t my grandmother remain in Paris in 1937 and not return to Germany, even
after her visa expired? Was she just another obedient German subject? There were many, too
many obedient subjects who followed the rules, and that road ended for many of them in the gas
chambers. People were respectful of authority and just did what they were told.
Didn‟t my grandmother realize how risky it was to return to Germany? It is difficult for
me to believe that my grandmother didn‟t understand the danger. Again, that is easy for me to
say; I know how the story ends.

Did my grandmother even think about remaining in Paris? After reading her letters, I
believe that in 1937 she also thought, “It can‟t happen here.”
My grandmother wrote in November 1938, after she had been deported from Leipzig to
Poland by the nazis, “If I can come home again…” and “…I think I‟ll find out in 8 days if I can
come home.” Oh, my poor trusting grandmother.
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I knew my Aunt Adrienne and Uncle Claude. I can‟t imagine that they would have turned
down my grandmother if she had asked to stay in Paris. Though, I did think about the awful
choices that decent people were forced to make, to survive.
The story has a sad ending and the details can challenge belief. Did my father, the
museum curator, save the tie and the hat and the picture as evidence that this story really
happened?
My Jewish grandmother returned to nazi Germany with a tie from the 1937 Paris World‟s
Fair; the one that hung by itself in my father‟s closet.
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Chapter 13
A Song for Malka

In the spring of 2009, I received an email from Achim Beier, the Archivist of the City of
Leipzig. The service to dedicate the Stolperstein, created by Gunter Demnig, was scheduled to
take place in front of the apartment in which my grandmother lived in 1938. It was planned for
Friday, August 21, at twelve noon.
Demnig‟s on-going project is to embed the brass-covered stone cubes into the
cobblestones in front of the victims‟ residences, engaging the passers-by to think about what had
happened to that person. And through the stone, the up-till-now nameless victims of the nazis −
the Jews, the Communists, the homosexuals, the disabled and the Gypsies who vanished during
the war − can be remembered as humans once again, through a simple inscription beginning
with, “Hier wohnte….,” Here lived…
As of 2009, Demnig had placed approximately 20,000 Stolpersteine, many in German
sidewalks. However, some had been torn out by disapproving residents, neo-nazis or vandals
mistaking the polished brass plates for gold.
I wanted to do two things on that visit – attend the Stolperstein dedication and stand
under my grandmother‟s window and play her a klezmer melody on my clarinet, something that I
had planned for and wished for, but was unable to do when I visited on Kristallnacht. I was
unable to get inside of her apartment, and an opportunity didn‟t present itself for me to stand out
on the street and wail.
While I was polishing the silvered keys of my clarinet, getting it ready for its potential
performance at the Stolperstein ceremony, I was reminded of the story of the genie in a bottle. I
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thought of how rubbing the bottle freed the captured spirit within. I wasn‟t sure if it was more
my spirit or more my grandmother‟s that would be freed when I played for her.
My grandmother was killed in a concentration camp during WWII. She left the world
without leaving a footprint, and although my father loved his mother, he couldn‟t talk about her.
It was too painful. As if she was a criminal, my grandmother‟s name was never spoken in my
house. I discovered her name, Malka, by reading the letters in the suitcase.
My grandmother never had a funeral. She might as well have been forgotten. I was fiftyyears-old before I had a discussion with any family member about my grandmother, Malka Bein.
I arrived in Leipzig on Thursday afternoon by train from Berlin and met Frau Weise for
coffee, near her office at the synagogue.
“Are you going to speak at the ceremony tomorrow?” she asked me.
“No, I wasn‟t planning to,” I said.
“You know, it is rare that a member of the family comes to these services. It would be
nice if you could say something.”
My first reaction was NO.
“I‟ll see…. Maybe I‟ll try,” I said.
“I would like to be there,” Frau Weise said, “the ceremonies are usually very nice, but
I‟m sorry that I won‟t be able to attend. My husband and I are leaving on vacation this evening.”
We parted after coffee. I wished her a good trip. In the background, my brain was already
thinking of what to say at the ceremony. But I didn‟t know who I‟d be speaking to, or how I
would deliver the speech in German, or how many people would be there, or what the ceremony
would be like, or where I would be standing, or if anyone would even show up, or if hecklers
would come by, or if...
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Then, I figured it really didn‟t matter. I told the ten year-old me not to worry. It would all
work out. How many opportunities would I have to speak at the closest thing there would ever be
to my grandmother‟s funeral? And besides, I had made this trip at the boy‟s insistence, so now
he owed me one, and he was going to have to sit back and listen to what I had to say. If I could
only think of what to say.
After coffee, I walked to my grandmother‟s apartment on the streets that I remembered
from my last visit. It was an unseasonably warm August, and I walked in as much shade as I
could find, close to the buildings, as there weren‟t many trees.
I stood in front of her house for a few minutes trying to imagine what the scene would
look like at noon the next day. The heat had kept the local pedestrians off the streets, and I was
alone. Speaking to no one would probably be easy, I thought.
I walked towards my father‟s old school and went into the park where he had played
soccer more than eighty years ago with his rag soccer ball. I called my brother in Wisconsin on
the cell phone to share the moment with him. I told him where I was standing and tried to sketch
a word-picture for him of what I saw and what I heard. He knew my father‟s stories and
although they didn‟t have the same impact on him as they had on me, we were connected.
“I‟m there with you,” he said.
As I sat on a bench and tried to write down what I might say at the ceremony in the
morning, a couple strolled by speaking German to their child, peddling a tricycle. Across the
meadow church bells clanged. The throbbing air covered the field. Two people disappear into a
black door in the distant trees. A bicycle crunched past on the gravel path followed by a charcoal
colored dog, with a curled tail; his snout low, sniffing the ground. The dog looked just like what
a dog in America looked like.
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I wrote down some words. I crossed them out. Who was I to talk about the Holocaust in
Leipzig, Germany, when I lived in comfortable, American suburbia? I didn‟t suffer during the
Holocaust.
I thought about it for a minute. It wasn‟t about me. My father had left me some
unfinished business to take care of. He had to drop everything and run for his life. I was here to
return my grandmother her good name. Max had saved it for all these years in his old suitcase. I
was here to say for us, Malka Bein was not forgotten.
Early the next morning, I attended the Morning Prayer service in the same synagogue that
my father attended more than seventy years ago. I prayed with the same Russian congregation as
I had on Kristallnacht, 2008. Grisha recognized me. I explained to him in bits of English,
Hebrew, charades and two German words that I was here for the ceremony for my grandmother
that was going to take place at twelve noon. He understood the words Stolpersteine and
Großmutter.
“What was her name?”
“Malka Bein,” I said.
He smiled and repeated, “Malka Bein.”
I liked the sound. Those words opened the door to greet my grandmother who had been
away for seventy years.

On this visit I wanted to thank the congregation for the hospitality they had extended to
me previously. They had taken me to the cemetery to see my grandfather‟s grave, and they
shared with me their Sabbath lunch and dinner. I remembered how the head of the congregation
had brought back a bottle of Scotch with him after visiting his hometown in Russia. At the
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community dinner table he raised the bottle for all to see. Those around the table responded with
nods of approval and oos and aahs.
I remembered how he poured the golden liquid into small glasses for everyone to share in
a toast at Sabbath dinner. We all raised our glasses and waited for him to say the benediction
before we drank.
So I brought with me a bottle of Scotch that I had purchased at the duty free store in the
airport. I wanted the congregation to be able enjoy a L‟Chaim, a toast, after the Friday night
service.
I handed Grisha the bottle.
“For Kiddush?” he asked.
I nodded.
“Tonight?”
I had some difficulty communicating to Grisha that I wasn‟t going to join them in the
evening, but they should go ahead anyway.
“Wisout you? Drink wisout you? No,” Grisha said.
I didn‟t know what to do. I wasn‟t about to take that bottle back to Atlanta with me. I
ordinarily don‟t drink Scotch at 9AM, but this wasn‟t an ordinary day.
I said, “We drink now? OK?”
“OK,” he said. “We drink now.”
In a couple of minutes, two men emerged from a back room and set a small table covered
with shot glasses in front of me. The congregation gathered around and one of the men handed
me the bottle and motioned for me to open it. I started pouring. After filling about twenty glasses
I got the stop signal. I handed the leader of the congregation the first glass and the others helped
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themselves. He raised his glass and said the blessing, and we toasted to the memory of my
grandmother - in her synagogue. She had been in this same place more than seventy years ago,
but never even had the chance to say good-bye. I looked up into the empty balcony where the
women sat. I wished I had my clarinet.
My punctual adult self interrupted and took my ten year-old by the hand.
I got Grisha‟s attention and I pointed to my watch. I had to leave to meet my friend
Joshua coming in from Berlin at the train station. He had translated my grandmother‟s letters,
and wanted to be at the Stolpersteine ceremony.
I said, “No more for me.”
Grisha said, “Why?”
“I‟m meeting a friend at the Hauptbanhoff,” I said.
I shook everyone‟s hand and left the synagogue.
In about ten minutes I was back in the train station that had sparked so much memory. I
checked the arrival board and found that the Berlin train had already arrived, so I walked to the
track to meet Joshua.
I stood where the nose of the Berlin train looked into the station. I watched the travelers
make their way; some scurrying, some pulling suitcases, some pulling children, some strolling. I
scanned the crowd pouring from the passenger cars. Then from half-way down the platform I
saw a waving arm. It was Joshua.
In a few moments he had weaved his way through the crowd.
“Nice to see you again. Welcome to Leipzig,” I said.
“Same here, nice to see you.”
I gave him a hug.
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“How was your trip?” he asked as we walked out of the Main Hall of the station. It was
like we were together just yesterday.
The sky was clouding over as we walked back to the hotel to get my clarinet.
“You have to do me a favor,” I said. “I‟ve decided, kind of at the last moment, to say a
few words at the ceremony at twelve o‟clock. Can you translate something for me?”
“OK, let‟s sit outside and get a coffee,” he said.
We found a table and I pulled out a little spiral notebook with ten hastily scrawled lines
that I had written while sitting on the steps of my father‟s school. The sky was getting darker and
it was going on eleven o‟clock. The waitress came. Joshua lit a cigarette and ordered.
“Ich werde einen Kaffee bitte haben.”
She looked at me, but I didn‟t want anything, I just wanted to get my speech translated.
I‟d have to rewrite it phonetically and practice once or twice. Then we needed time to walk over
to the house and I certainly didn‟t want to be late. I was anxious about having the time and the
place to get warmed up before playing a song for my grandmother. The schedule said twelve, but
it didn‟t really say what was going to happen at twelve other than I assumed that Gunter would
put the stone in the ground. I didn‟t know if I would be able to speak or play, but I was going to
try to do both.
Joshua said to the waitress, “Er wird etwas Mineralwasser haben,” so I nursed the bottle
of mineral water while we worked.
The process was the Aurora Café in reverse. This time I read him English, he translated it
to German, read it back to me, and I re-wrote the words phonetically. As I was practicing aloud,
the fellow sitting at the next table, smoking a cigarette and drinking a coffee, offered some
unsolicited but helpful advice on translation. We didn‟t know how to say, “She left the world
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without leaving a footprint,” and he too had difficulty translating the word footprint. It must have
had a different connotation in German.
He offered, “Why don‟t you say, „She left the world as if she never lived here.‟ ”
When I said in German that my father left his house forever in 1938, he corrected me and
said, “He was forced to leave his house forever.”
At almost eleven-thirty, after my second reasonably done practice round, the man at the
next table rose and said, “Cheers,” and disappeared down the street into what was now a pouring
rain.
“Joshua, ask for the bill, we‟ve got to go now,” I said. “We‟ll need umbrellas for the walk
over there, maybe we can get some in the train station.”
Time was getting short and luckily we found an umbrella store quickly, without having to
traipse through the largest train station in Europe.
On the walk over to the house I kept saying to the black sky, “It can‟t possibly rain when
I‟ve come all this way to play a song for my grandmother.”
Joshua was having trouble keeping a cigarette lit in the wind and the rain. When we
turned down Ufferstrasse there was not a soul in front of the house, which turned out to be a
good thing because we were able to stand in the doorway, close our umbrellas and get out of the
rain.
A small crowd soon formed. Soon Grisha and three men from the synagogue arrived
under umbrellas and stood in the background. I nodded to them and smiled. They nodded back. I
was surprised to see them. Then Joshua pointed to a van across the street with the words
Mitteldeutch Rundfunk written across its side.
“German television is here,” he said.
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More people arrived under umbrellas. Then a group with name tags arrived. Joshua spoke
with them in German.
“They‟re from the Leipzig Stolpersteine organization,” he told me. They will read a short
biography of your grandmother and then they‟ll introduce you and you‟ll read your piece.”
A red van pulled up and Gunter Demnig emerged wearing his signature wide-brimmed
hat. Gunter moved as if he wanted to get to work. He was holding the Stolperstein, and was met
by one of the name-tagged people who pointed to me. He came over and showed me the stone. I
held it in my hand, posing with Gunter in front of the television camera. He looked more
comfortable in front of the camera than I.
Joshua said, “Seven o‟clock news.”
I needed the laugh. Time was speeding up or not really there at all. I don‟t remember
seeing anyone‟s face after that, like I was wearing a hat with the brim pulled down low. The
Stolperstein was beautiful. Hammered into the shimmering brass were the German words and my
grandmother‟s name:

Here lived
MALKA BEIN
born 1886
Deported to Poland 28.10.1938
Murdered in Belzyce 1942

When I held the stone in my hand, I thought of something I had read about heart surgeons
who hold a human heart in their hands during the operation.
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Traffic was slowing in front of the house. Drivers were looking at us while Gunter was
down on the ground dislodging some small stones with a trowel in the entranceway to the house.
I had to breathe to live, but mostly to keep from crying. Gunter was scooping dry cement from a
bucket into the space between the stone and the hole in the sidewalk. He took a green plastic
watering can and poured its contents onto the stone and the cement. Then he scrubbed the
surface of the stone with a hard brush. I was still looking down at the stone when I heard the
story of my grandmother being read, in German of course. Someone nudged me over, closer to
the reader who was handed a portable microphone. I looked for my notes on the torn page of
graph paper that I had stuffed into my pocket when Joshua and I left the café. She was finished
and there was silence. My grandmother finally had a name for all to see. She had a marker on
this earth.
Someone had told me before my trip that every brick in Germany is covered with Jewish
blood. Now there would be one less of those bricks.
The reader let the sadness hang in the air for a moment before she introduced me. The
next few moments were like my wedding day, a blur. I opened up a door to a roomful of people I
didn‟t know. My nerves rushed in. I don‟t remember exactly what came next.
The speaker handed me the microphone. I read my German words slowly, not making
eye contact with the crowd. I needed all my attention right there on the page. What was I doing
reading German?
I introduced myself and said a bit about my father; that he had worked, went to school in
the neighborhood and prayed at the nearby synagogue until he was forced to leave forever in
1938. I said that my grandmother was killed in a concentration camp and that her bones are
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scattered in a field somewhere. She never had a funeral. She left the world as if she never lived
here, but now this stone at her house shows her name for all to see.
A hand came in front of me and I put the microphone into it. I didn‟t know what to do
then. It was time to play a song for Malka. I was nervous. Ten-year-old me was scared. Would
everyone think that I was crazy for playing music at a memorial service?
I was moving in molasses towards my clarinet case. I had thought about the moment,
written about the moment, and dreamed about the moment, but now wished that I could be
somewhere else. I put my clarinet together and read a note in the case that I had written to myself
about which reed to take and which songs to play. I had correctly anticipated being in a fog at
that moment.
The rain had stopped. I went into the street and with my back towards the crowd I played
a few quick scales, not much of a warm up. Then I turned and faced my grandmother‟s house. I
looked up at her window and began to play by heart. Now I know better what that expression
means.
I played songs for her that she knew. The first song was “Eshet Chayil”, (“A Woman of
Valor”). Its words are attributed to Abraham, who composed the hymn as a eulogy for his wife
Sarah. The first few lines say:

An accomplished woman, who can find? Her value is far beyond pearls.
Her husband's heart relies on her and he shall lack no fortune.
She does him good and not evil, all the days of her life.
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I played the melody as loudly as I could three or four times. I hoped the music would
reach her, wherever she was. I looked up again to her window and wanted to call out to her, “Are
you there, Grandmother?”
But I didn‟t want the well-behaved Germans assembled on the sidewalk to think that I
was a nut. I played an old Yiddish song, “Oifen Pripitchik” (“By The Hearth”) and my favorite,
“The Heyser Bulgar”. I looked for the gray people, the prisoners who came when I played that
tune in the synagogue in Columbus. They didn‟t come. Maybe I had set them free.
The crowd thinned out. A Stolpersteine ceremony was planned at another location in
Leipzig. I played a few more songs and put away my clarinet. I was afraid that after playing the
clarinet under my grandmother‟s window, I wouldn‟t have the urge or the reason to play again.
Joshua and I walked away from the house. It had all happened so quickly. I wanted that
moment to go on. I turned around. The house looked the same. The road was empty. I was
walking backwards up the street to keep up with Joshua and keep an eye on the house. I thought
that there would be a difference, that something would have changed.
#
I thought that I was through with this place. I had organized the stone for my
grandmother, and stood under her window and played for her. I had prayed in my father‟s
synagogue and walked the same streets that he had. I stood in the field where he played soccer
eighty years ago, went to his school and to the place where he had worked. I had left my tears on
the sidewalk. But I needed one more look at the house, because it would be my last. I was
through with this place. It was time to move on.
I walked through the train station on the way to the house and stopped in a bakery for a
snack that I could eat on the way. Germans make wonderful bread. I passed the pretzels, the
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rolls, the donuts and the croissants, when my attention was drawn to a familiar color and shape;
plum cake, Pflaumenkuchen in German.
In 1941, shortly after my immigrant father married my mother, he bought her a German
cookbook, “The Settlement Cookbook”. My mother, who liked to cook and was very good at it,
got a little tutoring from my father. He liked plum cake and they tweaked the recipe in the book,
until he said, “This is like my mother used to make.”
Every summer when those special plums were in season my mother made
Pflaumenkuchen for my father and every time he ate it he was careful to say, “This is like my
mother used to make.”
So I bought a piece of Pflaumenkuchen to eat on the way to my grandmother‟s house. I
appreciate the taste of food and all else good that goes with eating, but until that moment nothing
I had ever eaten had made me cry. It was like my mother used to make. I gobbled down the cake
facing away from the Leipzig commuters hurrying to their trains.
Ten minutes later I was at the house. The street looked the same as it did before the small,
brass, square quietly occupied the entranceway. The street, with its uneven sidewalk made of
granite slabs; some broken, some sloping at odd angles looked the same. I kneeled and wiped the
polished, brass plate clean with my hand. It called out my grandmother‟s name. I stood nearby
for a few moments and watched the passers-by. None saw the stone. None looked down. I
wanted to stop them and tell them my story. I wanted to tell them about the shield that shines like
gold. “Here lived Malka Bein,” it says.
I was going to tell them how I wanted to talk to my grandmother and about my speech in
the harsh German language, but that the words had gotten in the way. And then my clarinet had
become my voice. I felt like yelling, “FINALLY I TALKED TO MY GRANDMOTHER.”
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It was time to go and I needed some help in cutting myself away from this spot on the
earth that had pulled me close. It now had a marker - a belly button, an outlet to plug into, a
center of gravity. It didn‟t need me.
I turned and walked towards the corner, resisting the urge to turn around and run back. I
fought to just keep going. I thought I was through with this place.
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Chapter 14
The Sycamore Tree

My father told me the following story when I was about ten years old. It may have been
one of the longest of his stories about my family in Europe.
“I was walking down my street on the way home from work and saw a police car in front
of my house,” he said. “It was the Gestapo. I was afraid to go inside so I waited across the street.
After the police had gone in, I rang my doorbell three times, a signal to my mother that I was
outside. Then I went back across the street and hid. A short time later the police came out with
my mother who was carrying a small suitcase. They put her in the police car and drove off. That
was the last time I saw her,” he said.
I was a child. I didn‟t know what to say or what to do, and he didn‟t know what to say
afterwards. It was a difficult story for a child to absorb. Maybe later he thought about telling the
story in a different way, he didn‟t say, but the story stuck in my bones. It is in my ears. It is still a
difficult story.
The day my father spoke of was October 28, 1938, the day that approximately 12,000
Polish Jews living in Germany were deported by the nazis back to Poland. They were given an
hour to pack a suitcase, then taken to the train station, jammed into cattle cars and dumped at the
border in the vicinity of the Polish town of Zbaszyn. German soldiers fired shots over the heads
of the refugees to make them cross over into Poland.
Surprisingly, my grandmother did not talk about the deportation in her letters. She only
said that no matter what you owned before that day, “We were all poor in an hour.”
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I can only imagine what that hour had been like for my grandmother. She is in her
apartment when she hears pounding on the door. She opens it and two police men are standing
there.
She shrinks back. The police ask her name and she answers in a quiet voice, avoiding
their stares. One of the policemen is carrying a list of names in a leather-gloved hand. She feels
like she is going to faint and puts a hand up on the wall to steady herself.
The men in the doorway push their way past her into the apartment. My grandmother‟s
heart is beating so fast it feels like it is in her throat, and if she coughs, it would fly out of her
mouth like a piece of food. Her face becomes hot and she is perspiring in the chill of the cool
autumn air. She thinks that she isn‟t going to be able to meet her friend, Mrs. Klein, at three
o‟clock.
A policeman pulls out a chair and sits, resting his dirty boots on her kitchen table. She
wants to tell him to take his feet down. His foot nudges the porcelain bowl, the one my
grandmother uses to hold the sugar for coffee. It belonged to her grandmother. She watches it fall
off the table only to be saved by the blond policeman with the square chin, who lunges forward
to catch the delicate bowl before it smashes on the floor. He wipes some grains of sugar from his
hand that spill in the downfall and examines the antique closely while my grandmother smiles
inside because the little bowl that is so dear to her is still intact. He rises suddenly and hurls the
white bowl with a pattern of roses circling the rim against the mirror on the wall. The crash
makes my grandmother jump and put her hand over her chest. She stares at the pile of shards on
the floor and begins to cry.
“Jew, where is your husband?” the policeman screams.
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“He‟s dead,” my grandmother says. Her voice is a whisper. Her body is shaking, but she
is happy they can‟t take him. She smiles and wipes the tears from her eyes.
“Your children?”
“They are grown. They no longer live here.”
She hears the door bell ring three times. She knows it is Max. The other policeman walks
to the window and pulls aside the curtain to look down onto the street. My grandmother thinks
about throwing herself on him and pushing them both through the third floor window, but her
legs have become like lead weights. She can‟t move. She listens for Max‟s footsteps on the stairs
and begins to breathe again when she realizes he‟s not coming up.
“Who sleeps in these beds?” the policeman growls.
Her mind churns out answers. She picks the best one.
“I take in boarders to help me pay the rent. They are at work.”
The policemen walk around the apartment, pulling open closet doors and bureau drawers.
“Get your passport Jew. Hurry and pack a suitcase. Hurry, I say. NOW.”
My grandmother never thought they would come for her, like they did for her neighbors.
She puts a few things into a suitcase, embarrassed to have to take her undergarments from the
drawer in front of the men. She doesn‟t know what to take. She doesn‟t know where she is going
or if she is coming back. But when she opens the jewelry box on the dresser the policemen grab
for it, pushing her away, fighting each other for the few pieces that my grandmother saved during
her fifty two years.
My grandmother straightens the curtains and wipes a clod of dirt from the surface of the
kitchen table with her hand. She looks at herself in the bathroom mirror and fixes her hat. She
closes all the closet doors and sees the tie she bought for Max at the Paris World‟s Fair. A pain
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shoots through my grandmother‟s stomach when she thinks about her children. When will she
see Max and Sidy and Adrienne again?
She takes a deep breath and mentally inventories the things she is leaving behind – the
gold pocket watch with the long chain, the pictures, her clothes, her kitchen. Their stories see her
leaving and come to her all at once. She wonders what will become of her things while she is
gone.
They leave the apartment and she locks the door. She is carrying her suitcase as they
come out of the building onto the street and my grandmother grimaces when she sees the police
car. She looks down Uferstrasse for the last time before getting into the car.
#
The Poles didn‟t want the refugees and the Germans didn‟t want them. They were
stateless people. It seemed that in 1938 the Germans didn‟t yet have in mind to kill all the Jews,
but just to rid Germany of us. They called it Judenrein, literally, cleansed of Jews.
The events of October 28, 1938 were called the Zbaszyn deportation. The Jews in
Germany were thrown out in such haste that in the Zbaszyn camp there were people still in their
nightclothes. Cripples were taken from their homes, taken out of their wheelchairs and carried
across the border on stretchers. The Jews were searched by the SS who confiscated their
valuables and were only allowed to take 10 marks out of Germany.
Since the deportees ended up with so little money they couldn‟t travel into the interior of
Poland, but some of the victims with families in the country were able to make contact with their
kin. Malka was able to write to her family in Gorlice who arranged for her train passage back to
the place of her birth.
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When I visited my grandmother‟s house in Leipzig, I stood across the street from her
apartment and imagined what October 28, 1938 might have been like for my father, who was
twenty seven years old at the time. I heard his story in my mind. He said that he hid across the
street. I wondered where that was because there was just another row of houses, shoulder to
shoulder, on this side of the street with no place to hide. Then I saw a tree, just about twenty
yards to my right, perhaps five or six stories tall. Its trunk was about four feet in diameter. I
measured it roughly. It was about twelve feet around, certainly large enough for a man to hide
behind.
I approached the tree and put my hand up on it like I was putting an arm around the
shoulder of an old friend. It was autumn, and its golden leaves were dropping onto the street. I
looked up and down the street to see if anyone was watching. We had some silent connection.
I said, “What do you know?” What have you seen?” I kept my hand on the rough trunk
and listened. We were quiet.
Then I said, “Thank you for hiding my father.”
It let me take a piece of its bark which now sits on my desk in Atlanta, preserved by some
resinous glop that hardened to a glassy surface.
That tree was a sycamore, with a life span of 250-300 years. Its bark that peeled in
blotches of pistachio green and brown and its spiky seed pods gave it its unmistakable identity.
Sycamores propagate through those seed pods. We had sycamores in my neighborhood
when I was a boy growing up in Brooklyn. I wondered if somehow that familiar look, the skin of
a tree, subconsciously played into my father‟s choosing where to live after he immigrated to the
United States, to New York City, and to Brooklyn.
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In the fall when the pods dropped we used them as projectiles. We broke them open and
tried to put their itchy cotton-like tufts down one another‟s shirts. We called the seed pods “itchy
balls”.
But I missed something. I didn‟t think to take a seed pod when I was in Germany in
November, 2008.
If I had gotten a seed pod, I could have taken it home, planted its seeds and grown a
sycamore tree in my yard. I could have had a child of the tree that hid my father from the police
so many years ago.
To start the seeds, I would have dried the pod and separated them from the tufts of brown
cotton-like material that cushioned and nourished the seeds inside their prickly husk. Then I
would have scooped the best fertile soil from my garden into some flowerpots and pressed the
seeds into the soil, maybe covering the top with some soft peat. I‟d try different kinds of rich
soils from different parts of my garden in each pot, not really knowing which soil the seeds
would like best. I‟d cover the pots that held the seeds with some chicken wire to keep out the
hungry birds and squirrels looking for a winter snack. The seeds would need to spend a winter in
the cold soil before they germinated. I probably would have looked at the flower pots every day
from fall till spring to watch for little peeping green heads pushing through the soil. The day I
saw green in those pots would be a holiday.
I would have waited a bit and transplanted the seedlings into the best soil and sunniest
spots in my garden. For that Sycamore, I would have given up my vegetable garden, where I
worked each year preparing the earth for my tomatoes, peppers and eggplants.
Every spring I pulled up the pencil thin roots of other trees growing outside the garden.
They encroached, by trying to establish their hairy roots under my vegetable‟s garden domain, by
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creeping millimeter by millimeter, every second of every day and every night from their red clay
homes into my fertile, sweet, black soil. And every spring I ripped out the intruders in favor of
my vegetables. This spring I would have given it all to the child of the Sycamore that hid my
father.
And after the Sycamore had grown a bit I would have felt awful if some rowdy
neighbor‟s kid snuck into the yard some night when the dog was asleep and scratched their
initials into the Sycamore‟s skin with a cheap pocket knife or the edge of a broken beer bottle. Or
carved a heart around two sets of initials that would last forever and become crusty in the
distinctive bark, over which the Sycamore tried to grow a scab.
When I got old, I could sit under the Sycamore with my grandchildren and tell them the
story of the tree. I‟d tell them how the tree‟s father hid my father and saved him so many years
ago, and that we can be here today because of the Sycamore‟s father. They wouldn‟t understand,
no one would understand.
What of my children and their husbands and wives? Would they really care about the tree
and the story that some crazy, old, gray-haired man told them?
“Poppa, it‟s just a tree,” one of my grown seed pods might tell me.
But then, what if I had to move to another house?
I‟d tell my new owners the story of the tree. Maybe the mom might smile and say,
“Oh, how sweet,” and then say, “Henry, did you hear that?” to her husband, dressed in
plaid shorts, practicing his golf swing in the driveway with an invisible club.
“Tell Henry that story again.”
I might have told the new owners that in time to come, my family members may ring
their bell and want to visit to see the Sycamore. After all, it was the family tree. I hoped the new
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owners would be hospitable, and at least show my kin down the driveway, past the wooden fence
and into the garden where the Sycamore stood quietly awaiting visitors.
I‟d ask them never to cut down the Sycamore, but if they had to, to give me the wood.
What would I make with the Sycamore‟s bones; a chair to sit on, a table to eat on, a cabinet in
which to put my things? But then I‟d have to go to the sawmill with the Sycamore. I‟d wince
when the tree passed through the whirling, screeching circular saw blade, biting through the
wood with grinning metallic teeth, spitting out sawdust. I would collect the sawdust and save it. I
wouldn‟t know for what, but then I‟d have a hard time ever throwing it away.
Certainly I‟d build something with the wood, something to last forever. Maybe I‟d make
toys for my grandchildren, brightly painted toys with smooth rounded edges. Perhaps I‟d finish a
table top. I would have sanded the wood, starting with some coarse paper and ending with the
smoothest fine grit paper, maybe even using steel wool. I would have worn my white cotton
gloves to keep the dirt and oils on my hands from blemishing the wood. I‟d use a light stain to
show the character of the wood and then finish with a clear coat to protect the table from damage
– stains, spills or crayon marks.
The wood is hearty enough to resist giving into the pressure of a pen or pencil coming
from the other side of the homework paper, the writing instrument held in a clenched fist by one
of my seedlings sitting in a kitchen somewhere on momma‟s lap doing homework. Maybe a
seedling took a liking to grandpa‟s table, not because they even knew the story, but just
understood from being around grandpa that it was a special table. I could sit in the quiet with my
palms pressed flat on its wooden surface and listen again to what its mother saw on October 28,
1938.
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Perhaps I‟d make a musical instrument from the wood. Its notes would not drop to the
earth they way the seed pod that gave it life did, but would fly off towards heaven with a
message from the spirits that lived in the wood.
#
In August of 2009 I returned to Leipzig to attend the memorial service for my
grandmother. I visited The Tree. We talked. I remembered about the seed pods, but thought that
summer was too early for the growth of those prickly husks that carried the instructions for the
next generation.
Then I spied a little Sputnik on a green string hanging from a branch over the street in a
place that looked just out of my reach. I examined the other lower branches for an easier target,
but there were none. I could have used something to stand on but there were no crates or boxes
on the street. This was Germany, not lower Manhattan. I thought of standing on my knapsack for
the extra reach, but that would have drawn attention to something I was trying to do
surreptitiously. I started to reach up for the pod, it was inches from my fingers, but the stares of
the drivers waiting in line at the red light just fifteen feet away made me put my hand down.
Imagine going to jail in Germany for stealing state property, an itchy-ball, no less. I waited till
the street cleared of traffic and was about to snare my catch when a bicycle rider appeared out of
nowhere and made me retreat.
If the pod had already fallen to the ground, it might have been a different story. Then I
could have walked down the street and kicked it a few times out of plain sight, bent down to tie
my shoe and smoothly scooped it up in my hand.
If I didn‟t snatch up the pod, it was just a short time until the end of fall when the
sycamore would lose its leaves and pods to gravity. They‟d fall into a wide pile on the sidewalk
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and into the gutter, get blown by the wind halfway down the street. The pods would lie dormant
on the cold hard granite of the sidewalk or on the asphalt street, not a particularly hospitable
environment for a seed pod desiring progeny. Perhaps one pod might decompose and a seed find
a fine crack between the cobblestones in front of a doorway and deposit some sycamore DNA in
that pencil-thin line of dirt. And if by chance the seed germinated and the tender shoot survived
the countless heels and soles and bicycle tires, it would be eradicated by the home dweller who
would not want a tree blocking the front door.
If this was not to be the fate of the fallen seed pod, then the street sweeper with bristled
broom and gray metal can would collect all the sycamore futures and dump them
unceremoniously in the pile with other anonymous organic garbage as if the pods from The Tree
were just the same as any other piece of refuse he carried in his can that day.
But I could provide a better home, a better ending to the story.
I walked away from my quarry. I walked to the corner and waited for the light to change
and flush away a row of motorized onlookers. As I lingered, another row of potential
eyewitnesses began piling up at the light one by one, putting ogling drivers by my mark. I
waited.

Upon my return to JFK airport from Germany, standing sleepily in the Customs line, I
thought to myself that if I had been carrying one of those seed pods cleverly hidden in my
belongings, perhaps tucked into a dirty pair of socks or in an inside-the-inside pocket in my
knapsack, away from sniffing dogs and X-Ray beams, would I have surrendered it? Would I
have surrendered it for fear of causing an agricultural disaster like the importation of the
Mediterranean fruit fly, or the introduction of kudzu, or the tiger snail into the Great Lakes?
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I might have been prepared to surrender my trophy to the Customs agents, should they
have deemed a seed pod an agricultural threat to the United States. If necessary, I was prepared
to surrender it on the condition that the customs agents listen to a short story about a tree in
Leipzig, Germany that grew across the street from my grandmother‟s house.
Even the most heartless, law abiding, Constitution-protecting, Customs agent would have
had to turn his head upon hearing a confession that I was prepared to deliver.
With passport in hand I approached the young inspector‟s booth and handed over my
papers. He looked me in the eye. I looked back.
“What was the purpose of your visit?” he said.
“I visited the house where my family lived more than seventy years ago.”
“Where was that?
“Leipzig, Germany.”
“How was that for you?”
“Cool, very cool,” I said
I was tired and I wanted to get home. I didn‟t tell him about the sycamore tree I was
going to plant in my backyard. And I didn‟t tell him about the shield that shines like gold, or
about my grandmother.
He thumbed through the pages of my passport and gave it a brisk stamp with the metal
plunger on his desk.
“Welcome to the United States,” he said.
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